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WOOTTON HALL PARK, NORTHAMPTON NN4 8BQ
President

Sir Hereward Wake, Bart., M.C., D.L.

NOTES AND NEWS
After several years of reciting the problems of family archive collections held in the Record Office
being under threat of withdrawal, it is good this year to report a success with the Cartwright of
Aynho archives being saved for the county at a cost of £300,000.

The Cartwright of Aynho Archive Trust was set up under the Chairmanship of Lady Juliet
Townsend, Lord Lieutenant of Northamptonshire with Jeffery Greenwell, the former Chief
Executive of Northamptonshire County Council as Honorary Secretary. An appeal was launched
at Sir John Soane’s Museum in London on 19th September 2006. The Trust worked in parallel with
the County Archivist, Sarah Bridges, who dealt with applications to various public bodies for
funding. Both the private and public sides of the venture were successful, in excess of £50,000
being raised locally. Some of these funds will be available to make a comprehensive list and index
to the Collection.

The occasion was celebrated with an evening reception at Aynho House, generously  hosted by the
new owner, Mr. James Perkins. The House has now been restored to a private residence after
institutional usage.

*   *   *   *   *

It is sad to report the death of Patrick King, the first Chief Archivist of the Record Office, who set
up the present archive system based on the material amassed by Joan Wake. Most readers will
remember the distinguished, quiet presence of a very knowledgeable and helpful person in charge
of the Office. Our sympathies go to his widow, Anne and the children.

*   *   *   *   *

This year sees several changes in Record Society staff and officers. Many of you will have been present at
the Annual General Meeting when Leslie Skelton retired after more than nineteen years with us. Sir
Hereward Wake, the President, made a presentation and Leslie replied. A photograph of this occasion and
a letter of appreciation from Leslie appear on page 101. The Office will never be quite the same without
the Lancashire down-to-earth realism. 

The AGM proved to be more of an experience than anticipated, and was a testing ground for the new
secretary, David Harries. Teatime had to be rearranged because of a failing Powerpoint projection system,
but all was resolved and Jon Stobart gave a most interesting lecture on eighteenth-century shopping in
Northampton that would have been seriously devalued without the ‘visual-aid’. 

*   *   *   *   *

Among the officers, Ron Greenall has retired as Honorary General Editor after production of six
volumes of the Society’s main series of publications. Although these volumes come edited from the
authors, there is always quite a lot of work to do in seeing them through the press, as well as
ensuring that a steady flow of volumes continues in the first place. These publications are the main
objective of the Society’s work. We thank Ron for all his effort and hope that he will still be able
to serve on the editorial committee.

As a result of Ron’s retirement I shall be leaving Northamptonshire Past and Present after production
of thirteen issues since 1995. The Society has had only five NPP editors since the journal began in
1948 – being Joan Wake, Sir Giles Isham and John Steane before Ron. It has been an interesting
experience with the summer dash to compile volumes and an occasional crisis when papers have



failed to arrive in time or were unexpectedly unsuitable. I have certainly learned a lot, sometimes
about subjects that would not normally be my preferred reading, but turn out to be quite
informative and interesting!

*   *   *   *   *

My thanks go, as ever, to Jean Hall, Leslie Skelton, David Harries and to all the authors and
reviewers over the years, for their help with NPP production. You can find details of the latest news,
events and publications on the Record Society Website at www. northamptonshirerecordsociety.org.uk.

David Hall

Notes on contributors

Douglas Arden is a barrister of the Supreme Court of Victoria and the High Court of Australia,
who joined the Northamptonshire Record Society in 2006. An occasional contributor to
historical journals, his most recent article was on a manuscript compiled by Robert Glover in
1578, which preserved the lost estate documents of numerous medieval families.

Grenville Hatton retired in 2003 from a career as a chartered electrical engineer. He has been
involved for about 25 years in the local history of West Northamptonshire and has published
several books. He is currently conducting research into the period 1450-1700 for the same area.
The author also uses computer graphics for analysis of early maps and is a member of the
committee of the UK Association for History and Computing.

Barbara Hornby, secretary of the Northamptonshire Association for Local History and a former
editor of Northamptonshire Local History News, was awarded an MA in Local and Regional
History from the University of Warwick in 1997 and won the Victor Hatley Memorial Prize in
the same year.

H. J. K. Jenkins is a maritime historian whose work is published internationally. He regularly
speaks at the Institut du Monde Anglophone, Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris University III. He also
chairs the Fenland Lighter Project, based at Peterborough.

Jack Rodney Laundon of Kettering has been fascinated by Northamptonshire lakes since his first
walk around Cransley Reservoir on 16th April 1947 when aged 12. Whilst still at school he
studied Naseby and Thorpe Malsor Reservoirs. Since retirement from the Natural History
Museum in London in 1990 he has concentrated on Brickhill Pond at Blatherwyke, the ponds
at Harringworth Lodge, and White Water Lake overshadowed by RAF Wittering.

Judith Niechcial is Alec Skempton’s elder daughter, a (mainly) retired social worker, and a
biographer. She is currently working on a book about Baroness Lucy Faithfull. She lives in
London with her second husband and youngest son.

Tracey Partida MA is a Research Assistant at the University of East Anglia currently working on
an Arts and Humanities research funded project digitally mapping the historic county of
Northamptonshire. She has previously worked as a freelance Historic Landscape Consultant
specialising in digital mapping and is currently undertaking a part time PhD on the enclosure
process in Northamptonshire at the University of East Anglia.

Mike Thornton is a history graduate who spent his working life in the education service. Since
retirement he has taken an MA at the Centre for English Local History at the University of Leicester
and was subsequently awarded a PhD for a thesis which examines aspects of rural society in late-
medieval Northamptonshire.
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Knights Disinterred: the Lost Ardens of Northamptonshire
1234-1370

DOUGLAS ARDEN

Five knights named Thomas Arderne held the senior succession of the Ardens of
Warwickshire from 1234 to 1370, and acquired Northamptonshire lands. Sir Thomas
Arderne of Hanwell took that cognomen from an Oxfordshire tenancy of his wife Royse
Vernon. Widowed in 1297, Royse disregarded primogeniture custom, and settled lands on
her two younger sons equal to those inherited in Spratton and Holdenby by the eldest
son, Thomas Arderne II, who elected to live on his Northamptonshire estate. Predictably
bitter disputes estranged his descendants from their junior but more prominent relatives in
Warwickshire and Oxfordshire, and repeated use of the forename Thomas so confounded
later historians that the third and fourth Sir Thomas Arderne vanished from the record. A
recent extended study in the National Archives has confirmed an earlier rediscovery by
Wrottesley of the complete Spratton pedigree.1

The Ardens acquire Spratton and Holdenby
The Englishman Thorkil of Arden held his vast Domesday estates of the king, but in 1088
his son Siward Ardena was demoted in feudal status, and his heirs held thereafter as military
tenants of the earls of Warwick. In 1200, Siward’s son and heir Henry Arderne granted
most of the family land to his second son Thomas of Curdworth, who died in 1224.2 His
widow Eustachia was still young and acquisitive, and besides holding the estate while their
son Thomas was a minor, she had a particular interest in Holdenby and Spratton, where
in 1234 she paid £110 for an estate forfeited by Hugh Warewill, an absentee Norman,3
and held as a tenant of the mesne lord Henry Pinkney.4 In 1237, she impleaded Philip
Cropperie for a full knight’s fee in Spratton, and in 1242 her interests in Northampton-
shire were noted in the Book of Fees.5 Eustachia’s son Thomas attained his full age in
1229, but she did not settle his patrimony on him until 1236, and reserved her dower
interest for life in certain estates, including 191⁄2 virgates of land in Spratton, and half a
knight’s fee in Holdenby, with rentals and the advowson.6

Sir Thomas Arderne of Rotley (c.1208-1299)
The heir of Thomas Arderne of Curdworth, Sir Thomas took for his cognomen the name
of another Warwickshire manor. As Sir Thomas Arderne of Rotley, he gained more land
in that county by his marriage to Margaret Sudeley, the daughter of Ralph Sudeley III,
who descended from Edward the Confessor and a Norman ducal family.7 Sir Thomas

1. The key document is National Archives (NA), CP 40/429 m. 396. Maj. Gen. George Wrottesley printed this
lawsuit and pedigree in his great work Pedigrees from the Plea Rolls (1905) at p. 91, but family historians failed
to grasp its significance, and the Spratton Ardens stayed in limbo for another century.
2. Possibly born before the Conquest, Siward had died by 1139. His sons Hugo and Henry are in the Red Book
of the Exchequer of 1166, and by a singular feat of longevity Henry survived to 1200, when his son Thomas
induced his ancient father to give him most of the family lands, depriving his elder brother William of the
patrimony: Cal.Curia Regis Rolls (1200) v. l, p. 338.
3. Honors and Knights’ Fees, ed. W. Farrer, v. 2, pp. 350-1.
4. Henry de Pinkyny enfeoffed Eustachia Arderne in these 11⁄2 knights’ fees in Holdenby and Spratton, by a fine
which called her Eustachia de Pinkyny: NA, CP 25/172/27 no. 339. This scribal error suggests she was a
Pinkney, but in fact she was the daughter of Raoul de Mauleon, and the sister of Savari de Mauleon, king
John’s seneschal of Poitou: Cal. Patent Rolls 1225-32, p. 475.
5. Book of Fees, A.D. 1242-3, p. 940.
6. Feet of Fines … Warwick, (Dugdale. Soc. xi) pp. 108-9, No. 544.
7.The Sudeleys, or Suleyes, descended from Godgifu, the sister of Edward the Confessor, and Dreux, count of
Vexin: Wagner, English Genealogy, pp. 34-5.



administered his estates in co-operation with his mother Eustachia, and together they
added more Northamptonshire land to holdings in other counties. As late as 1265, Sir
Thomas and Eustachia acquired a mill and more Spratton land from the Cropperie family.8

Eustachia died in 1266, but at surveys taken in 1269 and 1270 she was still recorded as a
joint tenant with her son Thomas, holding in Spratton and Holdenby of Henry Pinkney,
in the estate of the late earl of Winchester.9

Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell (c.1226-1297)
William, the disinherited elder brother of Thomas Arderne of Curdworth, was first in a
succession of five of his name settled at Radbourn in Warwickshire.10 Sir Thomas Arderne
of Hanwell was the second son of William II of Radbourn, who granted him his own
small estate, before leaving in 1228 to join the fourth Crusade.11 In 1261, in exchange for
certain Warwickshire lands and rents, Sir Thomas Arderne of Rotley granted his cousin Sir

8 northamptonshire past and present

8. NA, CP 25/1/174/47, no. 848.
9. Cal. Inqu. Post Mortem, v. l, no.732, pp. 233,256. No more is heard of the Pinkney mesne lordship after 1284.
10. William V sold Radboum to John Catesby in 1369. Baker, in The History and Antiquities of Northamptonshire,
(1822) v.1, p. 66, followed Dugdale’s confused account of Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell’s origins, and gave
him phantom parents ‘Thomas and Lucia de Arderne’ who actually belonged to a different branch of the
family, long settled in Essex.
11. William II was missing by 1233, when his wife Avice complained that Eustachia had siezed the heir William
III, and lands assigned to Avice for her support: Cal. Close Rolls 1231-34, p. 248.

Figure 1: Arms of families mentioned in this article.
(a) Arden of Spratton (b) Verdon (c) Swinford of Spratton
(d) Swinford impaling Arden (e) Broughton (f) Abberbury

(g) Chambre of Spratton (h) Swinford ancient



Thomas Arderne of Hanwell the family moiety in Spratton, subject to his mother
Eustachia’s life interest.12 This fine included other unnamed tenements she held for life,
doubtless the Holdenby land which descended to the Spratton Ardens. Sir Thomas
received his writ of protection for the Welsh expedition in 1277,13 and having survived
that campaign, was appointed sheriff of Northamptonshire and constable of the castle for
the term 1278-9.14

Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell was loyal to Henry III in the Barons’ Wars, and held
custody of the lands of a rebel, John Dunheved.15 In sharp contrast, his cousin Sir Thomas
Arderne of Rotley was an associate of Simon Montfort, was taken prisoner on the losing
side at Evesham in 1265, and his estates were confiscated.16 The Dictum of Kenilworth of
1266 permitted surviving rebels to redeem their lands on payment of heavy fines, and
while Sir Thomas was able to raise this money, within a few years he began to sink under
resulting debts. By 1279, his Jewish creditors were trafficking in his mortgages.17

On 25th June 1281, Sir Thomas of Rotley granted his manor of Pedmore, with some other
Warwickshire lands for a consideration of 200 marks, to one Hugh of Vienna, who agreed
to defer his livery of seisin.18 On 12th July, Sir Thomas granted the same lands to his cousin
Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell and his wife Royse, for the identical consideration of 200
marks.19 The transaction was followed that day by an endorsement on a Close Roll,
whereby Sir Thomas of Hanwell acknowledged that he owed Hugh of Vienna 80 marks,
cancelled on payment.20 Finally, Sir Thomas of Rotley notified his former tenants that Sir
Thomas of Hanwell was their new lord.21

There are various possible explanations for these manoeuvres. Whether Hugh of Vienna
was a nervous creditor demanding better security, the purchaser of some part of Sir
Thomas’s debts, or an intending buyer willing to sell out his contract, he had made a 40
per cent profit on the agreed value of these lands in under three weeks. Sir Thomas
probably had a temporary respite from his creditors, and although he was finally forced to
sell all his estates by 1287, including his home manor of Rotley, he may have found solace
in knowing that these lands passed to his cousin, rather than a stranger. Sir Thomas of
Hanwell and Royse were clear winners, having acquired for 280 marks lands worth far
more.

Wappenham and Drayton
By an undated deed executed at some point before 1288, William Bradden sold his entire
interest in the Northamptonshire vill of Wappenham to Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell
and Royse his wife.22 The Oxfordshire manor of Drayton is recorded as part of the huge
Domesday fief of the Arden ancestor Thorkil, and had descended to Sir Thomas Arderne
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12. NA, CP 25/1/244/27 (no. 75r, 53v). In official and private documents, ‘Sir Thomas de Arderne of Rotley’
and ‘Sir Thomas de Arderne of Hanwell’ were routinely identified by their unwieldy cognomens, to avoid
confusion.
13. Cal. Pat. Rolls 1272-1281, p. 220.
14. Cal.Fine Rolls, v. 1, pp. 103, 119.
15. British Library (BL), Cott. Ch. xxii, 5; Catalogue of Ancient Deeds (CAD), v. 4, p. 121, no. A 7099.
16. Cal. Inq. Misc., v. l. no. 930, p. 280; and BL, Add. MS 28024, fo. 58v.
17. BL, Add. Ch. 49055-62. The creditors were Mossekin of Warwick, and Aaron, son of Vives.
18. NA, KB 27/62, m. 13. Aside from Pedmore, these lands were in the North Warwickshire vills of
Curdworth, Minworth, Moxhull, Echenours, and Overton (Water Orton and Little Orton).
19. BL, Add. MS 28024, fo. 109v-110.
20. Cal. Close Rolls 1279-88, p. 131.
21. BL, Egerton 3789, f. 28v. The last three steps were dated at London on 12 July 1281, but each was recorded
in a different way, possibly to conceal the nature of the transaction, which is reconstructed here for the first
time. Sanctions against blatant usury were still in force.
22. Northamptonshire Record Office (NRO), Finch Hatton MS 170/54.



of Rotley, who evidently settled this estate on his cousins the Hanwell Ardens during the
1280s, although the deed was already lost by 1358.23 Royse Arderne held Drayton in 1306
and 1310, and it is apparent that she was jointly enfeoffed with her late husband, as in the
case of their other acquisitions. This suggests that she found the money for these purchases,
and as survivor had control of the subject lands in her widowhood.

The house divided – Royse Arderne
Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell’s death in 1297 is confirmed by a summons to Royse his
widow, as holding land or rents in Northamptonshire worth £20 and more, to perform
her military service overseas, mustering at London in July.24 Some interests had vested at
once in her eldest son Thomas Arderne II as his father’s next heir in Spratton, Holdenby
and its advowson, and some ancestral Warwickshire lands, while Royse retained her one-
third life interest in dower.

As surviving joint feoffee, she was in full control of lands she had purchased together with
her husband. Thomas II performed his mother’s military duties with his own, but in 1309
he returned to find his Spratton tenancy alienated by the Ferrars mesne lord, and sued for
novel disseisin, as discussed below.25

In her widowhood, Royse held in fee simple the land acquired from Thomas of Rotley,
and exercised her right with the obvious intention that her three elder sons would hold
equal shares. Before her death in 1316, each was in possession of roughly 11⁄2 knights’ fees.
The primogeniture rule had vested that amount of his father’s own land in the eldest son
Thomas II, and it was unnecessary to make any provision for him.26 Two more knights of
his name were to hold at Spratton and Holdenby, until the extinction of that male line on
the death of Sir Thomas Arderne IV in 1370.

With a contingent remainder to Robert her third son, Royse Arderne settled all her
Warwickshire land on her second son Ralph,27 whose descendants were the well-
documented Parkhall Ardens, extinct in the senior male line in 1643.28 However, Simon
Arden (1510-1599) a second son of that family, and their first Protestant, settled near
Yoxall, Staffordshire in 1573,29 founding the Longcrofts branch, represented today in
several countries.30 Royse Arderne’s distribution strategy scattered her sons, but it ensured
that each of them had enough land to establish his own family, spreading the long-term
survival risks, a benefit of which she was probably well aware. Of her four sons, only
Ralph’s male line has survived into the 21st century.

In 1310, Royse gave her third son Robert the manor of Drayton in Oxfordshire, retaining
her life interest.31 The validity of this gift was challenged by Royse’s descendants Thomas
Arderne IV and his granddaughter Elizabeth Swinford, who alleged that Sir Thomas of
Rotley’s grant to Royse and her husband had entailed Drayton to those grantees and the
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23. In 1358, the deed could not be found to support Thomas IV’s claim to Drayton. Further such claims by
his granddaughter in 1366-7 and 1390 failed, probably for the same reason.
24. Parliamentary Writs, ed. Sir Francis Palgrave, v. l, p. 429.
25. NA, JUST 1/1343, m. 29.
26. Cal. Inq. Post Mortem, vol. 5, p. 397, at pp. 402-8. The fourth son Bartholemew had been given his own
modest estate by his father during his lifetime, and had purchased more on his own account.
27. BL, Egerton 3789, fo. 28. In 1578, Glover found two drafts of this grant among Arden deeds at Parkhall.
Only the second names Robert, but it is sealed and is obviously the final version.
28. See Burke’s Landed Gentry, 18th edn., (1969) v. 2, p. l6 et seq.
29. Ibid., and Letters and Papers of Henry VIII, v. 15, pp. 114-5 (1540) g. 282. No. 104.
30. The male line was extinct in the United Kingdom upon the death of the noted orthopaedic surgeon
George Arden, FRCS, in September 1997, but survives in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United
States of America.
31. NA, CP 25/1/189/64. Royse’s interest ceased on her death in 1316.



heirs of their bodies, confining the succession to the next heir, their eldest son Thomas II
the plaintiffs’ ancestor. Their claims failed, probably because the original deed had been
lost, and they could not prove the nature of the estate conveyed, on which their case
relied.32 By 1329, Robert Arderne’s lands in Oxfordshire included Drayton, the Hanwell
tenancy of his mother’s dowry, Horley-cum-Hornton, and several other estates which he
had acquired for himself. In Northamptonshire, he held in Sudborough and Lowick, and
his mother’s gift of Wappenham.33 He also held life interests in Sussex in right of his wife
Nicholaa Bardolf, widow of Robert Boutvileyn.

Sir Thomas Arderne II (fl.1290-1327)
In October 1290, Sir Thomas Arderne of Rotley recognized the right of Thomas Arderne
II, son of Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell, to present to the living of Holdenby, held of
the Ferrars family.34When his father died in 1297, Thomas II departed on military service
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Figure 2: Descent of the Ardens of Spratton.

32. A grant of Warwickshire lands between these parties was not entailed: BL, Add. MS 28024, fos. l09v-110.
The Drayton grant remains unlocated, but was probably in identical terms.
33. Royse’s grants to Robert at Wappenham and Hanwell have not been found.
34. J. Bridges, Antiquities of Northamptonshire…, ed. Peter Whalley (1791) v. 1, p. 528.



which continued intermittently for 12 years. His mesne lord John Ferrars siezed the
opportunity to increase the returns on his Spratton estate by installing three new tenants
in the Ardens’ half-share. When Thomas II returned in 1309, he brought assize of novel
disseisin against Ferrars and his new tenants, at which the jury determined he should
recover his seisin, together with his damages in the considerable sum of £52.35 By 1316,
Thomas was in undisputed possession, and liable to tax on his tenancies both in Spratton
and Holdenby.36

The Ardens belonged to a class expected to practise in the military skills from childhood,
but an unusual proclivity for civil violence is seen in the Spratton family. Thomas Arderne
II was among those pardoned for the killing of Piers Gaveston in June 1312,37 and in May
1327 he received an individual pardon for the murder of John le Keu.38 His son and
grandson were soldiers in the French wars, and although protected by routine pardons
granted for military service, both men were repeatedly in exigents to be outlawed for
violent felonies.39

Sir Thomas Arderne II and Henry Stradebrok were named as joint trustees for the
Engayne family in 1318.40 It has been suggested that Thomas II had died by 1324, when
his son Thomas III was a minor in wardship, but he was still active in 1327, when he
received the pardon noted above. He was buried at Chacombe Priory, near the tomb of
his younger brother Robert.41

Sir Thomas Arderne III (fl. 1324-1347)
Dugdale and later historians believed Thomas II had no sons, and identified as his daughter
Joan Arderne, wife of Sir John Swinford. In reality, Thomas and his great granddaughter
Joan were two generations apart, but the ignorance or indifference of later Ardens caused
Elizabethan pedigrees to omit the third and fourth Sir Thomas Arderne of Spratton.42
Thomas III first appears in 1324 as … son and heir of Thomas, son of Thomas de Arderne …
and ward of Margaret Banastre, who as custodian of his lands defeated a claim by Joan, the
widow of Ralph Arderne I, for dower in Spratton and Holdenby.43 Thomas was of full age
and the lord of Spratton by 1334, when he presented to the living of Holdenby.44

According to Baker, Thomas married Elizabeth, widow of Walter Ridware,45 which would
explain his unexpected Staffordshire interests in the manors of Ridware Hamstall and
Little Ridware, where in 1334 he demised a messuage, 20 acres of land, and 16 acres of
meadow to Thomas Pype for life, at a rental of four marks and two cartloads of hay yearly.46
In 1346, his taxable interests in Spratton and Holdenby were assessed as 11⁄2 knights’ fees.47
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35. NA JUST 1/1343 m. 29. The county history mis-states the damages as £42.
36. Feudal Aids, iv, p. 23.
37. Cal. Pat. Rolls 1313-17, p. 21, p. 25.
38. Cal. Pat. Rolls 1327-30, p. 89.
39. Soldiers of all ranks were inevitably brutalised by the tactic of the chevauchee de guerre a kind of rolling war
crime in which English armies devastated the French countryside.
40. Cal Inq. Post. Mort., v. 6, p. 226, no. 383, p. 253, no. 427; v. 8, p. 163, no. 219.
41. Coll. Top. et Gen., v. II, pp. 388-9, cit. BL, Add. MS 5758, fo. 21.
42. BL, HarL MS 853, fo. 113v (c.1590) says of Thomas II ‘… Sr Thomas Arden had yssue Joane whoe was maried
to Sr John Swynford knight …’ compressing four generations into two.
43. NA, CP 40/253 m. 52. Margaret is mistakenly called ‘Bancester’ in the county history. Ralph Arderne I,
younger brother of Thomas II, had died in 1316.
44. Bridges, Northants., v. 2, p. 528.
45. Baker, Northants., v. l, p. 66. No reference is given, but Baker is generally reliable.
46. Cal. Inq. Misc., v. 2, p. 512, no. 2042.
47. VCH, Northants., v. 4, p. 101, cit. Bridges, Northants., v. 1, p. 464.



Sir Thomas Arderne III as a bandit chief
In 1347, Thomas III was in exigents for outlawry, one of seven knights accused of leading
a gang of some 60 armed individuals on a criminal rampage from Berkshire to the
northern marches. These included other members of gentry families, their relatives and
tenants, some tradesmen including a mercer and a tailor, and somewhat unexpectedly two
ladies, with Randolf the parson of Bastelden church. All were said to be implicated in a
rape, several murders, and other … felonies, contempts and excesses …’ Their chief
accuser was Lionel, second son of Edward III, precocious Lord Keeper of England, then
just nine years old.48 The following is typical of a series of writs issued in his name:

… a scandalous outcry prevails everywhere among the people and very grievous complaint
has been made to the king that Sir John Dalton, Sir Robert Holand, Sir Thomas Arderne, Sir
Matthew Haydok, Sir William Trussel, Sir Edmund Mancestre, Sir Thomas Charnels, and
others by force ravished Margery de la Beche, married to Gerard del Isle, on the holy day of
Good Friday, before the dawn, at her manor of Beaumes by Redyng, where the king’s son
Lionel, keeper of England, was then staying and abducted her to the terror of the said keeper
and the rest of the king’s children then with him there … and are running to and fro that they
may not be brought to justice for felony … the said evil-doers are plotting to do him [Gerard]
all the evil which they can, he has special licence for him and all those of his company to go
armed for their self defence …49

This gang of alleged criminals was pursued by numerous angry writs directed to royal
functionaries in the counties of Lancaster, Bedford, and Stafford, but no arrests were made,
apparently through a lack of enthusiasm on the part of various sheriffs, bailiffs and
commissioners. Lionel complained that they had all connived to protect and maintain the
offenders, and threatened that they would ‘… forfeit all they can forfeit …’ should they fail
to deliver the fugitives to the Tower in chains. Members of the medieval gentry appear in
court records with depressing frequency as leaders of criminal gangs, and while most of
the accounts of this group’s misdeeds emanate from the hyperactive Lionel and his
household, their detailed stories can hardly be pure invention.50

Extents taken to identify the miscreants’ possessions disclose that Sir Thomas Arderne III
held lands and rents in the counties of Stafford and Bedford, and had previously held land
in county Lancaster.51 His Northamptonshire estates at Spratton and Holdenby escaped
attention, and Sir Thomas III suffered no forfeitures by his outlawry. All his lands passed
intact to his son Thomas IV, who was free to dispose of his father’s Bedfordshire interests
in 1361.52

Sir Thomas Arderne IV (fl.1354-1369)
Sir Thomas IV married Joan, a daughter of Sir John Verdon,53 knighted at the fall of Calais
in 1348, a commissioner of array, justice of oyer and terminer,54 and a knight of the shire
for Northamptonshire.55 Alice, another of Sir John’s daughters, married William Haldenby,
and held land in Holdenby of her sister Joan Arderne, then of her niece Joan Swinford,
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48. Born in 1338, Lionel was married at four years of age, and Keeper of England at seven.
49. Cal. Pat. Rolls 1345-8, pp. 310-11. Some alleged offenders and persons aggrieved were of the king’s circle.
This was Sir William Trussell the younger, who would fight with distinction at Poitiers. Margery was the
widow of Nicholas de la Beche, late seneschal of Aquitaine, and her new husband Gerard Lisle had been
knighted by Edward III at his coronation.
50. Cal. Pat. Rolls 1345-8, pp. 320, 379, 384-5; Cal. Close Rolls, v. 5, pp. 252, 271, and 370.
51. Cal. Inq. Misc., v. 2, Nos. 2006, 2016, 2033, 2042.
52. BL, Egerton 3789, fo. 29.
53. NA, CP 40/787, m. 462. The name is also spelled as Verdoun.
54. Cal. Pat. Rolls 1327-1330, pp. 112, 150 et al.
55. Cal. Close Rolls 1370-74, p. 101.



both of whom died in 1365.56 At the second Dunstable tournament in 1334, Sir John
Verdon bore arms Sable, a lion rampant Argent, recently identified on the tomb-chest in
Spratton church. Sir Thomas IV and Joan Verdon his wife had no sons, ending the male
line of the Spratton Ardens. Their daughter Joan married Sir John Swinford in 1358, and
when she died in 1365 their daughter Elizabeth was about six years old.57

On 27th September 1354, Sir Thomas IV presented William Hyde to the living of
Holdenby.58 In 1358, he sued Nicholaa, the widow of Sir Robert Arderne, and their son
Sir Giles, for the Oxfordshire manor of Drayton, settled on Robert by his mother Royse
as widow of Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell.59 His case was that Drayton had been so
entailed as to vest the manor in his grandfather Thomas II as eldest son and next heir, and
that Royse had been entitled only to a life interest in dower. Robert’s widow and son
asserted in their defence that Sir Thomas Arderne of Rotley granted Drayton to Thomas
and Royse as joint feoffees, by a deed which had not expressed or implied any entail. A
writ of venire facias issued, and the sheriff was directed to empanel a jury.60

In July 1361, exactly a hundred years after his great-grandfather had acquired Spratton,
Thomas IV was living there when he sealed a deed disposing of his father’s Bedfordshire
lands.61 The Spratton Ardens had homes elsewhere, and in 1342 Thomas III was sued by
Henry Ferrars for his portion of Chorley and Bolton in Lancashire.62 Ferrars succeeded,
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56. NA, C135/229, m. 57 (No. 11); Baker, Northants., op. cit, v. l, p. 196.
57. VCH, Northants., v. 4, p.101, mistakenly suggests that they married in 1366.
58. Baker, supra, v. 1, p. 208.
59. Royse had settled Drayton on Robert in 1310; NA, CP 25/1/189/64.
60. BL, Egerton 3789, fo. 27v preserves the text of Thomas’s copy of the writ of venire facias.
61. Ibid., fo. 29. This deed is dated for 15 July 1361 ‘… apud Sprocton …’ and disposes of his modest holdings
in Bedfordshire in the manor of Roxton, with a cottage in Bereford.
62. Wrottesley, Pedigrees …, op. cit., p. 43, cit. De Banco. Hillary. l5Ed3. rn. 144.

Figure 3: The Spratton effigy has been identified for a century as
representing Sir John Swinford. The present article suggests that he commissioned it for

his father-in-law, Sir Thomas Arderne IV. (Photo: Michael Heaton)



and in 1371 William Ferrars’ widow held as a part of her dower … a house where Thomas
de Arderne knight used to dwell … at Chorley.63 In 1361, Thomas IV had his licence for a
private chapel at Nechells, a Warwickshire village depopulated in Dugdale’s time.64

The military career of Sir Thomas Arderne IV
Several Ardens are known to have served in the Black Prince’s expeditionary force of
1355-7. Thomas Dardern was among the prince’s retinue, but he was a Chester man, and
was not a knight until May 1357.65 The noted commander Sir Thomas Felton and
members of his company, including Sir Thomas Arderne, Sir Nicholas Stafford and others,
were issued supplementary protection writs on 8th February 1356,66 but they had been in
the field since the force embarked in September 1355. Sir Thomas Felton was praised for
his valour at Poitiers on 19th September 1356, and as knights in his company Arderne and
Stafford are likely to have fought in that memorable engagement.67
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63. Cal. Close Rolls 1370-74, p. 355.
64. Sir William Dugdale, Antiquities of Warwickshire, (1730 edn.) p. 881, cit. ‘Stret. f. 5b.’
65. Register of the Black Prince (BPR) 4 parts, (London 1930-3) III, pp. 202, 365, 462, 481.
66. Rymer’s Foedera, v. III, pt. l, pp. 323, 325-6.
67. BPR, IV, p. 178 et seq. Sir Thomas Arderne and Sir Nicholas Stafford would serve together under several
commanders in campaigns from 1355 to 1370.

Figure 4: The Spratton knight wears the livery collar of SS, given his associates and
captains by John of Gaunt. The hangman’s knot terminal is unique to this example.

(Photo: Michael Heaton)



Thomas IV’s subsequent military service is more readily established. In 1365, the French
engineered the overthrow of an English ally, king Pedro ‘the Cruel’ of Castile, endangering
the Black Prince in his principality of Aquitaine, and he raised an army to reinstate the
unattractive Pedro. Edward III dispatched John of Gaunt with reinforcements of archers
and men-at-arms, among them Sir Thomas Arderne IV, sailing from Plymouth in
December 1366.68 A belated writ of protection issued for Sir Thomas on 13th February
1367, just in time as it was soon required.69 After he had embarked with the relief force,
attorneys for the earl of Warwick brought a complaint accusing Sir Thomas Arderne of …
divers trespasses and mischiefs … His attorneys invoked his writ of protection from
judgements in his absence, and on 20th April 1367, the king issued a writ to John Knyvet,
one of the justices assigned to hear the case:

… Thomas de Ardern knight, [is] abiding over seas upon the king’s service in the company
of Edward prince of Aquitaine and Wales … on 13 February last the king by letters patent to
last one year took the said Thomas de Arden knight under his protection … on behalf of the
said Thomas it is shewn the king that though he is abiding over seas as aforesaid, so that he
may not come before the justices to answer for the trespasses whereof he is indicted by the
name of Thomas de Ardern, it is said he is nevertheless put in exigents in the said county to
be outlawed, contrary to the said letters patent, praying remedy for him in that behalf.70

The same royal writ included an order to the sheriff of Warwick:

… to stay the exigents against Thomas de Ardern knight and the publication of outlawry
against him until 13 February next, bringing this writ before the justices above mentioned
on the day the writ of exigents is returnable, etc. …71

Meanwhile, the Black Prince and his brother John of Gaunt entered Castile to dislodge
the usurper. At Najera on 3rd April 1367, Sir Thomas Arderne IV was among the
dismounted cavalry led by Duke John and Sir John Chandos at the centre of the English
vanguard, which turned the enemy’s final charge.

Sir Thomas returned from Najera with a general pardon which he produced in February
1368 against his exigents, and the earl’s complaint was set aside. He was among 800 men-
at-arms and mounted archers mustered at Northampton in September 1368 to assist the
Black Prince against new French incursions.72 Writs of protection were issued on 16th
January 1369 for the earl of Pembroke and his retinue, including Sir Thomas Arderne, his
old comrade Sir Nicholas Stafford, and significantly his erstwhile son-in-law Sir John
Swinford, whose deceased first wife was Joan, Sir Thomas’s only child.73

This force did not embark until February 1369.74 Sir John Swinford appears to have been
patient, but Sir Thomas Arderne and Sir Nicholas Stafford got into more trouble as they
waited, and were indicted with Sir Richard Vernon and some others for … certain trespasses
and evildoings. On their failure to appear before the Leicester justices who included his
mesne lord William Ferrars, Sir Thomas Arderne was again placed in exigents with the rest.
However, Walter Amyas, attorney-general for John Hastings, earl of Pembroke, advised that
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68. Jonathan Sumption, The Hundred Years War, v. II, (London, 1999) pp. 547 et seq. John of Gaunt would marry
king Pedro’s daughter, Constance of Castile, as his second wife in 1371.
69. Charlotte C. Stopes, Shakespeare’s Family, (London 1901) p. 233, n. 199.
70. Cal. Close Rolls 1367-70, p. 374.
71. Ibid.
72. Sumption, op. cit., II, p. 578.
73. Rymer’s Foedera, v. III, pt. 2 (1361-1377) p. 857: Sir John Swinford was a comparatively young man, and
this writ seems to be his earliest appearance in the record as a soldier.
74. Sumption, op. cit., II p. 578. Edward III refused to finance this expedition causing a delay, but finally agreed
to pay the expenses of the retinues of the earls of Pembroke and Cambridge.



the accused knights had sailed for Aquitaine in the earl’s retinue to serve with the Black
Prince.75 On 4th April the king ordered the exigents stayed, observing:

… it is not lawful that any man while abiding in foreign parts on the king’s service should at
the king’s suit be outlawed by any such process within the realm.

The English operations in France during 1369 included a major chevauchee, or scorched-
earth advance led by John of Gaunt and Sir Robert Knollys, which incurred heavy English
losses and failed to counter French harrying attacks. Survivors of this unrewarding
campaign were soon under arms again. A block of protection writs with clause volumus
issued on 18th February 1370 for Sir Thomas Arderne, Sir John Swinford, Sir Nicholas
Stafford and others for service beyond seas in Poitou and Aquitaine.76 Another plundering
raid led by Sir Robert Knollys achieved little, and the English continued to lose territory
and experienced men-at-arms, including Sir John Chandos and Sir Thomas Arderne, who
is last mentioned in the record on 18th March 1370. His mesne lord William Ferrars died
on 8th January 1371, and among his estates were the manors of Spratton and Holdenby,
described as ‘… formerly held by Thomas de Arderne …’77 At the 1387 inquisition post
mortem of Lord Ferrars of Groby, the Arden tenancies in Spratton and Holdenby were still
noted as 11⁄2 knights’ fees held … by the heirs of Thomas de Ardern … who were by that date
Elizabeth Swinford and her third husband Roger Chambre.78

Elizabeth Swinford (c.1358-1390)
Elizabeth was the only child of Sir John Swinford and Joan, daughter of Sir Thomas
Arderne IV. Probably born in 1358, she was about six years old when her mother died in
1365, whereupon her father Sir John Swinford had married Alice, whose surname is not
recorded. Coincidentally, in 1366 a John Swinford married Emma, the daughter and heir
of Robert Craunford of Ashby Ledgers, but that John was alive in 1374, and cannot have
been Elizabeth’s father, who died in December 1370.79
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75. Cal. Close Rolls 1370-1374, pp. 78-9. Sir Thomas Arderne’s father-in-law Sir John Verdon held some of his
lands as mesne tenant of the earl of Pembroke: Cal. Inq. Post Mortem, v. 14, p.148.
76. Rymer’s Foedera, v. III, pt. 2, p. 888.
77. Cal. Inq. Post Mortem, v. 133, no. 87, p. 65, at 69.
78. Ibid., v. l6. no. 26, at p. 214, no. 560.
79. In 1366, John Swinford, married to Emma Craunford, agreed with Simon Crosholm and his wife
Margaret, Emma’s mother, the widow of Robert Craunford, touching Robert’s land in Ashby St Ledgers:
CAD, v. 4, p. 464, no. A9807. Baker confirms that this John Swinford was still living in 1374; Northants., v. 1,
pp. 242, 245.

Figure 5: Inscribed baldric on the Spratton effigy.



Understandably, Sir John Swinford wished his daughter Elizabeth to exercise rights of
action she had inherited from her mother, and on 6th January 1366 when she was just
seven years old, her guardian John Osbern of Braundeston sued out in Elizabeth’s name,
claiming the ancient Arden manor of Drayton in Oxfordshire. The case was heard at first
instance in Common Pleas at Oxford at Michaelmas term in 1367, and named as
defendants Giles Arderne, knight, Thomas, vicar of Cropridie, and Ralph, parson of
Broughton. They instructed as their attorney Roger Ulbarwe, but the eight-year old
plaintiff had no legal practitioner, and presumably her guardian appeared on her behalf.80

It was common ground that Drayton had been granted in 1281 to Sir Thomas and Royse
Arderne of Hanwell by Sir Thomas Arderne of Rotley. Elizabeth adduced a pedigree in
her statement of claim showing a descent through three generations in the male line from
the grantees, to her grandfather Sir Thomas Arderne, fifth of his name and the fourth in
descent to hold at Spratton, and his daughter Joan Swinford, Elizabeth’s mother, who had
died the year before these proceedings issued. Elizabeth’s case revived the unsuccessful
attempt in 1358 by her grandfather to recover Drayton which, as the pleadings alleged:

… Thomas de Arderne of Rotteleye, knight, gave to Thomas de Arderne of Hanewell
knight and Royse his wife and the heirs of their bodies and which after [their deaths]
and of Thomas the son of the said Thomas de Arderne of Hanewell and Royse
and of Thomas the son of the said Thomas son of Thomas
and of Thomas the son of the said Thomas son of Thomas son of Thomas
and Joan daughter of the said Thomas son of Thomas son of Thomas son of Thomas
and the said Elizabeth, daughter of the said Joan and next of kin and heir of Thomas
and Royse, should descend by formedon aforesaid …81

The statement of claim is a useful recital of all five knightly Thomas Ardernes who held
in Spratton, the last of whom was very much alive in 1367, and able to correct errors
touching his predecessors. The claim would not be enhanced by exaggerating the number
of generations, and the defendants’ attorney was sure to seize on such discrepancies, a
convincing assurance of the pedigree’s accuracy. In fact, Roger did not question the
descent, but actually relied on it for his defence, indicating that it was well known to all
concerned in 1367. He alleged that the third Thomas named in the sequence was
illegitimate, a tactic commonly applied where the opponent’s case rested on a pedigree.82

This allegation was manifestly untrue, as guardianship of Thomas III and the custody of
his lands had been accepted by Margaret Banastre, and successfully defended at law in
1324.83 Thomas had entered his estates by 1334 without any hindrance from the Ferrars
mesne lord, inevitable if his legitimacy had been in question, especially given his father’s
successful lawsuit in 1309 mentioned above, which must have been remembered by the
Ferrars family as costly and humiliating. The bastardy allegation failed to nonsuit Elizabeth,
but her writ of formedon urged that the grant to Sir Thomas and Royse Arderne created
an entail in favour of their eldest son, her ancestor Thomas II. As she relied on its recitals,
the deed had to be produced to substantiate this claim. Both parties requested an enquiry,
the hearing was adjourned to 15 days of Easter, and thereafter adjourned sine die until fresh
application was made to the court. No further proceedings on this case have been found,
until it was renewed in 1390 by Elizabeth and her third husband Roger Chambre.84
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80. NA, CP 40/253, m. 52.
81. NA, CP 40/429 m. 396. The hypnotic narrative pedigree is divided here for clarity. It was repeated in
exactly the same detail when Elizabeth renewed her claim in 1390.
82. As an important witness, Sir Thomas IV would have attended this first hearing, and his reaction at hearing
bastardy imputed to his father can readily be imagined.
83. NA, CP 40/253, m. 52.
84. NA, CP 40/514, m. l39d.



Elizabeth Swinford’s three marriages
Sir John Swinford survived his military service, but died prematurely at the feast of St
Stephen in the 44th year of Edward III, Thursday 26th December in the year 1370, not
1371 as generally stated.85 An inquisition post mortem was not taken until 20th February
1372, some 14 months after his death. His only landholding was found to be his life
interest in the Arden moieties in Spratton and Holdenby with its advowson, held in right
of his late wife Joan Arderne, which lapsed on his death, when the lands vested in their
only child Elizabeth, aged 13 years and already married at the time of the enquiry. No
other land is mentioned, and certain interests he had acquired with other persons in 1368
were evidently leaseholds, as they were not part of his deceased estate.86

Joan Swinford’s inheritance in Spratton and Holdenby had been acquired by her ancestor
Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell in 1261. Her aunt Alice Verdon, the widow of William
Haldenby, held a messuage and a carucate in Holdenby, paying rent of 26s 8d to her niece
Joan, and after she died in 1365 the rent was due to Joan’s daughter Elizabeth Swinford.87
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Figure 6: Heraldry seen on the Spratton tomb-chest, c.1880.
North side: (a) Arden (b) illegible (c) Arden. East end: Swinford. South side: (d) Verdon (e)

Swinford (f) illegible. West end: blank

85. NA, C135/229, m. 57 (no.11). Edward III’s 44th regnal year began on 25th January in the modem year
1370, and ended on 24th January 1371. The membrane is now badly stained with a reagent and is only legible
under special lighting.
86. John Swyneford of Sprotton,Thomas Aliene of Assheby, and Thomas Pulteney took seisin of seven estates in
Leics. and Warws. on 26th June, 1368: CAD, v. 4, p. 340, no. A8648.
87. Alice Haldenby and Joan Arderne, Joan Swinford’s mother, were sisters, the daughters of Sir John Verdon:
Baker, Northants., v. l, p. 196, Holdenby-Hatton pedigree.



Orphaned by her father’s death in 1370, Elizabeth was alone save for her guardian and her
stepmother Alice, Sir John’s second wife.88 She was then just 12 years old, the minimum
age fixed by canon law for a marriage to be consummated, and by Easter 1371 her
guardian had married her off to Sir Thomas Broughton.89

Broughton was a man of mature years, a landless younger son who had earned his
knighthood in the French wars. He took immediate possession of the lands of his young
bride’s inheritance, and evicted her stepmother from the family home. However, he died
without issue two or three years into this marriage, and Elizabeth had married William
Abberbury by 1374, when as husband and wife they settled a fine together in Spratton and
Holdenby.90They had one daughter Alice, but like his predecessor William died young, and
Elizabeth had married her third husband Roger Chambre by 1385, when he presented to
her living of Holdenby.91

In 1390, with Roger as joint plaintiff she renewed her claim for Drayton, and this time
named as defendants Louis and William Greville, with their wives Margaret and Joan, as
daughters and heirs of Giles Arderne II. The pedigree of the Spratton Ardens was recited
exactly as adduced in the lawsuit of 1366-7.92

There is an ironic footnote to Elizabeth’s story. As her grandfather had done, she persisted
with her claim to Drayton in Oxfordshire, apparently unaware of her unalienated right to
a valuable Warwickshire tenancy. In July 1402, the jurors inquiring into the estate of
Thomas, late fourth Beauchamp earl of Warwick, found that his Warwickshire lands
included the manor of Fenny Compton, of half a knight’s fee, and in Willoughby one-fifth
of a fee, both still the right of … the heir of Thomas de Ardern.93 The Swinfords were
evidently aware of the Arden’s share of Willoughby, as in 1369 William Swyneford sold a
messuage and 30 acres in that vill for 100 marks.94The Arden interest of half a fee in Fenny
Compton seems to have been forgotten, as Sir John Pecche whose grandfather had been
a sub-tenant of the Ardens, was able to misappropriate the land by stealth in 1370, the year
of Sir Thomas Arderne IV’s death.95

The Chambre family in dispute over Spratton
As noted above, Elizabeth Swinford was sole heir of the Spratton Ardens, and she carried
Spratton and Holdenby to three husbands in succession. The first lived no more than two
or three years, and Elizabeth was about 15 when she married her second husband, William
Abberbury. Their daughter Alice would later complicate the pedigree by her marriage to
one Roger Chaumbre of Lillingstone, the namesake of her mother’s third husband.

Elizabeth’s third marriage to Roger Chambre was more fruitful, and produced sons
Thomas and John.96 Meanwhile, Alice Abberbury by her husband Roger Chaumbre of
Lillingstone had daughters Mary and Katrine, who would marry husbands with surnames
fitzSimond and Nudegate. In 1458, Robert fitzSimond and Richard Nudegate,
presumably their grandsons, brought a suit in which they claimed the Arden moiety in
Spratton, as right heirs of Alice Chaumbre, against William Chambre, the grandson of
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88. NA, C135/229, m.57 (no. 11). Alice Swinford’s maiden name is undetermined.
89. It seems Broughtons are still to be found at Spratton after some 600 years: see Enid Jarvis and Michael
Heaton, Spratton – A Village History (2005) pp. 75, 89, 107.
90. Bridges, Northants., v. l, p. 464.
91. Baker, Northants., v. 2, p. 67. Roger was three times sheriff, and MP for Northants.
92. NA, CP 40/514, m. l39d. Later widowed, Joan would marry Sir Richard Archer, and they had a daughter
Joan, who married Sir John Donham: BL, Harl. MS 1167, fo. 57.
93. Cal. Inq. Post Mortem, v.18, p. 167. no. 527, at p. 172.
94. CAD, v. 4, p. 196, no. A7649. William was presumably a relative or agent of Sir John.
95. VCH, Warws., v. 5, p. 48, notes 43, 44.
96. Variant forms of this Roger’s name are del Chambre, de la Chambre, and Chaumbre.



Elizabeth’s third husband Roger.97 William replied that Alice had granted the Spratton land
to his uncle Thomas Chambre, Elizabeth’s elder son by her third husband Roger, but
Thomas had died childless, and the land had passed to his brother and heir John Chambre,
father of William. The court found for William Chambre, confirmed his right in Spratton
and Holdenby, and even approved his baseless claim to the Arden tenancy in Hanwell, long
since alienated to the Dukes of Suffolk.98 Spratton and Holdenby would remain with this
family until John Chambre, the rector of Holdenby in 1489 and last of his male line, died
in 1505-6.

The Spratton effigy

A handsome alabaster effigy of an armed knight rests in St Andrew’s church at Spratton, and John
Bridges, or his editor Whalley, supposed that the figure represented Sir John Swinford.99 A century
later, George Baker suggested that the Spratton knight was … far more likely to be the last Sir Thomas
Arderne …100 Sir Henry Dryden studied the effigy over a period of 40 years, and he seems to have
favoured Baker’s identification.101 His contemporary Albert Hartshorne was convinced that the
letters *I*S* twice repeated on the effigy’s baldric were personal initials of the deceased, and on
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97. NA, CP 40/787, m. 462.
98. VCH, Oxon., v. 9, p. 115.
99. Bridges, Antiquities, v. 2, p. 466. The author does not seem to have visited Spratton on his itineraries:
Brown and Foard, Making of a County History … (1994) passim.
100. Baker, History … of Northamptonshire, v. l, p. 71.
101. Northamptonshire County Council, Local Studies Collection. Sir Henry Dryden’s sketch of the effigy
is dated 1873 and his notes were made after 1876, as he refers to Hartshorne’s book.

Figure 7: Boar’s head crest of Sir John Swinford (left) After Albert Hartshorne.
Seal of Robert Arderne with boar crest (right) Egerton 3789 fo. 30v

(both by permission of The British Library)



that ground assumed in his survey of Northamptonshire effigies that the Spratton knight was Sir
John Swinford.102

Hartshorne did not claim that his opinion was supported by other authorities, but it was later
enshrined in an early volume of the Victoria County History, and is now mistakenly regarded as a
scholarly consensus.103 Although much evidence not available to Hartshorne has emerged since his
death in 1910, his assignment of the effigy to Sir John Swinford has never been re-examined, but
simply repeated without question. There are difficulties about this orthodoxy which can only be
summarized here.

1. The letters *I*S* displayed on the effigy’s baldric are unlikely to be personal initials and probably
represent lesu Salvator. Similar religious and talismanic invocations seeking divine or saintly
protection for the wearer in harm’s way are regularly found on medieval armour, helmets, saddles
and other personal military gear, some noted by Hartshorne himself.104

2. Bridges says nothing of the heraldry on the tomb-chest. Baker was unable to gain access to the
south side, but he found that all three shields on the north side displayed the Arden arms. In 1876,
Hartshorne reported one coat each for Arden and Swinford on that side, but Sir Henry Dryden
noted and sketched two Arden coats there in 1880, and one which was illegible. He also observed
a Swinford coat painted on the eastern end of the tomb-chest, which Hartshorne seems to have
overlooked. On the south side of the tomb-chest two shields are still faintly legible, one with a
distinctive Swinford boar, and another with the coat Sable, a lion rampant Argent which had
remained unidentified until recently. A court roll in the National Archives has confirmed that Sir
Thomas Arderne IV married Joan, daughter of Sir John Verdon, who bore a silver lion rampant on
his black shield at the second Dunstable tournament in 1334.105

3. The effigy’s armour belongs to the Camail and Jupon Period from about 1360 to 1410. It has
been suggested this style is too late for Sir Thomas Arderne, but he served in France with Sir John
Swinford in 1370, and both died within a few months of each other during the course of that year.
Their armours would have been the same type as that of the Spratton effigy, which also displays the
livery collar of SS given to members of his retinue and other persons by John of Gaunt. Both Sir
Thomas and Sir John served under the command of Duke John in at least two campaigns, and were
equally well placed to receive that honour. Accordingly, neither the style of armour nor the livery
collar assist in identifying the effigy.

4. The Spratton effigy’s head rests on a tilting helm with a boar’s head crest, while the Arden family’s
crest was a boar statant, closely resembling the boar on Sir John Swinford’s shield. Again, these
heraldic devices do not help to identify the knight commemorated by this effigy.

5. Elizabeth Swinford’s claim for the Arden manor of Drayton in Oxfordshire relied heavily upon
her descent from Sir Thomas Arderne of Hanwell, through the Spratton Ardens and her late
mother. The lawsuit begun in 1366 was first heard at Oxford in January 1367, but was adjourned
for an enquiry to be held. As Elizabeth’s grandfather and last male heir of the Spratton line, Sir
Thomas was a crucial witness, and when he died in 1370 no verdict had been reached. However,
his absence could be partly mitigated by a conspicuous memorial to him, with heraldry to
emphasize his kinship with the Swinfords.

6. The Spratton effigy would have been expensive. Sir Thomas Arderne’s wife Joan and their
daughter Joan Swinford died in 1365, and his sole survivor in blood was his granddaughter
Elizabeth Swinford, a minor in wardship. His only relative with the resources and a sufficient reason
to provide Sir Thomas with a tomb was Sir John Swinford, who was probably in his mid-thirties
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102. Albert Hartshorne, … Recumbent Monumental Effigies in Northamptonshire, (1876) p. 33.
103. Hartshorne, Monumental Effigies, VCH, Northants., v. l, p. 393, at pp. 407-8.
104. Some examples of this custom are A(ve) M(aria), IS, IHS, 1C, IHC Nazani, and others are noted in Vale,
M., War and Chivalry ... (Athens, Georgia, 1981) p. 109.
105. NA, CP 40/787, m. 462: Joseph Foster, Some Feudal Coats of Arms, p. 253: A Dictionary of British Arms,
v. l, p. 122. Some examples of Verdon arms are differenced with chess-rooks.



in 1370, and could not have foreseen his own death in December of that year. The protocols of
tomb contractors in the 14th-century are not well understood, but a few months was probably
enough for Sir John to have acquired and installed the tomb and effigy.

7. It is suggested here that Sir John commissioned the Spratton monument for his late father-in-
law Sir Thomas Arderne, with a prudent eye to the success of Elizabeth’s case, encouraged by the
prospect of adding a full knight’s fee at Drayton to the family’s modest estate. At the time of his
premature death. Sir John left no land for his 12-year old daughter, but he had controlled his wife’s
estate in Spratton and Holdenby since their marriage in 1358, and appears to have invested the
income in various leaseholds. The absence of landed assets in his deceased estate does not indicate
that he had lacked other resources.

8. The whole interest in her late mother’s estate passed to Elizabeth when her father died. Her
guardian married her off immediately, and her first husband took possession of her lands. She would
marry twice more, and all three of her husbands were landless, strangers in blood to the Swinfords,
while both law and custom placed her inheritance at their disposal. It seems inconceivable that any
one of these men would have allowed revenues from his newly-acquired assets to be expended on
a costly tomb for his young wife’s late father.
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Village Women in Northamptonshire 1350-1500
MIKE THORNTON

It is now 20 years since Judith Bennett published the results of her ground-breaking
investigation into the working and domestic lives of women peasants in the medieval English
countryside.1 Before then, medieval historians had largely restricted their consideration of
women to the elite groups of the aristocracy and the religious, and such studies as had been
undertaken of the lives of working women had focused on towns.2 Of the three village
settlements she considered, Houghton-cum-Wyton was in Huntingdonshire and Iver is in
Buckinghamshire but the major source for her study was the substantial body of manorial
documents surviving for the royal manor of Brigstock in Northamptonshire.3

Most of Bennett’s material dates from the first half of the 14th century and, as the sub-title
to her work indicates, she considered the period before the Black Death, which ravaged
Northamptonshire in 1349.4This article continues the investigation into the lives of village
women in the county for about 150 years after the first onset of the plague, and, within its
boundaries, casts a somewhat wider net to include villages from various regions of North-
amptonshire. The period between about 1350 and 1500 was one during which the material
circumstances of English villagers tended to improve: wages generally increased more than
the price of food; land was more readily available following the loss of population
occasioned by the Black Death and the subsequent period of population stagnation lasting
until the early16th century; rents declined and the shrewd peasant farmer could negotiate
favourable reductions when leases fell due for renewal or customary heirs succeeded to a
family holding. Diet improved – more bread was made from wheat rather than barley for
example – and although there were still years of poor harvest these no longer led to
widespread famine as they had done in the early years of the 14th century. Above all, by
1500 most people in England were legally or de facto free men and women whereas many
had not been so in 1350. MacCulloch found only three manors with serfs in North-
amptonshire in 1485 (Norfolk and Somerset by contrast each had sixty-six).5

Northamptonshire villages in the late Middle Ages were compact nucleated settlements
with an associated pattern of open fields even in the area of Rockingham Forest.6 They
were inhabited by peasants, a label used by historians and not contemporaries, who ranged
from those cultivating holdings as large as, say, 80 acres, to others with little land working
as labourers on the holdings of other men.7 The notion that peasant families were self-
sufficient within their self-contained villages has long been shown not to have been the
case.8 In Northamptonshire, for example, Maidwell people bought and sold goods at
Northampton, Market Harborough and Rothwell; nor was trade restricted to the formal

1. J. M. Bennett, Women in the Medieval English Countryside. Gender and Household in Brigstock before the Plague
(Oxford, 1987).
2. Bennett, Women in Brigstock, pp. 3-4.
3. Most of these form part of the Montagu (Boughton) Collection [hereafter M(B)] held in the
Northamptonshire Record Office [hereafter NRO]; others are in the National Archives [hereafter NA] at the
former Public Record Office [hereafter PRO] at Kew.
4. N. Groome, ‘The Black Death in the Hundred of Higham Ferrers’, Northamptonshire Past and Present 6
(1982-3), pp. 309-11.
5. D. MacCulloch, ‘Bondmen under the Tudors’, in C. Cross, D. Loades and J. J. Scarisbrick, eds., Law and
Government under the Tudors (Cambridge, 1988), p. 94.
6. C. Lewis, P. Mitchell-Fox and C. Dyer, Village, Hamlet and Field. Changing Medieval Settlements in Central
England (Flexicover edn. Macclesfield, 1997), p. 58.
7. C. Dyer, Standards of Living in the Later Middle Ages (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 22-23.
8. C. Dyer, ‘Were late medieval English villages ‘self-contained’?’, in C. Dyer, ed., The Self-Contained Village?
The Social History of Rural Communities, 1250-1900 (Hertfordshire, 2007), pp. 6-27 provides an up-to-date
overview.



network of chartered markets, and in 1384 Agnes Breuster from Welford bought a supply
of malt from the bailiff of Maidwell. There was an awareness of a wider world and when
the children of John Seyton, lord of Maidwell, were seriously ill, a messenger found his
way to London to carry the news to John.9 Nor did villagers necessarily live out their lives
in the settlements in which they were born, and women as well as men migrated in
considerable numbers between villages and into towns.10 Some of the reasons why women
were part of this flow of people will be touched on later in this essay.

Within this village environment, more open to the wider world than was once thought,
the constraints surrounding the lives of women and the opportunities available to them
varied during the stages of their life cycle: pre-marriage, marriage and widowhood was
each significantly different. Before marriage many young women (and men) left home to
work as servants in the homes or on the farms of families other than their own. Evidence
from the city of York for the period between 1303 and 1520 shows considerable numbers
of young women, between their mid-teens and mid-twenties, living there as servants. They
were mobile and, unless formally apprenticed, tended to change employers regularly before,
at about age 25, making a companionate marriage.11 Rural Northamptonshire was not
necessarily like York but a number of female servants appear in the court rolls. At Lowick
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Figure 1: Cottages at Lowick on the Drayton Road
(Northampton County Magazine 1930, Vol. 3 p. 190)

9. NRO, Finch Hatton Collection [hereafter FH] 482, Accounts of John Deye, bailiff, 1383-4.
10. Dyer, ‘Villages ‘self-contained’?’, pp. 13-22; P. Schofield, Peasant and Community in Medieval England, 1200-
1500 (Basingstoke, 2003), pp. 111-12 and 153-4.
11. P. J. P. Goldberg, ‘Marriage, migration and servanthood’, in P. J. P. Goldberg, ed., Woman is a Worthy Wight.
Women in English Society c.1200-1500 (Stroud, 1992), p. 5.



in 1396, Petronilla entered a plea of debt against the executors of a former rector, whose
servant she had been. She alleged that she was owed 8s by his estate, presumably for unpaid
wages. The outcome of her plea is lost but it is notable that a female servant had the
confidence to assert her claim in the male-dominated environment of the manor court.12

Marriage was the period in a woman’s life when she was most constrained, legally and
through social convention. Common law assigned ownership of freehold land to the
husband, and customary law of the manor undoubtedly did the same in respect of unfree
holdings, although land brought to the marriage by a wife could not normally be alienated
without her agreement. It is also clear that some married women operated independently
as ale-brewers and (less often) as bakers, and others worked as day labourers.

Widowhood, the third stage of the life cycle, was undoubtedly the time when women
enjoyed a significant measure of independence: they might hold land in their own right
and could dispose of their property and income on equal terms with men. The mortal
dangers of childbirth were a thing of the past. On the other hand, there were social and
economic pressures on a peasant widow managing her own affairs from which she had
been partly shielded by her husband and Mate has argued, in her study of Sussex women,
against too sanguine a view of late-medieval widowhood as did Bennett in her earlier
work on Brigstock.13

Manorial records are the main source of evidence for the lives of village women during the
150 years after the Black Death, as they are for the earlier period, but because these are
essentially business records – court rolls and rentals for example – the personal lives and
circumstances of women appear only incidentally when they touched on the business of
the manor. Alice Pye of Maidwell was born in 1375-6 and orphaned at the age of ten, but
we know this only because when her father died in 1386 the manor court appointed four
local men to manage the freehold land she had inherited from him until she came of age.14
Also at Maidwell, the betrothal of Alice Attegate in 1385 was noted only because her future
husband came to court to swear fealty to the lord for the land he had received from Alice’s
father as part of the marriage settlement.15 In 1395, probably, Matilda Nicol left Weekley
and took herself to Wistow in Leicestershire where she married. Her father had been a serf
of the abbot of St James Northampton, who held the manor of Weekley, so that Matilda
should have paid the abbot for permission both to leave Weekley and to marry. She had
done neither and the order that she be brought back to the manor (which almost certainly
never happened) was recorded in the court roll.16 A final example, reflecting perhaps the
loneliness of old age, is a presentment at the manor court of Geddington in 1394: Anna
Peck of Glendon had died possessed of a messuage and a virgate of land, but since her death
no-one had claimed the holding so the bailiff was ordered to take it in hand on behalf of
the crown for the time being.17 It seems likely that Anna had no family left. It would be a
mistake to assume the widespread existence of close-knit extended families in late medieval
England; nuclear families and a strong element of individualism were probably more
prominent characteristics in 15th-century peasant society.

Generally, women appear much less frequently than men in the records of English manors,
and the Northamptonshire documents are no exception. Partly this is because they were
almost invariably excluded from manorial or village offices such as juror, hayward and
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constable. A scrutiny of the surviving records of more than 25 Northamptonshire villages
in the 15th century has produced only two women who held office, both in the royal
manor of Brigstock. Isabel, the wife of John Reason, was elected as custos porcarum, the
common pig-keeper, at Michaelmas 1464. John had been elected in 1463 and it is possible
that he had died in office and Isabel had assumed his office. However, in April 1465 she
was again elected to serve until Michaelmas, and four of the leading men of the village
guaranteed her wages.18 More remarkable was the election, at Michaelmas 1497, of
Elizabeth Warner to serve as one of the two bailiffs in Brigstock. These were key manorial
officials in the administration of the manor, its court and the local land market, and
Elizabeth served for a complete year.19 Bennett found that before the Black Death no
woman served as an officer in Brigstock, and the rare achievements of Isabel Reason and
Elizabeth Warner do not suggest that the political status of village women changed
substantially during the next century and a half.20 Nevertheless, a good deal can be
established about women as landholders; their varied roles in the family economy; their
involvement in litigation; and, to some extent, their perceived place in society.

Landholding was fundamental to medieval society. There were prosperous towns but most
people lived in the countryside and drew their wealth or made their living from the land.
For peasant farmers an important distinction was between land held freely and unfree or
customary land sometimes held per copiam – by copy of the court roll, hence the term
copyhold. Although the peasant paid a modest, sometimes nominal, rent in respect of freely
held land he could not be dispossessed. In contrast, customary land was held at the will of
the lord, and was often associated with the tenant being of unfree status and burdened by
a variety of labour and cash obligations to the lord, in addition to rent.

Unmarried women and widows could inherit, hold and dispose of both freehold and
customary land on the same terms as men. Daughters as well as sons appear as beneficiaries
in the inheritance strategies adopted by peasant families and reflected in their land
transactions recorded in the court rolls. William Corby, usually with his wife Agnes, came
to the Geddington court six times between 1377 and 1383, gradually releasing areas of the
family holding to their children. Thomas, who (after his death in 1386) was said to have
been William’s illegitimate son, received a portion of a messuage and about five acres of
arable land from three transactions. Joan, William’s daughter, and her husband John
Gryndel, received an acre and two rods of arable from two transactions and, in 1383,
Agnes, another daughter, received three rods of arable and three of meadow.21 The
arrangements made by William and Agnes tended to fragment their holding. In contrast
other families clearly intended to maintain the integrity of their holding, if necessary in
the female line. At Barford, in 1390, Richard Weldon surrendered the reversion of a
messuage and a virgate, to take place after the death of himself and his wife, to the use of
John Kyng and his wife Emma, who was Richard’s daughter, with reversion should John
and Emma die without legitimate bodily heirs, to the heirs and assigns of Emma.22 At
Kelmarsh in the 1420s, Agnes Brett, a spinster aged 26, was recognized as her father’s heir.23
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In contrast, at Catesby in 1404, when William Russell died and his daughter Margaret
came to court to claim his messuage by hereditary right, the sworn men of the jury found
that before his death he had willed it to William Smyth of the nearby settlement of
Schopes.24

Widowhood was a point in a woman’s life when manorial inheritance custom often afforded
her a measure of protection, with an entitlement to receive what was variously known as her
dower or freebench. What this meant in practice had always varied.25 On some manors,
widows retained their late husband’s holding in its entirety for life, but in others they retained
only one-third or some other fraction, and the reconciliation of this practice with the
legitimate expectations of other long-term heirs would not always have been easily
accomplished. At Weekley, in 1355, John Roger paid the abbot of St James Northampton 12s
to ensure that on John’s death his wife Emma would take over their customary holding of a
half-virgate and messuage which was to pass, on her death, to John Sysa and his wife
Margaret, the daughter of John Roger and Emma.26This implies that Emma was seen not as
a tenant with the right to dispose of the land as she saw fit but only as the custodian for her
lifetime. On the other hand, at Catesby, between about 1370 and 1430, there are 15 recorded
transfers to widows of land held by their husbands, and in each case the widow paid either
an entry fine or a heriot, or even both. In 1378 Matilda, the widow of Thomas Parker,
received the two cottages and four acres he had held, giving six chickens in lieu of cash as
her entry fine, and a cow with its calf, valued at 10s, for heriot.27 The payments suggest that
she was admitted as a full tenant rather than as custodian of the land for her lifetime. In 1479,
at Brigstock, Alianore Suffolke was admitted on her husband’s death to a cossicle place on
payment of an entry fine, but she was said to have held it with him and was admitted in
perpetuity with untrammelled rights of disposition to her heirs and assigns.28 There was no
uniform system of provision for village widows in Northamptonshire or anywhere else, but
the principle that they must enjoy some secure holding from the family property clearly
persisted in the English countryside to the end of the Middle Ages.

Married women, too, could inherit land but its title passed to their husbands, exactly as
did the title of land they brought to the marriage. A transaction at Brigstock in 1424 made
the wife’s situation clear. The bailiff reported that Richard Brampton had died holding a
cottage and three acres by right of his wife Margaret. The latter, supported by her father,
came to claim the holding by right of heredity and was admitted on payment of 15d. The
payment was nominal but its exaction made the legal point that tenure of the land had
passed to Richard before returning to his widow through the agency of the lord.29
Similarly, at Kelmarsh in 1435, when Elizabeth, daughter of John Welles, inherited land
from her father it was her husband John who came to court to acknowledge to the lord
that it was now he who held it, albeit by right of his wife.30

The extent of joint-tenure between husband and wife is unclear. Raftis noted it on many
manors held by Ramsey abbey.31 Bennett says that in pre-plague Brigstock ‘core family
holdings … were usually jointly held’ but provides only one specific example.32 In 15th-
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century Brigstock the case of Richard and Margaret Brampton (above) has been noted,
and a further instance was documented at Kelmarsh in 1412. Emma Hauberge had died
and, during the ensuing dispute about inheritance of the freeholding she had left behind,
it was said, and not disputed, that she and her late husband, Henry, had bought it from the
lord and tenuerunt communitate, that is they had held it together.33 On the other hand, from
the manorial records of Brigstock, Geddington and Catesby priory, encompassing some
ten villages, there are 820 land transactions, during the late 14th and 15th centuries, in
which men acting alone bought or sold land, but only 275 when they did so with their
wives. One might speculate that the second group of transactions involved more confident
and assertive wives and that some joint tenancies lie concealed in the first group which
reflects traditional male control of the household economy.34 But the figures suggest that
in late-medieval Northamptonshire it was more usual for the husband alone to tenant the
family holding.

One protection wives sometimes enjoyed in respect of customary land which they
brought to a marriage was a restriction on the right of the husband to dispose of it through
the manor court without the express agreement of the wife. The procedure was for the
steward who normally presided at the court to question the wife to ensure that she
understood her rights. This, it has been suggested, was found in all regions of England by
the 14th century, although Bennett found no trace of it in Brigstock.35 In the post-plague
rolls of more than 20 Northamptonshire manors which have been examined the only
evidence of the procedure being used is, interestingly, at Brigstock between 1424 and
1458. It is unclear whether effective protection was afforded to wives by it and there is no
instance of the steward withholding his approval from the proposed land transfer.36

Females holding land unequivocally in their own right were, then, spinsters or widows. At
any given time they were probably few in number. At Maidwell, between 1392 and 1480,
the snapshots provided by six surviving rentals suggest tenant numbers remained stable at
about 32 but there were never more than two women.37 The size of holdings tenanted by
women varied considerably as it did for men. In late 14th century Draughton, Isabel Hedon
held 448 acres and in mid-15th century Geddington Margaret Mulsho held about 72 acres
of arable land and meadow, as well as 16 cottages and a number of shops or workshops.38
Both, however, were women with gentry connections. Among peasant proprietors, those
who held a virgate, or yardland (the standard customary holding in many midland villages),
or a half-virgate were the elite.39 Some women had such holdings: Anna Peck in Glendon
at the end of the 14th century and Elizabeth Bate and Agnes Periot at Kelmarsh in the
early-15th century are examples.40 Other women tenants, however, were smallholders,
among the less prosperous villagers: Alice atte Well had only a cottage at Maidwell in the
1390s, and at Kelmarsh in the following decade Joan Smyth held a cottage at the will of
the lord for 2s 6d per annum and it was specified that she must maintain it at her own
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expense.41 Customary tenants, like Joan, who held at the will of the lord, sometimes owed,
in addition to their rent, services or dues which were survivals of serfdom. At Kelmarsh,
Joan Olyve held a toft by charter but also a half-rod for which she owed a day of fieldwork
for the lord in the autumn; and Margery Clerc paid 1⁄2d or 1d when she slaughtered a pig
depending on the age of the animal.42 A widespread obligation upon the customary tenant
was to maintain the buildings associated with his holding in good condition, but following
the catastrophic reduction of the population occasioned by the Black Death many
buildings, dwelling houses in particular, were redundant and became ruinous. Manorial
lords sought to maintain these, and through much of the 15th century a war of attrition
was fought between lords who saw such buildings as assets to be maintained for the future,
and tenants who were unwilling to expend time, labour and cash on buildings which may
have stood on their holdings but which they did not need.43Women tenants were as likely
as men to resist the lord’s attempt to coerce them into compliance, and Agnes Davy at
Draughton and Hawisia Pye in Maidwell were among those amerced for allowing buildings
on their holdings to fall into disrepair.44

Women householders also found themselves subject to the court, as did men, when they
failed to maintain or keep clear their section of a communal road, gutter or ditch. At
Geddington in 1381 Margery Heyne had a dungheap lying to nuisance in the common
way; in 1389 at Barford Emma Dawe failed to repair the king’s highway and in 1423 again
at Geddington Agnes Drayton had failed to cleanse a ditch near her tenement. Each was
amerced only 2d but also required to put matters right under threat of a more substantial
penalty of 3s 4d.45 Such incidents were a commonplace of life and to be found in most
manorial records particularly where the lord exercised the petty jurisdiction of view of
frankpledge.

What independent women landholders do no appear to have done very often is to engage
in the land market and buy or sell plots of land. Brigstock, Catesby and Geddington are three
manors where a reliable measure of land market activity is possible and it was dominated by
men. Between 1370 and 1500 a count of 1,270 land sales and exchanges shows that 1,129
were undertaken by men and 141 by women. This may well reflect that most women
landholders were widows and, perhaps, older and with little inclination or opportunity for
re-marriage; established as independent they kept and lived off what they had until they died.
An exception is Agnes Corby of Geddington, already mentioned as having provided, in
partnership with her husband William, for the future of their children. William was dead by
early 1384. Agnes then came to court in her own name and surrendered a messuage and
virgate to William Selot and his wife Joan. Subsequently, in a sequence which is not entirely
clear, William, Joan and their son John immediately surrendered the property, together with
another half-virgate, to John Etebred and Margaret his wife who was the daughter of Agnes
Corby. In return Agnes was to receive food and clothing for life, a rare example of medieval
corrody in Northamptonshire court rolls.46 It is unclear why Agnes did not surrender directly
to John and Margaret who were apparently willing to provide for her old age, but is evident
from later land transactions that the Corby and Selot families were related.47
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The rural economy of medieval England was based on the peasant household and its family
holding. Members of the family worked their farm, comprising strips of land scattered across
the open fields of the vill, practising, in Northamptonshire, a mix of arable farming and animal
husbandry both for their own consumption and the market. In addition, by-employments
might include the brewing of ale and the baking of bread on a modest commercial scale and
the practice of artisan trades such as weaving, thatching or shoemaking. Tenants of small-
holdings hired themselves out to richer peasants whose holdings were too extensive to be
managed by family labour alone. Men with the talent to do so might supplement their
income by serving as local office-holders.48 The income derived from such activities was a
mixture of cash and kind, but family outgoings were largely in cash; families were not self-
sufficient and market activity was a significant element in their economy.

In all this, women undertook a variety of roles. Literary sources all indicate that then, as
now, domestic management fell largely upon women. William Langland and the
anonymous author of the Ballad of a Tyrannical Husband both recognized this.49 Women
worked in the home, watched children, cleaned and laid fresh rushes, prepared meals,
brewed ale, baked bread, cared for poultry and domestic animals, made butter and cheese
and worked flax and wool into cloth. The custom of some manors recognized the
importance of this: at Abbots Ripton, Wistow, Ellington and Brington in Huntingdonshire
villeins (unfree men) were to come to specified autumn boon works for the lord with their
families but not their wives.50 No such concession has been found in Northamptonshire
but bondage tenure soon disappeared from the county and may never have been
particularly burdensome there.51 There are occasional indications that village women
undertook some domestic tasks in a sociable and communal manner. At Catesby in 1399
Emma Cook, Juliana Porter, Margery Smyth, Joan Hobay and Agnes Grompe were each
fined 1d at the same court because they had washed clothes at fisswere, and a bylaw was
enacted laying down a penalty for any such activity in the future. To what extent this put
an end to communal laundering is unclear but it may be significant that a similar
prohibition was issued in 1409 in respect of pylorywater.52 In 1429, at Brigstock, it was also
forbidden to undertake any kind of washing in what was called the houndwell. More than
a century before the development of the parish as an instrument of local government the
manor court was seeking to avoid contamination of the local water supply.

Day-to-day domestic management was not a matter for the manor court, but the debt
litigation recorded in its rolls – usually in Northamptonshire for sums less than 5s –
sometimes throws light on the peasant’s domestic economy which was heavily dependent
on cash and credit. Credit-based transactions were commonplace in medieval villages and
were likely to have been based on unwritten agreements, often made without a witness
being present. Subsequent litigation is not always recorded in any detail, but occasionally
provides an example of the hazards of domestic management. At Geddington in 1414, the
wife of John Wodehewer obtained a length of cloth, valued at 3s 4d, from Henry Skynner.
Henry alleged that he had let her have it on credit, but John insisted that his wife had made
part payment of 1s 8d. It was agreed that if John could bring to court two oath helpers
who would swear that he was telling the truth, and John paid Henry 4d, the matter would
be settled. John was unable to find such helpers and Henry got his cloth back.53 There is
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no indication that John’s wife was called as a witness, but late-medieval husbands were
deemed to be the owners of most household chattels, as they were of the land, so that at
law the issue was between Henry and John. A further potential domestic hazard arising
from a family member being engaged in manor-court litigation was that items of domestic
equipment were often taken as surety in the course of proceedings. At Geddington
between 1377 and 1423 there were 60 occasions when an olla, a pot, was distrained and a
further 72 when the item was a patella, a dish or bowl. Some of these were significant
domestic items: the highest value put upon one olla was 4s and on one patella 8s. This was
at a time when a skilled building worker was paid about 4d a day.54

In addition to their domestic role, wives clearly worked alongside their husbands in the
fields. William Langland depicted the ploughman at work while his wife helped by
goading the ox. Wives working with their husbands also appear incidentally in manorial
records. At Loddington in 1356, John Codale and his wife Agnes became engaged with
William Shephirde and his wife Amabilia in a series of six pleas and counter-pleas, which
involved allegations of crop damage, destruction of pasture by mares, violence, insult and
disparagement. Although the roll does not say so, it is likely to have been the case that the
two families had adjacent holdings in the open fields and perceived insult or crop damage
had led to all four parties to the litigation enlivening their working days with mutual
recrimination. However, the Loddington court met only twice a year, and by the time it
next did so tempers had probably cooled. All four put themselves on the peace of the court
and there is no further record of the dispute.55There are also indications that wives assisted
their husbands in the execution of their public duties. Isabel Reason, who followed her
husband as custos porcarum at Brigstock has been mentioned, and in the same village, in
1421, Agnes, the hayward’s wife, was insulted and beaten by Stephen Chaumberleyn when
he trespassed with his beasts in the meadow and Agnes, presumably acting on her
husband’s behalf, tried to stop him.56

Women are also to be found working as ale-brewers and, less often, as bakers; and,
sometimes with their husbands but also independently, hired themselves out as waged
labourers at a variety of agricultural tasks. Ale was virtually the only liquid drunk regularly
by medieval peasants and small-scale production was a normal feature of the peasant
economy in rural England throughout the Middle Ages. The necessary equipment – large
pots, vats, ladles and straining cloths – would have been among the possessions even of
many poor households. The production process was lengthy. It required a supply of grain,
usually barley, although Fox refers to the widespread use of oats in Devon and Cornwall,
to be soaked in water for several days, after which it was germinated to create malt. The
malt was then dried, ground and infused with hot water for fermentation to produce the
ale. Unless drunk within a few days it quickly soured so that the supply had constantly to
be renewed. Postles refers to the introduction of hops in the 15th century enabling the
production of beer which sours less quickly, but its consumption was largely restricted to
aristocratic households, and the brewing and sale of it, by Alice Hoggeson, was presented
only once, at Brigstock, in the manors studied for this essay.57

The need for the regular replenishment of supplies of ale in rural communities led to
significant numbers of people – men and women – producing it on a small scale for the local
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market. Many did so intermittently through a combination of brewing for domestic
consumption and the sale of any surplus to their neighbours. A much smaller number brewed
more regularly on something akin to a commercial basis. The selling of ale, on whatever scale,
was regulated by the Assize of Ale through which the crown sought to determine the price
and control the quality. Locally, this was often administered through those manor courts
whose lords enjoyed the exercise of view of frankpledge, such as Brigstock, Broughton,
Geddington, Loddington and Weekley and it is through the records of those courts that the
operation of the ale trade at village level can be seen. The assize required anyone intending to
sell part of a brew to display a post by his or her door, wait until the locally elected ale-tasters
had approved the quality, and then sell outside the house, on a level doorstep, using only
approved and sealed gallon and half-gallon measures.58 Brewers were then presented at the
court as having brewed and sold contrary to the assize, and amerced; the formula is misleading
and it is now accepted that the procedure was intended to exact payment of what had become
a local licence fee charged to defray the costs of administering the assize.59Where an offence
against the assize, such as selling with an unsealed measure, the rolls often specify this and note
the additional amercement imposed.60

Only in Brigstock, of the manors analysed, did women dominate the ale trade. Elsewhere,
commercial ale-brewing tended to be an economic activity undertaken by men from the
more prosperous level of peasant society. In Broughton and Loddington there was a strong
connection with manorial officials and at Geddington there was a fairly small group of
commercial brewers, whose composition changed over time, who dominated the trade
and were active as manorial officials and in the acquisition of land. Almost without
exception women at Geddington who were at all prominent in the trade were wives or
daughters of leading male brewers.61

Brigstock, however, together with the adjacent settlement of Stanion, for reasons which
are unclear, was different. Women dominated the trade there in the late Middle Ages, as
Bennett showed them to have done before the Black Death, so there is striking continuity
over a period of more than 200 years.62 The pattern of involvement in the trade was also
different in Brigstock. The ale-tasters’ presentments there suggest that brewing was a
widespread activity rather than being concentrated in the hands of a small group of
commercial brewers such as existed in Geddington. Table 1 shows, during each period of
about 20 years between 1420 and 1500, a small group of women being more active than
the majority of brewers but still producing little more than half of the ale sold
commercially, and in some decades a good deal less.63 Between 1420 and 1439, and again
between 1479 and 1504, well over half the brewing activity measured by ale-tasters’
presentments, was undertaken by a small number of women. A few men brewed
occasionally but none appears in the main brewers column.64 On the other hand, none of
the women who were included in the group of main brewers was presented very often.
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Column four in the table gives the range of presentments of the individuals in each group
of main brewers so that, for example, between 1420 and 1439 Joan Philip made 28
appearances and Agnes Adyngton only 13. Similarly, between 1479 and 1504, Joan
Pakyngton was presented on 25 occasions and Alice Wassyngbourught on 11. Thus even
the most active of brewsters at Brigstock averaged little more than a single presentment
each year. The picture is the same in the middle decades of the century except that the
percentage of all brewing undertaken by the main group was noticeably less. It is also rare
to find any woman actively brewing in more than one of the 20-year periods. Joan
Radenhale is the only significant exception having been presented on 20 occasions
between 1440 and 1459, and 15 between 1460 and 1479. Throughout the 15th century
much, and at times most, of the ale produced in Brigstock was brewed by occasional
brewers; no fewer than 104 individuals – most of them women – appear on the tasters’ list
only once. In nearby Stanion, where women also dominated the trade, the intermittent
appearances over a period of 25 years of six members of the Baker family – Isabel, Joan,
Elizabeth, John, Margaret and Agnes – suggests a family enterprise undertaken largely by
its womenfolk.65

The social and economic status of ale-brewers appears to have varied in different parts of
England during the 15th century. Dyer found that in the West Midlands it increasingly
became the specialised preserve of smallholders. In contrast Postles found in late medieval
Devon that the principal brewers appear on the whole to have been members of the
peasant elite. Mate has suggested that in Kent and Sussex some occasional brewers were
craftsmen who also worked their own land.66 In several Northamptonshire villages, it has
been suggested here, the social pattern was similar to that in Devon. In Brigstock, given
what appears to have been the pattern of widespread ale production it is likely that it will
have been undertaken by women of differing economic and social status in the vill.

Table 2 summarizes the number of women brewers sharing a family name with a tenant
listed in either the rental of 1416 or the survey of 1439.67 The rental of 1416 does not list
cottagers, so the number of brewsters having the same name as a tenant may have been
higher than appears in the table. More striking, however, is the small number of brewsters
who, by the criterion of a shared family name, were related to a manorial tenant. Almost
100 women were presented for brewing at Brigstock in the first half of the 15th century
but, as Table 2 indicates, only 40 bore the family names of tenants. The majority were,
presumably, either members of sub-tenant families or among the large numbers of
medieval people who were mobile and whose names escaped capture at Brigstock in 1416
or 1439. Of the 40 brewsters probably related to tenant families, and so represented in

date total main presentments % brewing
brewers brewers of main brewers by main brewers

1420-39 49 8 28-13 56
1440-59 63 7 21-11 40
1460-79 44 5 17-10 39
1479-1504 42 7 25-11 54
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Table 1: Main Brewers in 15th-Century Brigstock



Table 2, only eight were from among those classified here as main brewsters. The possible
status of those eight women, in so far as it can be gauged from the land holding of
manorial tenants whose family name they shared, is set out in Table 3.
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Table 2: Brewsters and Tenant Families in 15th-Century Brigstock

tenant holdings brewsters: 1416 brewsters:1440 totals

Virgate 5 1 6
Half-Virgate 3 7 10
Quarter-Virgate 3 1 4
Cossetultoft 7 7 14
Cottage 2 2
Other Smallholding 4 4

brewster date same-name information in 1416 rental or 1440 survey

Joan Fox 1416 Husband Walter held a half-virgate
Agnes Gilham 1416 Beatrice Gilham held a cossetultoft
Margaret Conewey 1440 George Conewey held a half-virgate
Joan Pakyngton 1440 John Pakyngton held a half-virgate
Agnes Craunfeld 1440 Thomas Craunfeld held a quarter-virgate
Agnes Smyth 1440 John Smyth held a cottage; William Smyth held two
Agnes Harueby 1440 William Harueby held a cossetultoft
Alice Hemyngton 1440 John Hemyngton held a dunghill

Table 3: Links between Main Brewsters and Tenants in 15th-Century Brigstock

Only in the case of Joan Fox is it possible to establish the precise relationship between
brewster and tenant, but if surnames are used as indicative of the landholding status of the
family the list suggests that main brewsters in Brigstock were to be found at various points
in the social spectrum. The three women related to half-virgaters were of the peasant elite.
Arguably, so was Alice Hemyngton; John held only a dunghill direct from the manor but
he must have rented other land, and the acquisition of a plot for refuse may suggest a family
accustomed to a degree of comfort. The cossetultoft was probably a messuage without land
associated with it, but those who held one may have rented land separately as sub-tenants
and/or used it to pursue a trade, and the same is true of cottagers. Overall, however, such
tenants were more likely to be lower down the social scale than the virgaters.

Bread was a staple of the medieval peasant’s diet. Before the Plague full-time labourers had
annual liveries of grain as great as 36 bushels a year which would have provided five
pounds of bread per day.68 Dyer points out that during the late-14th and 15th centuries
peasants baked and ate more bread rather than boiling grain in pottage.69 As with ale the
crown sought to regulate the baking and sale of bread through an assize, the enforcement
of which often rested at the level of the manor court. Nevertheless, records of such
enforcement are much more sparse in the court rolls than those dealing with ale, possibly
because baking required ovens which were expensive to buy and operate, so that the trade

68. E. Miller and J. Hatcher, Medieval England. Rural Society and Economic Change, 1086-1348 (London, 1978),
p. 160.
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became professionalized, with most villages being provided for by only a few bakers whose
operations could be regulated by no more than annual presentment.70

In Northamptonshire the trade appears to have been dominated by men, although not to
the complete exclusion of women, except in Brigstock. Here, both men and women were
regularly active in the trade although the gender balance varied at different times between
1403 and 1504. Baking presentments took place only at the twice-yearly view of
frankpledge and from the only three views to have survived from between 1403 and 1416
seven bakers can be identified, although several other names are lost.71 Five were women,
two were men and 78 per cent of presentments were of women. During the next 20 years
men and women appear to have been equally engaged: 15 bakers were identified, of whom
the two most prominent were Alice Hulle and John Grubbe. Overall, women accounted
for just over half of all presentments. Between 1440 and 1480, however, women appear to
have dominated the trade.72 Between 1440 and 1460 there about 20 bakers of whom 15
were women; two, Agnes Fermory and Katerina Hawe, baked regularly during those years
and together account for well over half of all presentments. Similarly, during the next 20
years, numbers of female and male bakers were almost equal but almost 60 per cent of
presentments were of three women: Agnes Fermory, Joan Rednale and Margaret
Conewey, the last two of whom were also prominent brewsters. Agnes, a member of a
well-established local family, appears to have been a commercial baker for almost 40 years.
The last two decades of the century saw a reversion to something like the fairly even
gender balance of the period 1420-1440, but tilted now towards men. There were 23
bakers, 11 men and 12 women, but 57 per cent of presentments were of men.

Penn and Dyer have argued that at least one-third of the population of late medieval
England gained their livelihood, wholly or in part, from wages. In many parts of England
people pursued a variety of occupations and individuals were flexible in their approach to
seeking employment. Many people were mobile, and middlemen were to be found acting
as employment agents.73 It is convenient to divide these wage earners into two groups:
agricultural workers and artisans who hired themselves out on a day basis or for a specific
task, and servants and famuli who were contracted to their employers on a more permanent
basis, often for a year at a time; famuli were employees on the lord’s demesne. Women were
to be found in both groups, but in the Northamptonshire records they appear primarily
as agricultural workers and famuli and, in this essay, consideration is restricted to those two
groups.

Four account rolls compiled by the bailiff of Maidwell between 1351 and 1387 offer some
insights into the payments to and range of tasks undertaken by female wage earners in the
late-14th century.74 The famuli, personal servants employed by the lord, received personal
grain allowances, but no cash stipend is specified. Their recorded work was confined to the
household, and in 1386-7 Agnes Wistowe and Isabel Deye were issued with grain and
malt, at intervals, by tally, to bake bread and brew ale for the lord’s hospitality. Other
women, paid as day labourers or by piecework, washed sheep, bundled straw, reaped and
bound grain and lifted and stacked hay. Their wages varied: during the harvest of 1384,
Alice Page, Elene Laundon and Sarre Whithed were paid 3d per day for reaping and
binding, but Cristiana Netherd and Agnes Carter only 1d. Agnes was said to have come
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from outside, where is not specified, so perhaps she was short-changed. On the other hand,
Cristiana was the wife of the common herdsman, so the differentials may reflect varying
amounts of work achieved during the day. Several women were also listed as working with
their husbands in the lord’s fields, and when Agnes Bret was paid it was noted that she
owed rent to the lord for pasturing her cattle on his land.

Account rolls of Catesby Priory provide further detail for the period between 1414 and
1454.75Women were a significant element in the 15th-century workforce at Catesby. They
also illustrate the point that late medieval workers changed jobs and turned their hand to
a variety of tasks. Thirty-six women can be identified in the accounts as employees of the
priory and manor. Seven were famuli and 29 were hired on the basis of day wages or
piecework, of whom two, Elena Bradwell and Emma Bene, were employed in both
capacities. Elena was a famula when she milked cows for two months in the autumn of
1448, but in 1449 she harvested barley at 2d per day. Similarly, Emma was famula in respect
of six days in the Spring of 1454 when she repaired ploughs with two men. The accounts
for 1448-9 and 1453-4, however, show her to have been employed by the day at various
tasks: hoeing and weeding barley, reaping corn and collecting sheaves, and hauling straw
for men re-roofing the cowhouse and the ox-house.

Day workers were also sometimes provided with food, normally indicated in the accounts
by the phrase ad mensam (nominally at the prioress’s table). Its value is uncertain. In 1448-
9 Margery Lyllburn, Emma Bene and Joan Frende were hired to collect and bind sheaves
of barley. Margery was employed for 24 days ad mensam and paid 2d per day. The others
worked for shorter periods for 21⁄2d a day but were not said to be ad mensam. The
differential, small though it was, may have been the deemed value of the food. On the
other hand, the same accounts have two women and three men hired to reap corn for a
week. The highest paid, at 3d per day, were the women and one of the men, but only the
women were ad mensam.

Farmer says that agricultural wages were ‘in the shadow of manorial custom’ and at
Catesby numerous small differentials may reflect local custom, possibly the knowledge that
certain parts of fields were more difficult to work than others. In 1453-4 William Southam
mowed 471⁄2 acres of stubble in langrygge, receiving 3d per acre for seven acres but only 2d
for the remainder. Differentials were not consistently maintained between men and
women. In the 1453-4 accounts, two women were among the best paid of a gang of
reapers but, in a gang including a man and three women hoeing and weeding barley, the
man and two women working together were each paid 3d per acre, but the third woman
was paid only 2d per acre for 61⁄2 acres and 1d for another 31⁄2.

How many of these women workers came from outside it is impossible to say; at least 21
craftsmen from outside were employed by the priory at various times, but the only female
about whom the accounts provides such information is Margaret, the wife of John Baker,
who accompanied her husband from Coventry, a distance of about 16 miles, to Catesby
where they found seasonal work threshing in the 1440s.

At the beginning of our period, petty litigation for debt and trespass was an important
function of manor courts, although it declined in importance as the 15th century
progressed. Most litigants were men from the more prosperous section of the peasantry.76
But litigants also included clergy, the occasional member of a local gentry family and
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women. The latter were the most significant of the minority groups of litigants. The legal
status of women, particularly married women, was constrained by common law. A married
woman, for example, could neither lend money nor conclude a contract because she had
no chattels. It is likely that customary law in the manor courts was similarly restrictive.
Nevertheless, in each of the 12 manors used for this investigation at least one woman
plaintiff is to be found and Table 4 summarizes the numbers of female litigants. Women
were a small proportion of all litigants and, acting independently, accounted for only 7 per
cent of all plaintiffs. Bennett argues that women were particularly disadvantaged by the
long duration of and frequent postponements in litigation, and that it would have been
more difficult for them to secure oath-helpers (people to swear they were telling the
truth); pledges to act as surety; essoiners to vouch for their having valid reasons for non-
appearance in court; and attorneys.77

Most women would probably have had little experience of the workings of the courts but
the importance of oath helpers, pledges, essoiners and attorneys should not be
overemphasized. Waging law with oath helpers persisted in Northamptonshire well into
the 15th century, and three women did so. At Draughton, Isabel Hedon acknowledged
part of her debt to Thomas Tybenham but when she offered to wage her law for the
remainder Thomas withdrew his plea. At Geddington, Nicholas Counfort also withdrew
his debt plea against Agnes atte Well when she waged her law, and Agnes Cook made
concord with William Sherman after acknowledging part of her debt to him and waging
her law for the rest.78 Pledging was not always required and was generally in decline.79
Essoins were used on only 63 occasions in all manors, and the number of pleas affected
was fewer. Similarly, in all manors, only 43 plaintiffs, including six women, and two
defendants, employed attorneys in a total of only 47 pleas. Women, for social and cultural
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Table 4: Numbers of Female Litigants by Manor

Manor Plaintiff Co-plaintiff Defendant Co-defendant Plaintiff & Total
with husband with husband Defendant litigants*

Brigstock 37 6 25 6 4 70
Broughton 5 1 6
Catesby 11 2 6 5 4 20
Cranford 1 1
Draughton 2 1 1 2
Geddington 33 10 27 14 7 77
Islip 5 1 5 4 15
Kelmarsh 2 1 3
Loddington 1 1 1 6 1 8
Lowick 2 4 4 10
Maidwell 5 2 2 2 7
Weekley 1 1 2

Totals 105 20 73 42 19 221

Note:* Some women appeared both in their own right and as their husbands’ spouses. The
final column makes allowance for this to avoid double counting, so that the aggregate
figures for a particular manor do not necessarily equal the total in the final column.

77. Bennett, Women in Brigstock, p. 28-9.
78. NRO FH 466, Court Easter 19 Ric. II; M(B) Box X351A, Court 2nd December 14 Ric. II; Box X351B,
Court 26th June 17 Ric. II.
79. Thornton, ‘Rural society Northamptonshire’, p.65.



reasons, may have been unable to litigate as readily as men but the procedural obstacles in
their path should not be overstated.

The social and economic circumstances of women plaintiffs varied widely: Elizabeth
Warner, unusually for a woman, was a bailiff at Brigstock in 1497, but Alice, who sued
Benedict Walssham in a plea of detinue at Broughton was described as the concubine of
John Walssham.80 Only ten female plaintiffs were described as widows, but evidence
elsewhere in the rolls indicates that some others were also in that situation, as were several
defendants. Nine women were plaintiffs on more than one occasion in 15th-century
Brigstock, and their circumstances are summarized in Table 5 as indicators of the general
social and economic status of women litigants.

The indications for the most part are of women from a reasonably prosperous peasant
background; clearly they had the confidence to pursue their perceived interests. At least
five brewed commercially from time to time, and one could afford attorneys to litigate for
her. Two were married to virgaters, and they and another three had husbands who held
manorial office; one appears in the Brigstock rental of 1416 as a half-virgater in her own
right. At Geddington Joan Gryndel (3 pleas) and Alice Soule (6 pleas) are notable among
women plaintiffs. Both were married to major commercial brewers and carried on the
family business successfully, in a male-dominated environment, after becoming widows;
debts arising from their trade may explain their lawsuits. At Broughton, although the
evidence is less, the picture is similar. Three women were plaintiffs on two occasions each:
Matilda Attewell is otherwise unrecorded, but Matilda Pipere was the widow of Nicholas
a former tithingman, and Richard le Pipere was a brewer, all of which suggests a well-
established local family. The third woman, Margery Pykke, brewed regularly in the 1370s,
when the trade in Broughton was male-dominated and so, perhaps, belonged to a family
of standing. Elsewhere women were only occasional litigants, but Isabel Hedon of
Draughton was a substantial landholder, and Alice Pye of Maidwell belonged to a well-
established family of virgaters and office-holders.

Table 5: Social and Economic Status of Women Litigants in Brigstock
Agnes Aublyn Lived in Stanion; nothing else known.
Joan Bolyon Brewster; sufficiently prosperous to have an attorney act for her on each of 

three occasions 
Agnes Craunfeld Frequent brewster; her husband, Thomas, held a half-virgate in 1440 and was 

bailiff in 1451 and 1452.
Alice Gylis Brewster; Her husband Thomas was a virgater in 1416, bailiff in 1412 and juror 

on several occasions.
Agnes Harueby Brewster; her husband, William, was a tithingman (presented defaulters at the 

view of frankpledge).
Matilda Pydyngton Her husband, John, held a cossetultoft in 1416 and served as an affeeror 

(assessed amercements for the court).
Amicia Walker Held a half-virgate in 1416.
Margaret Whyte Brewster; Thomas White was a tithingman.
Margaret Vicars No certain information; may have sold ale.

Not only did women go to law in the manor court, but there are sufficient examples of
their doing so successfully to indicate that there was no in-built prejudice against their
being litigants. At Maidwell, Isabel Harberd successfully sued four men for trespass and
they made reparation of 2s, and Matilda Garom reached a mutual settlement with Roger
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Garom in two pleas of trespass when Roger was required by the court to pay for the
licence of concord, a clear indication that the view was taken that Matilda probably had
the better of the argument in a dispute where the evidence was not entirely clear.81 Even
as losing defendants women appear to have been treated fairly. Agnes Cook of Geddington
acted as the executor of her late husband William’s goods and chattels. Other women are
also found doing this, which suggests a certain self-confidence in their ability to cope with
legal requirements. She was faced with an allegation by Robert Croos that his horse had
been killed by one belonging to the late William but defended herself on the grounds that
the horse in question was not among the goods and chattels of which she was the
executor, and asked that the sworn men of the court should verify her claim. Subsequently,
it was assessed that Robert should recover 20d, poor compensation for the loss of a horse
and suggesting that there was some force in Agnes’s claim.82 At Maidwell, in 1394, Simon
atte Estende and 11 other men sued Matilda Garom for trespass, alleging that she had
defamed them to their general damage of 100s. What comment had so inflamed these
worthies is not recorded. The case continued through several courts and, meanwhile, an
additional plaintiff, Robert Cook, alleged three instances of trespass against Matilda.
Perhaps he, too, thought his reputation had been impugned. Eventually the sworn men
assessed the damage to the original complainants at 2d and the court found that Robert
should recover nothing for two of his pleas and 2d for the third.83

Women, it is clear, were to be found fulfilling a wide variety of roles in late medieval rural
society. It is equally clear that they were far from enjoying equal status or opportunity with
men. What, then, was society’s perception of women reflected as it is in sources that were
compiled by men for the use of male-run organizations. Goldberg, using urban records
from York, Norwich and Canterbury, argues that as the 15th century progressed job
opportunities for women diminished and a woman’s fulfilment came to be seen in terms
of marriage and family and ‘… woman’s role may … have been increasingly perceived as
that of wife and mother.’84 A key piece of evidence he uses are certain urban records in
which, early in the 15th century, women are distinguished by their name or trade, but by
the end of the century are recorded in terms of their husbands, living or dead, or by the
vernacular term ‘singlewoman’. Comparable sources are not available for rural
Northamptonshire, but the manor court rolls do not show a similar changing pattern of
nomenclature as the century progressed. Women are often distinguished as being wives or
widows but often this is the case when the context requires it, for example when both
spouses were involved in a land transaction, or a woman acted as executor of her husband’s
will. Brewsters, and women bakers came to court in their own right and the presentments
are normally recorded in their names. Similarly, women presented for trespass with
animals, unlawfully taking kindling from hedges or obstructing a footpath, commonplace
offences in a medieval village, were normally listed in the court record without reference
to their husbands.

On the other hand, records of the view of frankpledge held at Brigstock during the 15th
century suggest that during the second half of the century there developed a climate of
opinion in which female behaviour was more closely scrutinized and expected to conform
to a code shaped by men. Alice the concubine of John Walssham in late-14th century
Broughton has been mentioned; she pursued her debt plea and there is no evidence of
censure in the court record for her social status. Similarly, in 15th-century Brigstock, no
overt criticism of the social behaviour of women is found in the court record, with one
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exception, until after 1450. The exception was in 1422 when two women were presented
as ascultrices meaning that they were thought to be inquisitive and listened to conversations
to which they were not party.85 From about 1450, however, presentments become more
common with women being variously presented for listening, nightwalking, being scolds
and common whores. In 1494, for example, Joan Sym was a common scold, Margaret
Shepard a common whore and not of good reputation and Margaret Foster and Elena
Harpshaw were listeners and said to disturb the peace. In 1498, a woman associated with
William Margetson, and not of good reputation, was ordered to leave the village within
six days.86 An even bleaker example of the treatment of women who offended against
society’s sexual mores in the 15th century was that meted out to a certain Alice, who was
pregnant but unmarried, at Lowick in 1456. She was licensed to remain in the village only
until after she had given birth and her subsequent ‘purification’ in the church. Thereafter
she was to depart and it was ordered that no-one in the village was to give her shelter.87

Men were clearly not subject to the same scrutiny, except on rare occasions when an
individual was presented as a nightwalker. Men were never scolds or gossips or listeners,
and the imposition of a code of conduct on women which men thought appropriate is
unmistakable. No action was taken against William Margetson, and when, in 1479, John
Peryn, the common pigkeeper, was presented for providing shelter for and consorting with
the wife of John Clarke, he was said to be at the mercy of the court, but no further action
appears to have been taken against him or the errant wife.88 Earlier in the century John
Holme, in 1456, was clearly running a brothel. He was presented for giving shelter to
certain women from outside who were not of good reputation; he was at mercy but the
bailiff, for reasons which are unclear, respited his amercement. The court finally decided,
with the agreement of all the tenants, that John was no longer to provide shelter for
women outside the village unless they were of good repute and clean living; if he did so
he would incur the penalty of 6s 8d, half of which would go to the church and the
remainder to the crown.89

In our own time domestic violence has become a serious issue but there is no evidence
with which to measure its extent in the medieval countryside. It is clear from Sessions of
the Peace (which have not survived for late-medieval Northamptonshire) that rape was
treated as a serious and punishable offence, but instances of domestic violence do not
appear any more than they do in the manor courts. Ironically, the only likely instance of
domestic violence at Brigstock occurred in 1468 when Joan Olyver was presented for
attacking her mother.90 Public violence, of which Joan’s attack on her mother was an
example, is more fully recorded, albeit with very little detail. Overwhelmingly the rolls of
the view of frankpledge record violence between men, and the 15th-century rolls for
Brigstock record only 13 instances of men inflicting violence on women; a further nine
presentments are of women who attacked men and there are 20 of women attacking other
women. Some incidents are recorded twice, for example in autumn 1485 John Nibbes was
presented for attacking Elizabeth Smyth with a pitchfork, but she in turn was presented
for attacking him with a rake. Tempers had presumably flared at the hay harvest some
weeks previously.91

One social change of enormous significance, affecting women equally with men, which
took place from the late-14th century onwards, was the decline of serfdom. The servile
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condition was deemed to be hereditary and those personally tainted by it were described
in manor records and elsewhere as nativi de sanguine, neifs, or serfs, of the blood, and had a
legal status akin to being chattels of their manorial lord. Associated with it were various
burdens, notably labour services on the lord’s land; women could marry only with the
lord’s permission and on payment of a fine called merchet, and leyrwite was imposed for
sexual misconduct. As chattels of their lord, serfs could not leave the manor of their birth
without licence of the lord, for which a payment, sometimes known as chevage, was
exacted. There is no reason to doubt the widespread and long-standing resentment felt by
unfree peasants, although many were economically more prosperous than numerous free
smallholders, and abolition of serfdom was prominent among the demands presented by
Wat Tyler to the king at Mile End on 14th June 1381 during the Peasants’ Revolt.92

Serfdom, however, was never abolished. It withered slowly, the pace differing between
manors. Indications of this, in respect of women, are to be found in the Northamptonshire
rolls. At Brigstock, where the predominant form of land-tenure was such that serfdom is
unlikely ever to have been notably burdensome, three payments of 6d each for leyrwite
were made in the late 1350s, but there is no later reference.93Two presentments took place
at Boddington, a manor of Catesby Priory, in 1373, and a statement of what was owed by
the unfree tenants of Catesby, attached to a court roll of 1412, included both leyrwite and
merchet but there is no evidence of these exactions being levied there after 1350.94 At
Weekley, the abbot of St James Northampton made three attempts to exact merchet in the
late-14th century but without success. Two fathers evaded payment, and a bride was
presented as already living with her husband in Leicestershire.95 In contrast, at Marholm in
the Soke of Peterborough, as late as October 1474, when Agnes Aylmere, who was nativa
de sanguine, was presented as being at Lowick and there having married William
Godeslowe, the marriage fine was pardoned by the lord who thus maintained the principle
of his right to exact it. Three years later, when Agnes’s sister Alice had gone to Tyryngton
in Lincolnshire and married Adam Broun, the lord, Robert Whittelbury, required Edmund
Barley and Robert Aylmere of Marholm to pledge security for her marriage fine although
the absence of manorial accounts makes it impossible to know whether payment was ever
made.96

As the failures of the abbot of Northampton and Robert Whittelbury to exact merchet
suggest, one reason for the decay of serfdom was the refusal of those who suffered its
burdens to endure them any longer. The Black Death reduced the population of England
to the extent that there was a shortage of tenants and, in the last resort, a manor without
tenants was worthless, so it became possible for people to leave the place where they were
known to be unfree and find free tenancies elsewhere without the lord or his officials
enquiring too deeply into their background.

Among those who left were women as well as men, some accompanying their families but
others, it seems, on their own. From Maidwell went Emma, Margaret and Joce Carter,
Emma Gregory, Joan Hobbes, Cecilia Woddard, Alice Hastyngs with her daughters and
husband, and Sarah Hochon. Sarah, from entries in the court rolls, seems to have been
remembered in local memory for may years as ‘fair Sarah’.97 In addition to Alice and Agnes
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92. A. Dunn, The Peasants’ Revolt. England’s Failed Revolution of 1381 (2nd edn Stroud, 2004), p. 89.
93. NA:PRO SC2/194/65, Court Andrew 27/28 Edw. III.
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Aylmer, late in the 14th century, Cristiana, Eva and Agnes Adam had also left Marholm.98
In 1500, Isabel (also recorded as Elizabeth) and Margaret Elmer were presented as having
left without licence and, subsequently, Joan Elmer also. By 1525 Isabel and Margaret were
both said to be married and living in Ramsey; the following year the court roll still
described them as nativi de sanguine and their absence from Marholm was still being
presented there as an offence against manorial discipline as late as 1534.99 In practice,
neither at Marholm nor elsewhere were such presentments usually successful. As Dyer has
succinctly put it: ‘… orders were usually ignored; the absenteeism persisted, and in the long
run the nativi disappeared from the memory of the manorial officials.’100

The women who left their villages did not always go far. Emma Carter from Maidwell
went only to Clipston, Cecilia Woddard to Pitsford and Sarah Hochon to Rushton; their
destinations, as far as they are known, of the women from Marholm have been noted.
Although most appear to have gone in family groups, often in the company of male
relatives, it cannot have been an easy venture and even less so for those who went alone.

The roles played by women in the late-medieval villages of Northamptonshire were
varied, and in the context of the family with its holding, the basic unit of the rural
economy, crucial. They were denied any part in the politics of the village in that they could
neither be court jurors, nor village or manorial office-holders, nor participate in whatever,
now obscure, process led to the election of those officials. But for those who defied
customary law and left their villages – not always as reassuringly aware, perhaps, as
historians with the benefit of hindsight are aware, that there was little risk of being forced
to return against their will – played a part, albeit unknowingly, in the wider, informal
political process of rescuing a significant minority of the English peasantry from the
indignity of serfdom. That they did so should not be forgotten.
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The Early Hunting Landscapes of Northamptonshire
TRACEY PARTIDA

Introduction
The subject of hunting within the county of Northamptonshire has received considerable
attention, as have the forest landscapes that accommodated much of it. It is intended here
to look at the hunting landscapes, both deer and fox, as depicted and revealed in the historic
maps of the county. Northamptonshire is fortunate in having a remarkably fine collection
of maps in both private and public collections. As part of my research in association with
an Arts and Humanities Research Council funded project at the University of East Anglia1
I will study most of the historic maps, from the 16th century up to and including the
Ordnance Survey 1:10560 scale maps of the 1880s. The area covered will be the whole of
the pre-modern county of Northamptonshire which includes the Soke of Peterborough.
The project is approximately half way through and in that time I have studied and digitally
recorded the various types of map (estate, enclosure and tithe) for approximately two thirds
of the county. The champion lands of central Northamptonshire, roughly correlating with
Daventry District, and the Soke have yet to be studied.

Both estate maps and tithe maps are useful for understanding the structure of the landscape
and its different land-use types. Estate maps were not made simply to advertise the wealth
and status of the owner. Often they were associated with accurately recording every inch
of property as a means of fiscal control, and to definitively confirm property boundaries.
Tithe maps, similarly, are economic documents designed to assess every piece of titheable
land to calculate the revenue associated with it. Therefore, accuracy of size of plot and the
land-use within it was essential. Enclosure maps are less helpful; accuracy was of equal
importance but land-use less so. They record the location and size of the new plots allotted
but are unconcerned with the land-use. The value of the tenants’ and owners’ (open-field)
holdings was, of course, assessed in detail to allocate the new allotments, but enclosure maps
show a landscape in transition and do not indicate either the former or intended land-use.
Draft enclosure maps do record the pre-enclosure landscape as well as the new plots, but as
the former is being replaced and the land-use of the latter unknown, they are also limited
in usefulness. Maps made before those of the Ordnance Survey (published at various dates
during the 19th century) omit topographical detail and the landscapes are flat.

Maps have been of enormous significance for many reasons, but it was an estate map of
Hardwick dated 16842 that sparked the interest for this article. The Hardwick map is the
only one seen (so far) of some 1,000 maps that depicts a scene of fox hunting. It is possible
that the area of the county not yet fully studied will yield other fox-hunting maps, but this
single example makes the map sufficiently unusual and important to warrant its
consideration.

The area studied so far determines the scope of this article, and it includes all three of the
medieval forests lying in the county. They were Rockingham, Whittlewood and Salcey, the
latter at one time including Yardley Chase. However, the disparity in range and quality of
maps for the three areas has also determined where much of the evidence is based, though
the hunting occurred in all areas. There are no maps for Whittlewood and Salcey to match

1. The study will examine the Northamptonshire landscape from prehistoric times to the 19th century using
archaeological evidence from fieldwalking and aerial photography, as well as documentary sources. Data is
collected in digital form using Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software to allow integrated analysis
of multiple data sets. The principal repository is the Northamptonshire Record Office, but sources include
other county record offices, the National Archives, Oxford and Cambridge College archives, country house
estate offices, and private collections.
2. Northamptonshire Record Office (NRO), Map 1432.



those for Rockingham. Whittlewood does have a particularly fine map copied in c.1727
from a map that probably dated from 1608, made to accompany a survey. Whilst this gives
very good detail of the woodland structure, including coppices, ridings, lawns, etc., it does
not make any reference to hunting.3 Salcey and Yardley Hastings maps are all relatively late;
that of Salcey made for the enclosure of 1826, and the Yardley map made in 1760 for the
Compton Estate. There are, however, several estate maps that depict parks; the Grafton
Estate being particularly prolific in map production in the early and mid 18th century. That
deer hunting was active in Whittlewood and Salcey we know from other documentary
sources, but this article deals with the available evidence provided by maps.

Deer Hunting Landscapes
Hunting for deer was an elite pastime that took place in forests, chases and deer parks.
Parks were also utilised for purposes other than hunting. They were resources for timber,
and cattle, as well as deer, could be pastured and corralled there. They prevented the deer
from wandering into neighbouring fields and destroying crops and also offered some
protection from the problem of poaching. Deer roaming free in the forest were harder to
protect than those safely kept in a park. Villages located close to the woodlands of the forest
had benefits over their champion neighbours in having ready access to fuel and illegal
meat. Though the penalties could be harsh, the temptations were great, and poaching was
endemic; nor was it confined to the peasantry supplementing their larders. Elite social
groups, and particularly ecclesiastical members, were accused of illegal hunting. Nor were
those in the position of keeper exempt, as is seen at Brigstock Little Park in the reign of
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Figure 1: The location of medieval deer parks showing the 13th-century forest
bounds in the county of Northamptonshire (excluding the Soke of Peterborough).



Henry VII when the keepers of Drayton Park, which abutted Brigstock, were accused of
using the park bank of Drayton to stand on and shoot the deer within Brigstock. However,
this incident was not a direct complaint about poaching, but rather the latest confrontation
in a long line of disputes over rights to the freeboard in Little Park, aggravated by personal
animosity between Lord Parre at Brigstock and Lord Mordaunt at Drayton.4

As all deer were the property of the king, permission to enclose a deer park had to be
obtained from the crown. This even extended to members of the Royal family, as Queen
Philippa was granted the right to impark Brigstock Little Park (also known as the Queen’s
Park) in the 14th century.5 There are numerous licences to impark awarded in
Northamptonshire, probably due to the original extent of the Royal Forests, and there was
illegal imparking. Periodic assessments of illegal assarts and enclosures were conducted by
the crown, and the officers involved were given instructions to remove and ‘throw down
those assarts and parks …’ that were without Royal warrant.6 Additional rights, such as a
deer leap – a device whereby the wall or pale of the park was sufficiently low on the
outside to enable the deer to ‘leap’ in, but deeply ditched on the inside preventing them
from leaping out – had also to be granted by the crown. Deer leaps were one of only two
ways (the other was by royal gift) in which a private owner could obtain deer, and not all
parks had them. Figure 1 shows the location of deer parks throughout the county, though
not all existed at the same time. The scatter of parks across the southern part of the county
correlates very closely with the woods and chases of the forests. This is also particularly
evident in the Rockingham Forest region. Deer parks are noticeably absent from the
champion region in the centre of the county.

There are several maps that depict deer parks and the forest landscapes in which they were
predominantly found, ranging from small scale plans showing the perambulations of the
forest made for the Crown, to estate plans showing individual parks. The purpose of the
map will have determined the amount of detail it contains. To define broad areas of
jurisdiction, such as Forest bounds, the detail need only be sufficient to establish the area
encompassed by Forest Law. This can be seen in the early 17th-century map of
Rockingham Forest which shows the Forest perambulations of 1285 and 1299.7 All the
villages are identified by their church, complete with either tower or spire; parks and woods
are shown, and major rivers and streams, but there is very little other detail (Figure 2).

If the purpose of this map was simply to record the extent of the perambulations and the
areas encompassed, then the surveyor has succeeded, especially considering that the map
would have been accompanied by a written survey giving fine detail of the precise route
of the perambulation. But for accurately mapping landscape features far more precision
and detail is required, and fortunately can be found.

A map of similar date showing just the Cliffe Bailiwick8 gives far greater detail, with
individual buildings shown as well as closes, woods, roads, streams and parks. King’s Cliffe
Park, one of the three royal parks in the Forest, is shown sub-divided into closes and is
clearly no longer functioning as a deer park, though the park wall survives and it is still
identified as ‘Cliffe Park’. Also on the map can be seen the coppices, ridings and greens of
Morehay and Sulehay Woods, all features typically associated with hunting. Thornhaugh
Woods are also shown, but not in such great detail as they were outside of the
perambulation. Other parks are mapped, including the new park at Apethorpe and Great
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and Little parks at Fotheringhay, both of which are shown with pales rather than walls, and
all considerably smaller than King’s Cliffe (Figure 3).

The two other royal parks also have maps. Brigstock, first mentioned in 1228 and
disparked in 1602, and Rockingham, first mentioned in the mid 13th century. Rocking-
ham has no less than five maps dating from 1580, 1615, 1806, 1815 and 1822.9 With the
exception of the 1580 map they all show the whole township as well as the park which
lay mainly in the neighbouring township of Cottingham. The extent of the park remains
remarkably consistent over this period, although internal features, such as closes and
coppices, do not. Indeed the major part of the external boundary is still extant today,
which is perhaps not surprising given that Rockingham is one of the few deer parks to
have made the transition to a landscape park. Most of the county’s deer parks survive as
fragmentary archaeological features, such as stretches of banks and ditches or less frequently
as walls. But even where they have been absorbed into the network of enclosed fields, as
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Figure 2: Rockingham Forest in the early 17th century showing the Cliffe,
Rockingham and Brigstock Bailiwicks, and the perambulations of 1285 and 1299.

(National Archives, MPE 1/459)

9. NRO, FH272; Maps 2328, 2329, 2330 & 2331 respectively.



most have, the maps allow us to locate their former position and, in some cases, identify
surviving features that might not otherwise have been recognized amidst the modern
patchwork of hedges. This is illustrated at Brigstock where the close boundaries shown on
an 18th-century map,10 which in many cases lie on the same alignment as those shown on
the map of 1602,11 still survive, although minutely sub-divided.

Using the data from the various maps along with the archaeological data collected by David
Hall12 it is possible to reconstruct the landscape as it was c.1300. Figure 4 shows the area of
the Rockingham and Brigstock Bailiwicks in the Rockingham Forest. Note the position
of the deer parks within the woodland. Deer parks were usually small in origin and located
either in woodland or on the periphery of townships, at a distance from the settlements and
utilizing uncultivated or waste ground. The park boundaries were not always static and
some parks expanded onto arable land as pressure on agricultural production eased in the
late medieval.The archaeological remains of ridge and furrow within the park boundaries
is evidence of this and can be seen at Fotheringhay Great Park and King’s Cliffe Park, both
of which took in a small number of furlongs. The expansion of King’s Cliffe Park to take
in part of its open field is unusual in that it can be dated accurately to 1339.13
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Figure 3: The Cliffe Bailiwick in c.1605 showing detailed landscape features
around King’s Cliffe and Apethorpe. (National Archives, MR 1/314)

10. NA, MPI 1/250.
11. Treswell map at Hatfield House.
12. For a full description of the methodology see www.rockingham-forest-trust.org.uk
13. Colvin, H. M., 1964. The History of the King’s Works ii, 970.



Some later parks were created wholly out of the open fields, as at Fotheringhay where the
Little Park was established in 1464 on what was part of the common fields of the village.
A similar process occurred at Apethorpe where the New Park was created before 1552
and appears to have taken in a substantial part of the open fields of the deserted village of
Hale. This can clearly be seen on the Cliffe map (Figure 3). Apethorpe is an example of a
late park that follows the pattern of location of early parks and is separated from the
settlement and Hall, which has its own Little Park. Fotheringhay follows the trend that
Tudor period parks were created close to, and associated with, country houses, as does the
example from Holdenby.14

Maps were not only produced for the Crown, and some of the finest were made for lesser,
though by no means insignificant, estate owners. The series of maps made for Sir
Christopher Hatton, Lord Chancellor to the Queen, by the noted Elizabethan surveyor
Ralph Treswell in the 1580s are particularly fine.15 The series, in a bound volume, depicts
several townships in the county as well as extensive swathes of woodland in the Rocking-
ham Bailiwick. The detail they show of the late 16th-century landscape is unrivalled by
any others of this date and matched at any period only by the estate maps at Boughton
House from the 1720s and 1730s by William Brasier, John Booth and George Nunns.16

What makes the Treswell maps so exceptional is that there is sometimes more than one
map for the same area produced at very short intervals showing the evolution of the
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14. Steane, NPP, 1975, p. 393.
15. NRO, FH272.
16. Copies of most of these maps are held at the Northamptonshire Record Office.

Figure 4: The medieval landscape in Rockingham Forest c.1300
showing the location of deer parks.



landscape as Hatton improved his property. At Kirby, the process of enclosure and
imparking can be seen in maps from 1585, 1586 and 1587 as the open fields are gradually
enclosed and houses in the village removed to make way for the formal gardens in front
the house. At Holdenby there are two maps dating from 1580 and 1587 (Figures 5 and 6).
In the first the open fields, woods and meadows are crossed by unenclosed roads to the
west of the house. Immediately next to the house are formal gardens, ponds and planting.
By 1587 a deer park has been created and well stocked with deer and rabbits. The keepers
are also shown carrying some form of polearm which are perhaps more likely to be for
use against poachers than the deer, as other maps from this series show keepers in
Benefield Lawn with crossbows aimed at the deer. The Park is paled and encompasses all
of Wood Field, Fowlham Meadow, part of Longlande Field and the Grove. As this park is
a late creation it combines the functional aspects of a hunting preserve with the aesthetic
values of a landscape park. Note the more elaborate gardens, the new design of the earlier
fishponds and the creation of new rectilinear ponds, also note the replanning of the village
as occurred at Kirby at the same time. Holdenby Park survives today, though not as a deer
park, and many features have been removed or altered and exist only as earthworks. These
early maps allow us to see the history of park development and, importantly, allow
identification of features occurring in other locations where no map exists.

By the time of relatively late maps of the late 18th century or first half of the 19th century,
parks have long ceased to function and had been incorporated into enclosed fields. There are
still clues to their former presence; field names are a major source of information, and tithe
maps are particularly useful since they are accompanied by schedules detailing field names
and land-use. Some estate maps contain schedules within the map border, but sometimes
schedules were independent documents and become separated from the map and do not
survive at all. Grouping ‘park’ and associated names together can help identify the extent of
a former park, as can be seen in the plan of Fotheringhay Great Park (Figure 7) taken from
a map of 1716 when the park had been absorbed in the enclosed fields. The field-names and
closes accurately record the extent of the former park when viewed against the plan the of
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Figure 5: Holdenby in 1580 prior to
the creation of the deer park.

(Northamptonshire Record Office, FH 272)

Figure 6: The new deer park at
Holdenby in 1587. (Northamptonshire

Record Office, FH 272)
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Figure 7: The similarity of shapes in deer parks as seen in plans from four
successive centuries.



Cliffe Bailiwick map from the early 17th century. The plan-forms of early parks are often
similar and can help identification on a map without names. The four plans in Figure 7
illustrate deer parks reconstructed from maps of four different centuries.17

The similarity in shape is remarkable and is shared by many others such as Grafton
Underwood, Grafton Regis and Stoke Bruerne.18 Others are more rectilinear, some roughly
circular, particularly the larger parks like Brigstock Great Park and King’s Cliffe Park;
Hartwell Park has a shape unique to the county.19 At the time these maps were drawn,
Weldon and Rockingham were still functioning as parks and the different types of land-use
are immediately apparent. Both have woods and wood pasture though in very different
proportions and Weldon also has enclosures. The survival of a series of maps for Rocking-
ham from the 17th century to the early 19th century allows us to trace the shifting pattern
of land-use within the park and assists in the identification of archaeological features.

But what of the wider hunting landscape; the coppices, ridings, plains and lawns that made
up the woodland of the Forest. In Northamptonshire red deer were fewer in number than
fallow and were kept within parks.20 But the more abundant fallow deer were free to roam,
and not just in woodland, since Forest law allowed them liberty to wander across the
whole Forest and into the open fields of Forest villages causing substantial damage to crops
and considerable resentment amongst the local community. In exchange for this
inconvenience, tenants could claim certain common rights of pasture within the forest.21
However, the laws regarding rights and restrictions within the forests were very complex
with different rules for different types of tenant, variations between townships, and they
were open to misinterpretation or outright abuse by crown officials and villagers. Nor
were the tenants the only ones to suffer, landowners could also be annoyed by deer
damaging saplings in their woods. In 1723 a dispute arose between the Duke of Montagu
and Lord Cardigan when the Duke’s deer destroyed saplings in Cardigan’s woods adjoining
Geddington Chase. Lord Cardigan was understandably annoyed, and the Duke not less so
when Cardigan’s servants killed the deer.22

The unrestricted nature of the deer is illustrated in the Treswell map of Weldon, c.1585,
where they can be seen in the coppices and sales as well as leaping happily across the great
fields of Little Weldon. A further map from this series (Figure 8) shows the coppices and
sales of Gretton Woods which the accompanying survey individually dates to between 3
and 22 years growth, proving that the wood was being actively managed as a separate
economic resource to hunting.Timber and underwood had to be protected from grazing
by deer and commoners’ stock. Young coppice woods were enclosed, often by a bank and
dead hedge, usually for seven years, to give saplings time to become established before
being opened to grazing. Ridings, lawns and greens provided grazing for both deer and
commoners’ stock. Ridings also served as roads linking townships around the forest and
allowed the practice of parforce hunting, in which large numbers of horses and packs of
hounds needed to move at speed. Greens were open areas of grass, but may have had some
tree cover and were often subject to common rights. Lawns were usually enclosed, exempt
from common rights, and provided herbage and hay for the deer. They were often the
location of the keeper’s lodge. Some of these features can be seen in the cover illustration.
Note the pale enclosing the lawn, the lodge, the keepers with crossbows, the provision of
some tree cover and water. Note also the absence of hounds; parforce hunting was
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17. Weldon NRO, FH272; Rockingham NRO, Map 2328; Fotheringhay NRO, Map 467; Higham Ferrers
NRO T130.
18. NRO, Maps 1372, 4211 & V2796 respectively.
19. NA, MPI 1/250, NA, MR 1/314 & NRO, Map 440 respectively.
20. Pettit, 1968, p. 150.
21. Ibid. p. 153.
22. Wake and Webster, 1971, p. xxxxii.
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impractical within a small park. Of further interest is the track shown crossing the park
just above the lodge, denoted as ‘the waye to Oakley’. There are gates at either side of the
lawn where the pale intercepts the track, which suggests that there was a public right of
way not extinguished with the enclosure of the lawn.

Figure 8 also illustrates well the different types of landscape the forests encompassed. As
well as the typical woodland related features, there are the open fields of Gretton with its
core of enclosures tightly surrounding the village, the great sheep pastures at Kirby and the
Old and New Parks in Harringworth. This is what deer hunting landscapes looked like
outside of the parks. Very little survives now because much woodland of the three forests
has been removed from the county’s landscape in the 19th century and what remains is in
fragmentary form. The patterns and shapes of the coppices and sales, ridings and greens
can sometimes be found as archaeological features such as woodland banks but large tracts
of woodland have gone. In their place are remnants of the early woods and very many
small plantations associated with parks of the elite, gardens of the smaller houses such as
rectories, coverts for fox hunting and spinneys for game birds.

Fox Hunting Landscapes
The hunting of foxes was until the 18th century largely undertaken as a form of pest-
control. Foxes were considered vermin that preyed upon the lambs, rabbits and game of
rich and poor alike. Even in Northamptonshire, where fox hunting was exceptionally
popular, village constables paid a shilling a head for them until almost the end of the 18th
century.23 It gradually transformed into a sport during the 18th century reaching its zenith
of popularity in the 19th. It required a very different landscape to that of deer hunting; a
landscape that was fortuitously analogous with that produced by the enclosure process. No
parks were necessary, no royal warrant required and membership of the aristocracy not a
prerequisite. What was required was ‘preferably’ grass, to provide a good scent, give a fast
ride and not damage crops; ‘preferably’ large enclosures, usually of pasture that also
provided some hedges to jump; definitely lots of foxes. Grass and large enclosures might
have been the ideal but hunting could and did take place in landscapes that included open
fields of arable, commons, wastes and woodlands and in small enclosures. Lots of foxes
could not always be had on demand, consequently over the course of the period various
measures were adopted to ensure a ready supply and attitudes towards the fox, at least
amongst the hunting fraternity, changed from that of a creature that was a nuisance to be
discouraged, controlled and exterminated, to a creature to be actively encouraged, cont-
rolled and exterminated.

The Northamptonshire landscape of the 18th and 19th centuries was a countryside in flux
and because fox hunting did not require a pre-determined landscape form it was able to
adapt readily to the changes taking place. During this period the champion lands of the
county were replaced by the patchwork of closes we are familiar with today as enclosure,
begun in the 15th century, gathered pace with the introduction of Parliamentary Acts to
speed the process. Most townships were enclosed by the second half of the 18th century
but the last, Sutton in the Soke of Peterborough, not until 1901. In the 19th century much
of the forest woodlands were also removed. Therefore fox hunting began in a very different
landscape to that in which it found itself at the end of the 19th century.

Parliamentary enclosure of the county took some 200 years to complete and during that
time the landscape was a mix of enclosures of varying size, woodland, and open field with
its diverse components of arable ridge and furrow, leys, meadows, commons, wastes and
greens. The countryside was therefore very mixed as can be seen in Fugure 9 which
depicts the Whittlewood and Salcey region in c.1750. Note the mix of land-use types.
Some townships are wholly open or wholly enclosed whilst others have a mixture of the
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23. Wake and Webster, 1971, p. xlvi.



two. The typically champion regions of the Nene valley and central zone of the county
had even more open field, most of them having little ancient enclosure outside of the
settlement core. Nethertheless this combination of landscape did not deter the rise of fox
hunting and its development into one of the most popular sports of the 19th century.

The first reference to fox hunting in a letter is from 1657 when Nicholas Carew of
Pytchley mentions to Justinian Isham of Lamport that he has had to rid his property of a
fox that was wreaking havoc in his warren.24 However, as he specifically mentions a warren,
the rabbits clearly have an economic value and this exercise was one of necessity rather than
sport. Yet it is ironic that this early reference is from Pytchley, later to become home to one
of the foremost hunts in the country. Very soon after there is the first, and so far only,
pictorial record to fox hunting on a map. In 1684 a map of Hardwick depicts a wonderful,
and slightly comic, scene of fox hunting25. The map is of the estate of Thomas Ward and
covers approximately two thirds of the township. Hardwick was enclosed in 1625 and the
map shows the enclosed fields, the pattern of which remains remarkably intact to this day.
Only the ‘Great Pasture’ has seen significant change in being sub-divided in to smaller
closes. Also shown in the north-west corner is High Wood and Short Wood again both
surviving intact, as is the narrow dog leg of wood around Short Wood close, that by the
time of the tithe map is called ‘double hedges’.26

Of great interest is the scene occupying the centre of the map which depicts a group of
five huntsmen and nine hounds in pursuit of a fox. Four of the huntsmen are mounted
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24. Quoted in Wake & Webster, 1971 p. xlvi.
25. NRO, Map 1432.
26. NRO, T229.

Figure 9: The mid 18th-century landscape of Whittlewood and Salcey.
The mix of woodland, enclosures and open field is clearly depicted.



with the fifth, having lost his seat, being hurled to the ground, and one of them is blowing
a hunting horn. The hounds bear a remarkable similarity to modern fox hounds but as fox
hounds would have been a relatively new breed at that date they may, to the experienced
eye, more closely resemble the harrier or hare hounds.27 The fox appears to be gazing
almost nonchalantly back at the hounds and there is about this image a somewhat relaxed
atmosphere, at least when compared to the depictions and descriptions of the headlong
flights of the 19th-century hunts. The huntsman falling from his horse does suggest a fast
chase, or a poor rider, but even so he still seems to be enjoying the experience. Two other
characters populate the scene who may be servants of Ward as they are on foot and are
both carrying spears. One of these characters adds to the energy of the scene by shaking
his fist in the direction of the chase possibly in encouragement of the hunt. Also of note
is the deer shown in High Wood perhaps indicating that given the choice of quarry Ward’s
preference is for foxes. The landscape of large pasture fields in Hardwick in 1684 fulfils the
criteria for fox hunting. But all the adjoining townships are still open at this date meaning
that if Ward was to hunt outside of his own land, or the land of his neighbours within
Hardwick, then it would have been across a mixed landscape of enclosures and open fields.

It is important to remember that this is primarily a map depicting the lands of the local
lord, as were the maps made for Hatton in the 16th century. In the case of the latter the
inclusion of the deer and hunting scenes would have made a very specific statement that
Hatton was wealthy enough, and enjoyed Royal privilege, to be able to own and hunt
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27. The map has been previously published in Paget, G. 1937.

Figure 10: Map of Hardwick, dated 1684, depicting a fox hunting scene.
(Northamptonshire Record Office, Map 1432)



deer. This is not the case with the Hardwick map. At this date no particular prestige was
associated with fox hunting. Whist it is true that only those of a certain income could own
their own pack of hounds, in theory any one could hunt foxes and no social stature was
either required or conferred. Thomas Ward may have been an early enthusiast for the sport
and chose to show this on a document on which the primary function was to record in
detail the extent of his lands.

But if theoretically anyone could hunt, in practice the early hunts were very much the
province of the landed gentry who hunted with each other, and were not open to all. By
the early 18th century there are records of local squires owning a few hounds and bringing
them together with those of their neighbours to share a hunt.28 In 1708 the Earl of Cardigan
had purchased hounds and by 1710 had built kennels at Deene to accommodate them,
adding hunters’ stables by 1725.29 By the mid-18th century three Northamptonshire hunts
were established: the Fitzwilliam at Milton in the Soke, established by Earl Fitzwilliam; the
Pytchley in the central region of the county, established by Earl Spencer; the Grafton in the
south of the county, established by the Duke of Grafton. These were large organized hunts
with recognized boundaries and strict rules. As the hunt became more organized so did the
methods of managing the landscape to accommodate it. Coverts, spinneys, plantations and
hedges were all either deliberately planted to encourage foxes or managed to facilitate the
hunt. Such was the enthusiasm for the sport, particularly in the 19th century, that where
foxes were in short supply they could be bred or purchased to provide sport.

Not everyone was happy with this state of affairs and many farmers resented having to
encourage an animal they considered to be vermin. In addition to this the hunt itself could
cause damage to fences and crops and just as tenants in the medieval period complained
about deer, so now did tenants complain about the fox and also about the hounds. In 1726
Daniel Eaton, Steward to the Earl of Cardigan, writes to his master to inform him of
tenants in Leicestershire requesting that the hounds they had been obliged to care for be
taken home, i.e. sent to Deene, as ‘they are very troublesome’.30 The following year there
are further complaints that are more explicit when he writes ‘the hounds have done a great
deal of damage among the lambs’.31 Tenants had little, if any, influence over hunting
landlords but other landowners did. In 1865, when cattle in Northamptonshire were
struck with disease, some farmers hung carcasses and barred gates to keep the hunt out as
they blamed the hounds for spreading it.32

The enclosure of the open fields removed some of the features that were conducive to fox
hunting, gorse and scrub from the wastes where foxes could take cover, and open
countryside unimpeded by hedges, where a fast chase could be had. At the same time it
allowed landowners to control the placement of coverts and design of hedges, something
they had not been able to do on common land. As much of the enclosed land was
converted to pasture it provided further encouragement to the sport.There are numerous
maps that depict features associated with fox hunting; plantations, spinneys, coverts and
double hedges can be found in abundance. The anciently enclosed townships perhaps
provided the best conditions since the closes were often large and remained so until well
into the 19th century and some into the 20th, as at Dingley and Snorscombe.33 More
commonly the new closes were small or became subdivided into smaller plots during the
19th century as agricultural practice changed. In Figure11 four townships are shown with
data taken from the tithe maps. There is a patchwork of small fields and the pieces of wood
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29. Ibid.
30. Ibid. p. 48.
31. Ibid. p. 105.
32. Ridley, J. 1990.
33. NRO, T140 & T205.



dispersed among them. Also note the different patterns of plantation; in most, the
plantations are scattered across the township and are small. At Snorscombe, where the tithe
commissioners have re-used an estate map of 1816, there were just two spinneys in
addition to the existing woods but lots of double hedges; in Pytchley there were spinneys
but no double hedges; Culworth had a profusion of both; at Chacombe the planting was
only in the west side of the township, and it is this last detail that is of note. Chacombe
Priory, a 17th-century house on the site of an Augustinian priory, lies directly to the west
of the village and it is possible that much of the planting is associated with the house rather
than with hunting.

Unless the schedule accompanying the map identifies a feature as hunting related with the
prefix of ‘fox’ to covert, etc., it would be misleading to assume that all such design within
the landscape is necessarily hunting related. The creation of landscape parks during the
18th century had produced a fashion for planting trees which continues today. Many of
these features are almost certainly related to the aesthetic values of the ‘park’ which had
filtered down from the large estates to far more modest holdings. It is possible that it was
the smaller landowner who had a far greater influence on the dispersal of trees across the
countryside than landscape parks did. Moreover, fox hunting was not the only sport to
benefit from planting. Shooting game birds became increasingly popular during this
period and plantations provide ideal conditions for pheasants. In other words the
landscapes in which fox hunting evolved were managed, but not designed exclusively, for
the sport. The components served multiple uses; plantations provided cover for more than
foxes, they also provided timber and served as shelter belts, they had an aesthetic value and
were an economic resource in their own right, as were the earlier deer hunting landscapes.
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Figure 11: The landscapes of four townships mapped from tithe maps.
All are enclosed but with different field sizes and extent of plantations.



Conclusion
Deer hunting did not end abruptly to be replaced equally abruptly by fox hunting; during
the late 17th century and throughout the 18th century both were active. But by the mid
18th century the three major hunts in the county, the Pythchley, Fitzwilliam and Grafton
were established, and by the 19th century fox hunting was clearly the dominant sport.
There were similarities between the two: hunting of both deer and foxes took place over
a wide area; deer hunting was confined by the perambulation of forest; fox hunting by the
bounds of the established hunt. Specific landscape elements were created for both and
there were rules governing both sports. But there were significant differences. Deer
hunting required royal assent which went hand in hand with social status and wealth.
Owning hounds and horses also required wealth but the rise of the middling classes in the
18th century, and industrial magnates in the 19th, meant that this was no longer linked to
social status. Added to which with the establishment of the organised hunts anyone who
could afford the subscription could hunt without the expense of keeping their own
hounds or owning land.

Of particular significance are the differing influences each sport had on the landscape.
Forest law retarded the enclosure process over large areas for centuries and only with the
acts of disafforestation and enclosure could they be removed. Fox hunting did not have
any such influence on the landscape. Although the rise of fox hunting during the period
of rapid enclosure is perhaps more than coincidental, it would be wrong to think either
one drove the other. Enclosure was first and foremost an economic movement and would
have occurred regardless of the rise of any popular sport. Nor was fox hunting created
because of enclosure. Rather it was a serendipitous for the sport which did not need a
prescribed landscape, it may have had preferred landscapes but the true enthusiast would
hunt just about anywhere with a disregard for life and limb.

Early hunting landscapes features have not entirely vanished from the Northamptonshire
countryside. Deer hunting landscapes to a very great extent have been lost, the deer parks
enclosed and absorbed into the agricultural land, or transmuted into landscape parks, and
the forests have to a large degree been grubbed up. Fox hunting was until very recently
still active and so the landscapes associated with it might be expected to not only survive
but be maintained and added to, as they have been. But the features created for the early
hunts can still be found fossilised within the contemporary landscape. The shapes of closes
created from the deer parks, coverts, spinneys and double hedges all give clues as to the
former land-use. There are many elements of hunting that can be identified within the
modern landscape but can it even be claimed that there is any such thing as a hunting
landscape? Possibly the only landscape that can truly be described as that of hunting is the
deer park and even that is debatable as parks might be described as little more than live
larders. The forests were created ostensibly as hunting reserves of the Crown but became
equally, if not more, important as timber reserves. Fox hunting on the other hand evolved
within and adapted to a landscape that was itself in flux and the sport never overrode the
primary economics of agriculture. Questions such as these can be prompted and addressed
by research into the historic maps of the county and supplemented with other
documentary evidence.

It was research into historic maps that unearthed the Hardwick map and the Hardwick
map that prompted this discussion. But hunting is just one of innumerable subjects that
can be studied by this resource. Historic maps are invaluable; not just as works of art, which
some of them undoubtedly are; not simply as records of our past, economic, social and
cultural snapshots in time; but more importantly because they help us understand and
value the landscapes we have inherited.
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The Fish Ponds in Harringworth Parks

JACK RODNEY LAUNDON

Harringworth is well-known for the impressive viaduct of 82 round-headed arches, mostly
of blue bricks, built 1874-1879, described as ‘the longest masonry structure on Europe’s
railways’, which towers above the tiny village nestling in the Welland valley. Almost
unknown are the best remaining fish ponds in the county, situated high on the rolling
plateau to the south. They were originally in Harringworth Park, now long gone, but where
important features remain. The park underwent alterations in the 16th century, when the
northern part was abandoned and a major extension to the south apparently took place at
this time to form Harringworth New Park; these changes are discussed below.

Fish ponds
The fish ponds are situated at Harringworth Lodge, NGR SP 932 953. They consist of
two oblong sheets of water, fed by the infant Fineshade Brook (Figure 1). The most
prominent is Lodge Pond, some four metres deep, with a dam of stone and earth at the
eastern end. It covers three hectares, and forms an extensive sheet of open water (Figure
2). The south side is bounded by a ditch, the north by a steep bank, both indicating that
it was originally dug out. The pond was drained and dredged in 1999, when a large elm
Ulmus plug was found to contain the water.1 Before then there was reedswamp along each
side and especially at the west end. It was dominated by bulrush Typha latifolia, with greater
pond-sedge Carex riparia abundant, and common reed Phragmites australis abundant at the
west end, together with some reed sweet-grass Glyceria maxima. There is a fishing platform
and a small recent boathouse of wood and sheet metal on the north shore. Old maps show
a boathouse (now disappeared) on the south shore. A row of white willow Salix alba trees
have been planted along the south side.

Towards the western end of Lodge Pond is an island with steep sides, complete with steps,
accessible only by boat. It is densely covered with old trees, the most ancient in the area.
There are about eight stag-headed pedunculate oaks Quercus robur, apparently over 200
years old, frequented by crows, especially carrion crow Corvus corone and jackdaw C.
monedula. Three large yews Taxus baccata, and several willow Salix and hawthorn Crataegus
bushes are also present.

Lodge Pond is an interesting locality for birds. In 2006 in the breeding season in May there
were several greylag Anser anser and Canada geese Branta canadensis, mallard Anas
platyrhynchos, tufted duck Aythya fuligula, and coot Fulica atra, as well as either single birds or
pairs of little grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis, great crested grebe Podiceps cristatus, and mute swan
Cygnus olor. These same species were also present in the winters of 2006 and 2007, together
with several gadwall Anas strepera, pochard Aythya ferina, moorhen Gallinula chloropus, black-
headed gull Larus ridibundus, and single wigeon Anas penelope and cormorant Phalacrocorax
carbo at times. Around the pond and surroundings hunt both the red kite Milvus milvus and
buzzard Buteo buteo. The kite was introduced into Northamptonshire in 19952, after which
it quickly became resident throughout much of Rockingham Forest. The buzzard has spread
unaided from the west of England, becoming well established in the county by 1994 and
19953 and is now widespread. Both raptors are, therefore, recent arrivals to Harringworth.

At the west end of Lodge Pond there is a raised dry bank separating it from Upper Pond.
This is small and shallow, covering about one hectare. It is bounded by a ditch one metre
deep, whilst the water in the pond itself is only some ten centimetres in depth. It is covered

1. Verbal information from Mr. R. Conant of Harringworth Lodge.
2. Carter, I. 2001. ‘Studies of reintroduced red kites in Northamptonshire.’ Northants Birds 2001, pp. 14-22.
3. Northamptonshire Bird Report 1996. p. 20.
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Figure 1: Map of the fish ponds at Harringworth Lodge in 2006.
(Jack Rodney Laundon)

Figure 2: Lodge Pond in 2006.
The view is from the dam to the island (centre right). (Jack Rodney Laundon)



with reedswamp of greater pond-sedge and bulrush, extensively colonized by old decayed
trees of crack-willow Salix fragilis. It is clear that the pond had been originally dug out
during construction, and would initially have been open water, deeper than at present.

Most fish ponds were constructed in medieval times to provide fish to eat. ‘The status
symbol of fresh-water fish remained until the end of the middle ages and beyond.’4 The
main species ‘served in aristocratic households were eels, followed by bream, perch, pike,
roach and tench. All could have been caught in rivers, though they were also the most
common species to be kept in ponds.’4They ‘must be regarded primarily as part of the diet
of the aristocracy. This is indicated clearly enough by the frequency with which ponds are
found in association with moated sites, castles and monasteries, or within parks.’4 In
Leicestershire and Rutland ‘large isolated ponds [fish ponds] are found in association with
Medieval deer-parks’ in at least nine localities.5 Here the deer would presumably have had
ready access to drinking water.

Upper Pond was probably constructed for use for breeding fish to supply Lodge Pond. It
would have been also used for keeping the fish when the main pond was cleared out. Thus
‘ponds would have been cleared every few years. Between these times fishing, with rods
and nets, would have been carried out at all times of the year and the larger fish thus
removed, …’6 Most sites have subsidiary ponds in addition to a main one. Evidence from
medieval fish ponds at Owston Abbey, Leicestershire, suggests that the water in Midlands
ponds was acid in the past in comparison with today, because bog-moss Sphagnum was
common throughout the history of the Owston ponds,6 yet is now absent from the area.

The reason for the island in Lodge Pond is not clear. ‘The majority of islands were
presumably to provide safe nesting sites for water fowl.’7 Ducks may have been important
here for the provision of meat, eggs and feathers. In Northamptonshire, square islands can
also be seen in the medieval fish ponds at Stoke Albany and Welford.8 Islands were also
presumably regarded as safe havens for the storage of fishing-tackle and other items.

There is little published information on the ponds. The sole historical record states that
‘Bream … [were] put into Harringworth Ponds, and afterwards brought to Mr. Tryon’sTable
at Bulwick.’9 Surprisingly, there is no mention of the ponds in the numerous Tryon
papers.10 Common bream Abramis brama and pike Esox lucius appear to have been the chief
fish in Northamptonshire fish ponds. When drained, pike were found in Lodge Pond, but
this species is now absent.1 Brown trout Salmo trutta and some perch Perca fluviatilis occur,1
attracting occasional visits from individual cormorants in search of food.

The date of construction of the ponds is unknown. They resemble medieval fish ponds.
Their appearance on a map dates from 1619, which shows them largely in their present
form but with Lodge Coppice almost up to the south shore of Lodge Pond, and that the
island was originally square (Figure 3). It has been suggested that they replaced a smaller
fish pond.1 Harringworth Lodge, which overlooks the ponds, is of various dates, mainly
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4. Dyer, C. ‘The consumption of fresh-water fish in medieval England,’ in Aston, M. (Ed.) 1988. Medieval Fish,
Fisheries and Fishponds in England, pp. 27-38. BAR [British Archaeological Reports,] Oxford, British Series 182
(i): i-ix, 1-202; 182 (ii), pp. 203-484.
5. Hartley, R. F. ‘Medieval fisheries and fishponds in Leicestershire (including Rutland),’ in Aston, M. (Ed.)
1988, ibid., pp. 291-300.
6. Shackley, M., Hayne, J. & Wainwright, N., ‘Environmental analysis of medieval fishpond deposits at Owston
Abbey, Leicestershire,’ in Aston, M. (Ed.) 1988, ibid., pp. 301-308; fig. 3.
7. Chambers, R. A. with Gray, M, ‘The excavation of fishponds,’ in Aston, M, (Ed.) 1988, ibid., pp. 113-135.
8. These islands were described by Steane, J. M. 1970. ‘The medieval fishponds of Northamptonshire,’
Northamptonshire Past and Present (NPP) 4, pp. 299-310.
9. Morton, J. 1712. The Natural History of Northamptonshire. London: Knaplock & Wilkin, p. 421.
10. Catalogue of the Tryon of Bulwick Collection, Northamptonshire Record Office 1953, pp. 1, 291.



18th century, of limestone with elegant moulded chimneys of ashlar. Internally it is
reported as being in part 15th century.1 It is now an estate office and is doubtless the
descendent of a medieval hunting lodge, and was previously called Tryon’s Lodge. Its date
indicates that the fish ponds could be medieval because they would have been constructed
after the lodge, which was needed to ensure their security. Unfortunately, documentation
is lacking. Perhaps their most likely date is late 16th century, constructed in conjunction
with the alterations to the park.

It should be noted that there is a small fish pond in Harringworth village attached to the
Manor House.11 This has no connections with the ponds under review, which are part of
Bulwick Estates.

Harringworth Old Park
Parks were an important feature of the landscape in medieval Northamptonshire. They
‘were enclosures for storing live meat in the form of deer and cattle, and they were
reservoirs of timber for building purposes and fuel … In order to retain the deer and the
other animals within the park it had to be completely and securely enclosed. This was
done by an internal ditch, a substantial earthen bank or linear mound topped by a wooden
pale, quickset hedge or more rarely by a stone wall. Undoubtedly the problem of
maintaining an effective barrier was the chief expense of a park.’12 Most were roughly
circular and were constructed in the outlying part of a single parish.

Harringworth Park was apparently established in 1234. ‘In the eighteenth year of Hen. III.
William de Cantilupe junior, who seemeth to have had the grant of this manor two years
before, obtained licence to inclose and throw into a park, free from all views and regards
of the forest, that part of Haringworth-wood named Stockes, extending by the common field
as far as Langlegh trench. And in the year following he had a grant of two bucks and eight
does out of Rockingham forest to stock his park.’13 Its origins are still remembered today,
because local residents call the site ‘Cant’s Park’. It had two lodges but no mansion.
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11. Royal Commission on Historical Monuments England 1975. Archaeological Sites in North-East
Northamptonshire, London HMSO, pp. 51 fig. 62, 52 fig. 64.
12. Steane, J. M. 1975. The medieval parks of Northamptonshire. NPP 5 (3): 211-233.
13. Bridges, J., (Whalley, P. (ed.)), Oxford 1791, The History and Antiquities of Northamptonshire, Vol. 2, 316.

Figure 3: Map of the fish ponds in 1619 (John Johnson). Part of Northamptonshire
Record Office Map 4527/7; the original is in the possession of the Conant family.



Only the western boundary of the original Harringworth Park is known. This is shown
on the Finch Hatton map of 158714 (Figure 4). Here it was called ‘Haringworth olde Parke’
and followed the present parish boundary between Harringworth and Gretton, before
sweeping in an arc to the north-east towards Park Lodge. The park itself was depicted as
scattered trees presumably over pasture, thus forming a launde or wood-pasture. This
‘developed out of the pre-historic practice of depasturing cattle within the natural
woodlands, and survived into historical times on commons and in forests, parks and
chases’.15 Pollarded trees were a feature of wood-pasture, the pollarding having been
carried out in order to produce coppice beyond the reach of grazing animals.

In spite of the lack of maps, a supposed plan of the original park has been published
(Figure 5). Here it was stated that the ‘area covered by the park is unknown, for owing to
conflicting evidence its actual boundary and size are not clear.’11 The plan showed the park
occupying much of the southern part of the parish of Harringworth, extending from the
northern edge of Mavis Wood in the south to Park Lodge (at NGR SP 913 953,
demolished) in the north, and taking in Dryleas Wood in the west to most of Spanhoe
Wood in the east. It was based on the remains of banks, depicted, but not stated, by heavy
lines on Figure 5. These have now been mostly destroyed either by the cultivation or the
mining of the fields. Surprisingly, original walls and the map of 1587 were apparently
ignored. At grid SP 925 959 there is a shallow bank (Figure 9), hedge and ditch which
could be the remains of the original boundary. The bank north of Harringworth Lodge (SP
928 958) is in fact an old stream bed, now dry. It appears to me unlikely that the park
would have encompassed Spanhoe Wood, because this was isolated on the eastern side of
the old Deene-Harringworth road. It can be accepted that the park originally stopped at
the parish boundary between Harringworth and Bulwick; all the parish boundaries
concerned are marked on Figure 9.
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14. Finch Hatton manuscripts FH 272/4 in the Northamptonshire Record Office . Plan of ‘Woodes in
Greatton … 1587’.
15. Peterken, G. F. 1981. Woodland Conservation and Management (London), Chapman & Hall, pp. 12, 125.

Figure 4: Map of the western boundaries of Harringworth Old Park and
Harringworth New Park in 1587.

(Northamptonshire Record Office, Finch Hatton manuscripts FH 272/4)



To the north-west of Harringworth Lodge at SP 930 955 is an old park wall (Figure 6).
It is two metres tall, of dry construction with a projecting band of stone on each side,
above which is a curved coping. It was either an internal division wall or the eastern
boundary of the park, probably the latter. Dry stone walls also surround the present
Harringworth Lodge, but these are short minor field walls. Lodges were commonly built
at the entrances to parks and therefore it is probable that Park Lodge, named
Harringworth Lodge on the first edition of the one-inch Ordnance Survey map of 1824,
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Figure 5: Suggested plan of Harringworth deer park based on the remains of
banks, denoted by thick lines.

(RCHME 1975, Archaeological Sites in North-East Northamptonshire: fig. 64 on p. 52)

Figure 6: Park wall to the north-west of Harringworth Lodge in 2006.
(Jack Rodney Laundon)



and the present Harringworth Lodge, called Tryon’s Lodge on the 1824 map, were both
originally on or near the boundary of the original park. Its precise delimitation merits
further research.

Harringworth New Park
In the late 16th century Harringworth Park underwent extensive alterations by abandoning
the northern part and adding land to the south in the parish of Bulwick apparently at this
time. The reason for this change is not known. It was demonstrated on the Finch Hatton
Map of 1587, surveyed and drawn by Ralph Treswell14 (Figure 4), with ‘Haringworth olde
Parke’ to the north and ‘The Newe Parke The Lorde zouche’ to the south. The latter was
shown as scattered trees in pasture (i.e. a launde) with images of four animals: two deer, a
hare, and apparently a fox. The Zouche family owned both the manors of Bulwick and
Harringworth by this time, thus leading to the rare situation of now having a single park
in two separate parishes. In 1606 the manors of Bulwick and Harringworth were sold by
Edward Lord Zouche to Francis Foxley of Foxley, Northamptonshire, now in Blakesley
parish.10 In 1619 they were sold by the Foxley heirs to Moses Tryon for £7,966.10 Moses
was the son of Peter Tryon who came from the Netherlands and settled in England about
1560; Bulwick Hall is still owned by the same family, now Conant née Tryon by marriage.16
This explains why the present Harringworth Lodge was formerly named Tryon’s Lodge.

The map of 1587 showed that the New Park was bounded by a stone wall on the west
side and also, at least partly, on the north side, but by a hedge with trees on the south side
(Figure 4). The remains of these walls can still be seen today, and indeed all remaining walls
are shown in Figure 9. Most are similar to the wall north-west of Harringworth Lodge,
already mentioned (Figure 6). In the north-west corner on the Gretton boundary the wall
is quite well-preserved at grid SP 917 943. It was originally two metres tall, of limestone
rubble of dry construction. At 140cm there is a projecting capping of several layers of stone
taking it to a height of 180cm. Above this were top stones, now lost. The wide capping
was to inhibit deer from attempting an escape or even an invasion.

In Dryleas Wood, about 20m in from the west boundary, there is a shallow bank strewn
with limestone rubble. It runs through the whole width of the wood, and is clearly the
remains of the park wall. Some old trees have grown on the site which indicates that this
wall fell into ruin a long time ago. The remains of the wall are on the parish boundary,
which is also inside the wood. The reason for this is that boundaries ‘were often
demarcated by broad strips of greensward, running for some miles, and known as “meres”.
Many are called “Green Lane” today.’17 The 1587 map (Figure 4) shows a strip of open
pasture separating the west wall from the Gretton Woods; this was gradually colonized by
trees and shrubs, so that Dryleas Wood eventually extended some 20m further west.

In the scrubby hedge to the south-east of Dryleas Wood there are odd stones from the
former wall. In Mavis Wood a few parish boundary marker stones occur. The presence of
these walls on the 1587 map indicates that all the walls were probably built in the 16th
century. However, by the 17th century the boundaries were no longer in good order. In
1628 Charles I ‘accused Moses Tryon of allowing the pales and fences of Harringworth
Park to lie open so that the royal deer strayed in from Gretton Woods, and of preventing
the keepers from reclaiming them; Tryon had been warned by James I and would not be
warned again to repair the fences.’18(&10)
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A long section of the north wall remains in a good state of preservation at SP 926 951. It
is essentially the same as the west wall with a damaged projecting top stage of dry ashlar;
it reaches a height of 2.01m, but it appears that it could have been higher because the top
stage is now incomplete. A further wall extends from the Lodge to the road at SP 936 954,
now reduced in height and rebuilt. On the east side beside the road at grid SP 939 947
there remain several basal courses of a ruined drystone wall of limestone rubble. This
indicates that at least part of the eastern side of the park was also walled. No remains of
walls have been found on the south side.

A complete plan of Harringworth New Park appeared on Thomas Eyre’s county map of
1779 published by William Faden and issued in Whalley (1791)13 (Figure 7). This showed
that the park comprised the Harringworth Woods on the north side with the Bulwick
Woods on the south, separated presumably by a launde of pasture across the centre. On
the northern boundary the two fish ponds were depicted. In 1779 the Harringworth
Woods were shown as four blocks identical to those present today. From the west they are
Dryleas Wood, Hollow Wood, Household Coppice and Lodge Coppice. All are ancient
semi-natural woodland, amongst the best in Rockingham Forest. The only conifers are
some Scots pine Pinus sylvestris scattered in the south side of Household Coppice, and
there are no installations from the Second World War, as occur in other local woodlands.
They are mature pedunculate oak-ash Quercus robur-Fraxinus excelsior woodland, with field
maple Acer campestre locally frequent. Their communities are classified as ash-maple
woodland.15 Hazel Corylus avellana dominates the shrub layer, whilst apple Malus sp., elder
Sambucus nigra, hawthorn Crataegus monogyna and Midland hawthorn C. laevigata occur in
places. The ground layer is dominated by dog’s mercury Mercurialis perennis, bluebell
Hyacinthoides non-scripta, and bramble Rubus spp. Attractive plants, such as lesser celandine
Ranunculus ficaria and primrose Primula vulgaris, are scattered, especially in more open areas.
There is, of course, no ivy Hedera helix, because this woody climber is confined to recent
woodland and spinneys, being absent from ancient woodland. Small wood-edge ponds
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Figure 7: Harringworth New Park in 1779.
(Thomas Eyre’s map issued in Bridges, 1791)



occur in Hollow Wood, Household Coppice, and Lodge Coppice, and also in Mavis Wood
further south.

The Bulwick Woods also consisted of four blocks of woodland in 1779. These remained
until 1950 and were from the west Mavis Wood (west and east), Greatsale Wood and Geese
Wood (Figure 8). All were later much reduced by quarrying (see below). Their vegetation
was essentially similar to the Harringworth Woods, to judge from the fragments which
remain. Between the Bulwick and the Harringworth Woods there was a launde, which was
not quarried, and today one single isolated old stag-headed pedunculate oak remains in
fields of cereals to indicate that this was formerly wood-pasture. ‘The word launde or lawn
means “a glade or pasture” in wooded country.’17 Blocks of woodland around a launde, as
at Harringworth Park but often on a larger scale, were a feature of the ancient
Northamptonshire landscape. Thus Beanfield Lawn, in Rockingham Forest near Corby,
was a roughly circular area of pasture surrounded by 17 blocks of woodland in the 17th
century, the lawn being maintained for grazing and hay production for fallow deer Dama
dama.18 The eastern half of Beanfield Lawn is now built over, but ancient laundes or lawns,
now mostly converted to arable, still occur as Salcey Lawn in Salcey Forest, Wakefield
Lawn in Whittlewood Forest, and in Yardley Chase (part of which is a deer park), all
surrounded by areas of woodland.

The boundaries of Harringworth New Park can still be traced today. The walls to the west
and east of Harringworth Lodge (Figure 9) define the northern boundary. In the north-
west corner it was obliterated by the construction of a mineral railway, but its form is
evident from the former field pattern shown on the six-inch map (Figure 8) in
comparison with Eyre’s map of 1779 (Figure 7). The parish boundaries define the west
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Figure 8: The woods of the Harringworth New Park site before 1930.
(Ordnance Survey Six-inch map SP 99 SW, published in 1958)



side. The road from Deene to Spanhoe Airfield, which is still used for flying, marks the
eastern boundary. The southern boundary is ill-defined in the centre because of the
destruction of the landscape here by ironstone quarrying. By the time of the first edition
of the one-inch Ordnance Survey map of 1824, Harringworth Park was no longer in
existence. The date when it ceased to be a park is apparently not known, but can be
roughly placed as c.1800. There were only minor changes to the landscape in the 19th
century and most of the original form of the New Park survived until 1950 (Figure 8).

Twentieth century quarrying
Considerable destruction of the landscapes of both the sites of Harringworth Old Park and
Harringworth New Park occurred between 1950 and 1980 through the extraction of
ironstone. Rocks rich in iron were present some metres below the surface and the land was
quarried in order to extract this ore. Opencast methods were used, with an electric dragline
to remove the overburden. The ironstone itself was then excavated by a face shovel (steam
at first, later electric) and loaded onto railway trucks on a narrow gauge track which ran
along the gullet or quarry bottom. The trucks of ore were then hauled by a quarry steam
engine (later electric) to Corby, where smelting took place at Stewarts and Lloyds’
steelworks. Most of the southern part of Harringworth New Park in Bulwick parish was
destroyed by the Brookfield Cottage quarries of 1950-1980, whilst the western part of the
Old Park in Harringworth parish was ravished by the Park Lodge quarries of 1952-1980.19
Moreover, the main mineral line ran through the centre of the Old Park site, from Shotley
directly into Corby, now marked by a prominent track (Figure 9). Fortunately, ore
extraction ceased at Harringworth (and indeed throughout Northamptonshire) in 1980
with the closure of the main Corby steelworks. This shutdown saved the northern part of
Harringworth New Park, which today remains in a pristine state.

The quarried land on the park sites was fully restored, but the original features were lost.
In many quarried areas elsewhere the overburden was simply dumped in piles or rows and
then planted with conifers, giving rise to ‘hill and dale’ woodland on steep mounds and
deep hollows, of which Brookfield Plantation of 1942-195219 in the neighbouring parish
of Gretton is an outstanding example. In the south part of the site of Harringworth New
Park, in Bulwick parish, only a small part of the northern central fringe of Geese Wood
and the western part of Mavis Wood survived the mining. These woodlands are ancient
and semi-natural, especially Mavis Wood where mature ash is dominant, and pedunculate
oak and field maple are frequent. The restored land now consists mostly of attractive
meadows grazed by both cattle and sheep. Areas of poor soil have been planted with
conifers, chiefly the Corsican geographical race of the black pine Pinus nigra subsp. laricio,
and young broadleaved trees, chiefly Italian alder Alnus cordata.20This planting is on the site
of the north side of Greatsale Wood and also south-west of Geese Wood, where there is
now a large artificial pond (Figure 9).

The restored land to the north on the site of Harringworth Old Park is less attractive. Here
there are open cultivated fields of barley, oil-seed rape Brassica napus subsp. oleifera, wheat,
and grassland, divided by hawthorn hedges, on gentle slopes. There is a small conifer
plantation at SP 917 953 on restored levelled land, planted in 196119 apparently for timber.
The trees are now tall, chiefly Scots pine, but with a number of European larch Larix
decidua and Norway spruce Picea abies in places.

Four wooden observation towers remain in a decayed state in the Harringworth Woods
(Figure 9). These were erected for shooting deer in order to control their numbers. Two
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species are now frequent: fallow deer and muntjac Muntiacus reevesi, both of which I
recorded in 2006. In 1994 pheasants Phasianus colchicus were reared in Lodge Coppice for
sport, and indeed game shooting was observed in Dryleas Wood in 2006.

Passing through the site is the Jurassic Way, a long distance recreational footpath (Figures
1 and 9). This starts at Banbury in Oxfordshire and finishes at Stamford in Lincolnshire. In
contrast, the traditional Jurassic Way runs from the Bristol Channel to the Humber,
following the main outcrop of Jurassic limestone, regarded as a prehistoric trackway used
mainly in the Iron Age. This is believed to have gone along the northern side of
Harringworth Old Park, although there is no continuous path along the ridge above the
Welland valley. It is now considered that there is no real evidence for the existence of a
prehistoric trackway of this nature.21 Fortunately, the Northamptonshire County Council’s
Jurassic Way traverses the sites of both Harringworth Old Park and Harringworth New
Park, running along two sides of the fish ponds, so that the whole area can now be enjoyed
and studied by walkers, ramblers, naturalists, scientists, and historians alike.
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Figure 9: Map of the site of Harringworth Parks in 2007.
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The Prodigal Rector in the Fleet
BARBARA HORNBY

The article I wrote with George Freeston entitled ‘The Prodigal Rector of Blisworth’,1
about the Rev. John Ambrose, Rector of Blisworth from 1797 to 1839, described Ambrose’s
love of gambling, particularly on boxing matches (a passion shared with John Charles,
Viscount Althorp); his passing himself off as the natural son of an Irish peer whose loose
morals descended to him; and his flight to France to escape his creditors where, according
to a friend of Lord Althorp’s, Ambrose died ‘in obscurity and want’.2 The article concluded
with his death in 1839, his burial in Blisworth churchyard and the Duke of Grafton’s letter
to the school in which he expressed fears that ‘another Parson Ambrose may spring up
again’.

Many questions remained unanswered. What was he doing from 1807, when he last signed
the registers in Blisworth, until 1837, when he signed the baptism register for his two
daughters? We know he was in Nantes in 1825 and 1833, the years of his daughters’ births.
But what else was he doing? Why did Lord Althorp’s friend maintain that Ambrose had
died abroad in obscurity and want? For we know that he did not die abroad but returned
to England with a wife and two children.

To my delight, I was given a list of items about John Ambrose which had been found
among London Gazette entries for Northamptonshire3 (I later learned that these had been
discovered in the Record Office some time earlier by a Blisworth resident). They revealed
that Ambrose had spent quite some time between 1813 and 1837 in debtors’ prisons, first
in Horsham, Sussex, and then in the infamous Fleet Prison in London. People in business
could declare themselves bankrupt, but this option was not open to private debtors, who
were kept in prison until their debts were paid; they could be sent to prison many times
to pay off further debts.

The Fleet Prison
Before we turn to Ambrose’s stays in prison, it would be interesting to know something
about what life was like in the Fleet. Perhaps its best known inhabitant was Mr. Pickwick.4
Charles Dickens frequently used imprisonment for debt as a theme, his father having been
imprisoned in the Marshalsea debtors’ prison when Dickens was a child. If you are a
Dickens fan you will no doubt remember the scene upon Mr. Pickwick’s entry into the
Fleet as he undergoes an initiation known as ‘sitting for your portrait’ when all of the
turnkeys study his appearance to differentiate him from visitors to the prison who come
and go during the day. Pickwick is appalled at conditions in the prison but is told by a
fellow prisoner that ‘money was, in the Fleet, just what money was out of it’ and he is able
to purchase a furnished room where he remains for three months. The most graphic visual
depiction of conditions in the Fleet was given by William Hogarth in his series, The Rake’s
Progress. Plate 7 of the Progress shows Tom Rakewell in the Fleet and is a striking image of
how bad it could be.5

The Fleet Prison was situated on the east side of Farringdon Street and derived its name
from the River Fleet running by it and emptying into the Thames. Originally built in

1. G. Freeston and B. Hornby, ‘The Prodigal Rector of Blisworth’, Northamptonshire Past & Present, Number
55, 2002, pp. 44-47.
2. D. Le Marchant, Memoir of John Charles, Viscount Althorp, 3rd Earl Spencer, London, Richard Bentley & Son, 1876.
3. London Gazette Entries for Northamptonshire. Ralph Hall Transcripts. Northamptonshire Family History
Society.
4. Charles Dickens, The Pickwick Papers, 1836-1837.
5. Jenny Uglow. Hogarth: A Life and a World. Faber & Faber, 1997, p. 254.



1197, the prison was destroyed and rebuilt first in 1381 during the Peasant’s Revolt, then
again in 1666 in the Great Fire. During the Gordon Riots of 1780 it was destroyed again
and immediately rebuilt. In 1842 it was consolidated with several other prisons and finally
closed, being pulled down in 1846, not long after Ambrose was there.

Its inmates were mainly debtors, usually decent but economically unfortunate people who,
as the law allowed, could be retained by their creditors in gaol until the debts had been
settled. They were from all levels of society. I found the biography of a contemporary of
Ambrose’s, Sir William Henry Clerke, 8th Baronet, a Church of England clergyman who
was very well thought of and a philanthropist. However, ‘Clerke’s enthusiasm for business
exceeded his aptitude and he borrowed extensively … and he suffered from the dishonesty
of some of his associates. Eventually his financial embarrassments grew to such an extent
that his living was sequestered for the benefit of his creditors. He died on 10th April 1818,
in the Fleet prison, where he was incarcerated for debt …’6 Clerke’s and Ambrose’s periods
in the Fleet overlap. Is it possible they knew each other while in prison?
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6. Mark Smith, ‘Clerke, Sir William Henry, eighth baronet (1751-1818)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography,
OUP, 2004 (www.oxforddnb.com).

Figure 1: Fleet Prison, London in 1808. (R. Ackermann Microcosm of London)



The prison was four stories high (five floors including the cellars in which were
incarcerated the poorest prisoners). The building enclosed a courtyard called the ‘racket-
ground’ where the prisoners exercised and even played tennis fives (Figure 1). The prison
contained some 300 prisoners and, in some cases, their families. The keeper of the prison
was known as the warden of the Fleet, while the guards were known as ‘turnkeys’.

Because prisons in those days were money-making propositions for the wardens,
everything had to be paid for. There was a charge for food and lodging. There was a charge
for putting on the chains or ‘irons’ and another charge for taking them off. Visitors were
charged to go in. The Fleet was said to have the highest fees in the country. Some prisoners
were let out to ply their trade within the Rules of Fleet, which was a network of
surrounding streets. Those who could afford it lodged in the more comfortable parts of
the prison. Others had to resort to begging from passers by through grilles built in the wall
on the Farringdon Street side of the prison (Figure 2).

Rudolf Ackermann, in his Microcosm of London,7 written in 1810, described the terrible
conditions in the prison and the depravity of some of the wardens. He said, ‘This prison
became such a scene of cruelty, that, in the year 1729, a most benevolent set of gentlemen,
prototypes of the good Howard, formed themselves into a committee, to search into the
horrors of the gloomy gaol.’ He quoted a verse from The Seasons by James Thomson8

which gave a graphic account of the conditions: ‘Unpitied and unheard, where misery
moans, where sickness pines, where thirst and hunger burn’.

Ackermann continued: ‘All these barbarities were realised. The House of Commons, the
year preceding, had taken up the enquiries, and found that Huggins, warden of the Fleet,
and Bambridge, his deputy, and William Action, turnkey, had exercised most shocking
cruelties. Those monsters were tried for the murder of five unhappy men, who died under
the most horrid treatment from them…. The laudable philanthropy of Mr. Howard has
excited a spirit of enquiry into these receptacles of misery and wickedness’. As Ackermann
was writing in 1810, it is to be hoped that reforms had been put in place by the time
Ambrose was first incarcerated in 1814.

Hogarth was also a campaigner against the cruelties in the prison, and his painting, The
Committee, depicts the accusation against Bambridge by one of his mistreated prisoners.

Ambrose in the Fleet
From other sources we know that Ambrose had left Blisworth because at the 1811 assess-
ment of his rates of £5 12s 3d, the cash was not forthcoming and neither was he. In that
same year a sequestrator was appointed to handle the affairs of the church in the Rector’s
absence. Ambrose sold his right to the tithes and took out an annuity for £100. There was
speculation that he was resident in Paris.

The first of the Gazette entries is dated 6th January 1814, three years later. It says:

A list of persons being prisoners for debt in the Fleet prison in the City of London includes
John Ambrosse (sued by the name of John Ambrose), late of Brighton in the County of Sussex
and formerly of Blisworth in the County of Northampton, clerk, who on the 4th day of
October 1813 was charged in the custody of the keeper or gaoler of His Majesty’s gaol of
Horsham … and removed from thence by habeas corpus and committed to the custody of
the warden of the Fleet prison on the 1st day of December 1813.

Ambrose is listed again in the Gazette in an entry for 22nd January 1814. Then there is a
notice of 2nd April 1814 that the creditors of John Ambrose, late of Brighton, ‘… last a
prisoner for debt in … the Fleet, discharged therefrom under an Act passed in the 54th
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Figure 2: Charitable ladies giving alms to debtors. (Rowlandson)



year of his present majesty’s [George III] reign entitled An Act for the Relief of Certain
Insolvent Debtors in England, are desired to meet at Mr. Smeath’s Kings Arms Tavern,
Golden Square, Marylebone at 5 o’clock in the evening to choose an assignee of the estate
and effects of the said John Ambrose.’

Four years later, there is a notice saying that a master of the court of chancery will take
account of the incumbrances affecting the rectory of Blisworth. In January 1820, another
meeting of creditors is called and then silence. We know from the birthdates of his
daughters that he was in Nantes in 1825 and again in 1833, possibly during that whole
period.

Finally, 18 years later, in 1838, two years after he reappeared in Blisworth, there is an entry
for the Court for the Relief of Insolvent Debtors to be heard in Lincoln’s Inn fields on
24th February 1838 naming John Ambrose, formerly of Dean Street, Soho, Middlesex,
then of Paris, France, afterwards of Pall Mall, Middlesex, since of Nantes in France, then
of Blisworth, Northants, and lately staying at the Cathedral Coffee House, St Paul’s
Churchyard, London, clerk.

These addresses are very interesting. Brighton is not mentioned but two addresses in
London, and Paris and Nantes are confirmed and then the coffee house. P. H. Ditchfield
describes St Paul’s Coffee House in St Paul’s Churchyard as being ‘the principal one
frequented by parsons’. He says ‘the company consisted chiefly of “tattered crapes” …
Their gowns were battered, their wigs had seen better days, their bands had lost their
whiteness, and they were a sorry lot of men who either through misfortune or fault had
lost caste and sunk down to the lot of the unsuccessful, while some fell into disreputable
courses.’9 Could this be where Ambrose was staying?

A later entry for a meeting of the court on 22nd March 1838 lists all the above addresses
but ends by saying ‘lastly a prisoner in the Fleet Prison, London’.

So it seems Ambrose returned to Blisworth in 1836/7 and began signing the registers
again, including the baptisms of his two daughters, then returned to London and eventual
incarceration in the Fleet. He must have returned to Blisworth in 1839 just long enough
for one more signing of the register and then his own death in June.

We wonder what became of his wife and two daughters. Perhaps they had lived with him
in the Fleet. In any case, it seems a sad end to an adventurous life and bears out the
comment that he disgraced a profession he should have adorned. Was he trying to excuse
this when claiming descent from an Irish peer of loose morals?

Postscript
In the first article10 we wrote that ‘Macklin the actor left him [Ambrose] £50 to preach
his funeral-sermon.’ To find out more about this I wrote to St Paul’s Church Covent
Garden where Macklin is buried. They replied that he was buried under the ‘common’
(communion) table and had been 107 when he died. Further information was available
from the City of Westminster Archives Centre so I consulted them and this is what they
sent me concerning the funeral oration:

It had always been the actor’s wish to avoid useless pomp and, accordingly, only three coaches
followed the hearse. But at St Paul’s [Covent Garden] a great number of spectators had
gathered, and a delegation of friends from the Antelope. Prayers were recited by an ex-pupil,
the Reverend Mr. Ambrose, ‘in an impressive and pathetic manner’ which would no doubt
have displeased him. He was buried in the vault beside his son.11
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The ‘ex-pupil’ description intrigued me and I went back to Macklin’s entry in the DNB12

where I discovered that in 1753 he had established in Covent Garden what he called ‘a
magnificent coffee-room and a school of oratory’. Macklin returned to the stage after this
but he resumed giving acting tuition at the end of his stage career in 1789. As Ambrose
was not born until 1768, he must have been a pupil during this period.

So the mystery continues: a man, either the son of John Ambrose, Gent. of London or the
natural son of an Irish peer (Ambrose’s version), who in his early 20s, after entering
University College, Oxford, in 1784 at the age of 16, obtaining his BA and MA in 1791
and being ordained priest in London in 1792 is apparently also getting tuition in acting
from one of the most famous actors of the period. In the previous article we commented
on the long period of seven years between his matriculation and obtaining BA and
wondered what he was up to. Perhaps he was learning to act, a skill that may have served
him well in later life! In 1797, the year that Macklin died and Ambrose recited prayers at
his funeral, Ambrose was presented by George Finch Hatton to the living of Blisworth
which is where this story began.
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Coming of Age:
Twenty-one Years of the Fenland Lighter Project

H. J. K. JENKINS

Since the1980s the present writer has contributed various articles to Northamptonshire Past
and Present, all of them involving aspects of bygone water transport, and the ongoing work
of the Fenland Lighter Project. The present date of 2007 marks 21 years of the Project’s
existence, the traditional yardstick for ‘coming of age’, and this brief article outlines some
of what has been achieved, giving particular attention to Project material held by
Peterborough Central Library.

Within the physical and commercial pattern of what is termed the Ouse-Nene Complex
of waterways, Peterborough long figured as a ‘river-port’ of considerable consequence. As
such, it was very much involved with the regional barges known as ‘Fenland lighters’,
sturdy freight-boats which generally operated in ‘gangs’, i.e. closely coupled head-to-tail
so as to form what amounted to floating trains. This arrangement produced noteworthy
economy of operation: in pre-railway times, indeed, the Fenland lighters provided an
important link between North Sea trade and commercial centres as far inland as
Northampton on the River Nene, and Bedford on the River Great Ouse.1 Although the
significance of the Fenland lighters dwindled from mid-19th century onwards, a
diminishing number of them remained in service until shortly after the Second World War.

In view of earlier associations, it was appropriate that Peterborough should become the
base for the Fenland Lighter Project, formed in 1986 and stemming from an open regional
meeting held under the aegis of Peterborough Museum and Art Gallery.2 The Curator at
that time was the late Mr. Martin Howe and he played a key role in launching the Project.
In due course it became established at the Peterborough Educational Development
Centre, the main building of which had originally been the officers’ quarters of a Royal
Air Force training airfield dating back to the interwar years.

The main purpose of the Fenland Lighter Project is to foster interest, at various levels
(both scholarly and popular), in the history of the region’s river traffic and linked seagoing
activity. In that regard, many lectures have been given over the years to a range of
organizations including local history societies, local government bodies, and so forth. Day-
schools and field-trips have also proved useful, many of these involving the active co-
operation of Peterborough College of Adult Education. In terms of public awareness,
broadcasting has also proved effective. From time to time, over 150 programmes centred
on Project activities have figured on various BBC radio stations, and some Anglia
Television broadcasts have also contributed to a broad-based awareness of bygone
proceedings on the Ouse-Nene complex.

It needs to be kept in mind that the so-called Fenland lighters actually operated far beyond
the boundaries of the Fenlands, Northampton’s old-time river traffic nicely illustrating this
point. However, at the other end of their range, the lighters routinely interacted with
seagoing shipping at the Wash ports of King’s Lynn and Wisbech. Indeed, seagoing trade
and river traffic complemented each other to such an extent that, for many purposes, the
two forms of transport need to be considered together.3 For such reasons, the work of the

1. H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Fenland Lighters and Their Heyday, c.1700-1850’, The Mariner’s Mirror (Society for Nautical
Research), vol. 79 (1993), pp. 155-169.
2. For an account of these proceedings, chaired by Mrs. G. Baker, see Fenland Lighter Project Select Papers (as
described in note 11), folios 25-35.
3. For particularly noteworthy comment on ‘the close interconnexion between the coasting trade and the river
traffic’, see T. S. Willan, River Navigation in England 1600-1750, (Oxford University Press, 1936), p. 131.



Fenland Lighter Project includes matters such as the 18th-century coal trade in North Sea
coastal waters, and French privateering against British merchant shipping in the same
period. It was a fact, sometimes overlooked nowadays, that operations against British
commerce in the North Sea could, soon enough, affect the supply of various commodities
such as coal and building-timber reaching Northampton along the River Nene.4

Very different hostilities, involving very different vessels, have figured in another aspect of
the Project’s work, namely the curious episode (1946-51) in which Peterborough became
the mooring-place for a battered motor torpedo-boat which had seen strenuous service
late in the Second World War. Rather surprisingly, the tow that brought this naval vessel
inland from Wisbech was furnished by a small steam-tug which normally provided
propulsion for some of the last of the Fenland lighters. The Admiralty thinking that led to
such arrangements – a diminutive warship lying tranquilly in an inland cathedral city –
speaks of a period which seems strangely remote from the present day.5 It is worth
mentioning, however, that this episode of Motor Torpedo-Boat No. 777 continues to
arouse particular interest within the region, often serving as an introduction to wider
interest in waterway history.

A goal of the Fenland Lighter Project has always been the furthering of research, and its
dissemination in scholarly publications. Regarding the regional dimension, this has largely
involved Northamptonshire Past and Present, and this is a fitting opportunity to express warm
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Figure 1: The Ouse-Nene Complex.The waterways shown allowed the Fenland
lighters to trade throughout an extensive area of England.
(Fenland Lighter Project, from NPP 58, p. 73, Figure 3.)

4. For background discussion, see H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Images in Peace and War: British Seagoing Trade and French
Commerce Raiding, circa 1790-1801’, in P.-G. Boucé (ed.), Guerres et paix: la Grande-Bretagne au XVIIIe siècle,
(Presses de la Sorbonne Nouvelle, 1998), pp. 83-95.
5. See H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘“Peterborough’s Warship”: Motor Torpedo-Boat 777, 1946-51’, Northamptonshire Past
and Present, No. 55 (2002), pp. 73-78.



thanks to its editors over the years for their much-appreciated co-operation. There have
also been efforts to place the Project’s work within an international context, to facilitate
comparison between Fenland practice in various periods and waterway traffic in other
parts of the world. Moreover, links between Fenland lighters and seagoing commerce have
led to a range of articles published by the Society for Nautical Research, to which, also,
special thanks are due. The Society has longstanding links with the National Maritime
Museum, and it enjoys royal patronage: its international journal, The Mariner’s Mirror, is
foremost in the field of maritime history. Mention should also be made of the Society’s
Newsletter which regularly publishes notices carrying information about Fenland Lighter
Project activities. Printed material of these sorts, together with manuscript and
photographic items, is held at Peterborough Central Library, in what is termed the Fenland
Lighter Project Collection, administered by Mr. Richard Hillier, Local Studies Librarian.6

Regarding international activity, the Project has long had fruitful relations with France,
especially the Institut du Monde Anglophone, Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris University III.
Comparison between French and British river traffic of the 18th century was a matter in
which the late Professor Paul-Gabriel Boucé took a lively interest, and he participated in a
number of Project field-trips intended to throw light on the old-time trade-routes of the
Ouse-Nene Complex. Professor Serge Soupel has also taken a most welcome interest in the
work of the Project. Indeed, it was with his active encouragement that a paper centred on
Fenland lighters was included in the 2006 conference of the Institut du Monde Anglophone.
This paper gave special attention to remarkable celebrations witnessed at Northampton in
1761, reflecting the economic and social impact of river traffic in that period.7

Anglo-French co-operation also involves the Norman Cross Collection held by
Peterborough Museum and Art Gallery. This assembly of prisoner-of-war handicraft
(French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars) has recently been described as one of the
‘gems outside the great national collections’, by Professor Richard Harding, Chairman of
the Society for Nautical Research. Referring to the remarkable Anglo-French social
network that underlay the production and distribution of the Norman Cross artefacts,
Professor Gerald Butler, San Diego State University, has commented that these objects
provide ‘significant documentary evidence of the actual and complex relationships
between French prisoners and the British people in that epoch so important to British
and, indeed, to world history’. The observations just cited stem from correspondence sent
to the Fenland Lighter Project, and they featured in a memorandum submitted to the
Assemblée Générale at the 2006 conference of the Institut du Monde Anglophone.8
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Figure 2: A ‘gang’ of 18th-century Fenland lighters. Closely coupled so as to
form a floating train, in effect, such vessels could be propelled by sailing, horse-tow, or

favourable currents, depending on circumstances. (Fenland Lighter Project)

6. Particular thanks are due to Mr. R. Hillier for his expert and courteous attention regarding many aspects of
the Fenland Lighter Project’s work over the years.
7. H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Boisterous River Traffic and Northampton’s “Demonstration of Joy” in 1761’ – see
conference programme p. 3. See also Northampton Mercury, 10 August 1761.
8. See conference programme, p. 3. Copies of the memorandum and programme are included in the Fenland
Lighter Project Collection, Peterborough Central Library.



The ultimate goal of such Paris discussion would be the temporary exhibition of selected
Norman Cross items, especially a sizeable model ship which is believed to depict a French
privateer of the larger sort. Temporary display in Paris would markedly ‘raise the profile’
of the Collection, with substantial benefits of one kind and another to be expected in due
course. It is appropriate that the Fenland Lighter Project should play a part in such plans
because, in the days when the Norman Cross prison-camp was in operation, many
prisoners made their way to its vicinity on board lighters. From the British viewpoint, this
form of transport offered better security than long marches through the countryside.9

Turning to another international matter, a rather curious development has involved
Russian affairs of the late 18th century. Although, at the time of writing, this remains
inconclusive, it deserves comment here as an illustration of the wide scope of (possible)
regional influence in bygone times. The essence of the matter is concerned with the
likelihood of design-links between Fenland lighters – just such vessels as traded along the
Nene to Peterborough and Northampton – and some peculiar craft that operated on the
mighty River Dnieper in the 1780s.

During the 1980s, the late Professor I. R. Christie, London University, discussed with the
present writer the question of Samuel Bentham’s varied work of two centuries earlier.
Samuel Bentham was the younger brother of the philosopher Jeremy Bentham and, at one
stage of his life, he served as a technical adviser within the Russian Empire, under the
patronage of Prince Potemkin. It was thus that Samuel Bentham produced, among other
innovations, a series of ‘vermiculars’ (i.e. ‘wormlike’ vessels) that attracted considerable
attention for a while. Each vermicular consisted of flexibly linked sections or compartments,
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Figure 3: The remains of Fenland lighters at Orton Staunch, Peterborough.
(Phyl Jenkins)

9. See H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Privateersmen at Peterborough: Controversial Captives during the French
Revolutionary Wars’, Northamptonshire Past and Present, No. 58 (2005), pp. 70-80.



rather than a rigid hull, and it was Professor Christie’s opinion that this concept could well
have stemmed from Bentham’s English background and a resulting knowledge of Fenland
lighters and their characteristic mode of operation as lines of closely coupled hulls connected
by an ingenious system of chains, poles and ropes.

The Imperial Vermicular was the most elaborate of its sort, intended as a kind of floating
palace for Catherine the Great when visiting her southern possessions. This extraordinary
six-compartment craft had a total length of approximately 77 metres and was propelled by
120 oars. After extensive correspondence and research during the 1990s, a relevant article
was eventually published in Russia (though appearing in English), and it discussed not
only the vermiculars themselves, but also Professor Christie’s role in discerning the
likelihood of a ‘Fenland genesis’ for the underlying concept – a concept which Samuel
Bentham had developed in a way which went far beyond anything ever seen on the Ouse-
Nene Complex.10

At this point it should be mentioned that Russian editorial correspondence relevant to the
vermiculars and the question of Fenland lighter influence is contained in what is termed
the Fenland Lighter Project Select Papers series11 – bound files that contain miscellaneous
documentation, amounting to several hundred folios, throwing additional light on the
Project’s work over the years. Thus, examples of correspondence from Dr Vladimir
Bychenkov, of RuBriCa, are included (folios 267, 268, 278). In connection with French
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Figure 4: An Anglo-French field-trip in the Fenlands during the 1990s.
Left to right: the late Professor Paul-Gabriel Boucé, Mrs. Phyl Jenkins and the author.

(Fenland Lighter Project)

10. H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Anglo-Russian “Vermiculars” on the Dnieper, 1786-1787’, RuBriCa, vol. 3 (Moscow
1997), pp. 5-11. See also I. R. Christie, ‘Samuel Bentham and the Western Colony at Krichev …’, Slavonic and
East European Review, (Cambridge University Press), vol. 48 (1969-70), pp. 232-247. See also H. J. K. Jenkins,
‘Fenland Lighters and Russian “Vermiculars” …’, The Mariner’s Mirror, vol. 74 (1988), p. 157.
11. Part of the Fenland Lighter Project Collection, these Select Papers are added to every few years with a
fresh bound file. However, one single foliation runs through the entire series. Other material, especially of the
published sort, is added to the collection as and when it comes to hand.



involvement, correspondence from the Service Historique de la Marine, Paris, on the
subject of Fenland lighters has its place (folio 60). Another example of material with an
Anglo-French flavour is a BBC radio script dealing with a Project field-trip in which
Professor Boucé had participated (folios 251-253). Still on the theme of the Project’s radio
work, BBC correspondence (folios 141-142) refers to the successful production of the six-
part Floating Trade series. Over a period of years, these programmes were broadcast, with
due acknowledgement to the Project, no less than ten times on various stations. Regarding
television matters, an Anglia Television shooting-script is also included (folios 384-394: see
also folio 379 for relevant correspondence).

The preceding paragraph illustrates the very varied nature of the Select Papers. Before
leaving that subject, however, one should also mention such items as remarkable material
(folios 96-97) associated with childhood memories of Professor H. Barcroft, Queen’s
University Belfast, regarding an extended boating-trip on the Fenland waterways during
the First World War – with what was evidently a nocturnal Zeppelin overhead at one stage.
Very different information stems from notes and sketches (folios 127-128) reflecting the
memories of a repair-contractor who maintained the last Fenland lighters in service on
the River Nene.

Over a very long period, of course, the Nene had been a commercial artery that served
Northampton, Peterborough and many another community along its banks. That fact
remains an important feature of the Fenland Lighter Project’s work. In that regard, it is
good to note that new interest in such matters continues to flower, often accompanied by
Project assistance of one kind or another.12 However, it has to be kept in mind that the
Nene, like its sister-river the Great Ouse, runs down to the sea. That, in turn, led in past
times to an international dimension that was sometimes dramatic in its indirect but potent
impact upon various inland locations. Indeed, the interface between regional history and
the broader aspects of the past is strikingly illustrated by the story of bygone trade on the
waters of the Ouse-Nene Complex.
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The Northamptonshire Background of an Eminent Engineer
– Professor Sir Alec Skempton

JUDITH NIECHCIAL

The Skempton family comes mainly from an area bounded by Twywell in the north-east
of the county, to Ashton, just to the south of Northampton. The family’s story is intimately
bound up with the local geography, and illustrates the social and economic history of the
area. The name Skempton is very uncommon, and in the mid-19th century it was only in
this part of the country that the name occurred. Nobody called my father Alec. He was
known universally, even by his wife, as Skem, so I shall use that name here.

Why should Alec Skempton be celebrated as an eminent son of Northampton? Engineers
are undervalued in British society, unlike on the continent where they have status
comparable to doctors or lawyers. The work of civil engineers is often seen as unglamor-
ous, and the results of engineering endeavour taken for granted. When we travel by train
from London to Birmingham on the track that goes near to Northampton, do we think
of Robert Stephenson’s pioneering efforts in tunnelling through the high ground at
Kilsby, or digging the cutting in terribly unstable shales and clays at Roade?

Soil Mechanics is an even more invisible part of Civil Engineering than, say, Structural or
Hydraulic Engineering. It deals with the way different types of ground behave under stress.
For example, if you are building a motorway, you can just cut through chalk and make the
sides of the cutting as steep as cliffs, but what happens if you try to do the same with clay?
It will slip and slide every time it rains. If you want to build a skyscraper, how deep do you
need to dig the foundations, how many piles will you have to drive into the ground to keep
the tower upright? It all depends on the properties of the soil beneath the foundations.

When Skem graduated in 1936, the study of engineering geology was in its infancy. He
got a job at the Building Research Station in Garston, near Watford, Herts. He was soon
called in to investigate the failure, while under construction, of the Chingford Dam, an
embankment dam, now called the William Girling Dam, in the Lee Valley. He and his
colleagues found the reason for the failure was lack of consolidation of the soil as the dam
banks were being built up. They redesigned the banks with shallower slopes, and they have
stood solidly ever since; which is fortunate, because if they had failed after the dam had
been filled, the whole of East and North London would have been inundated.

Skem’s biggest dam project was at Mangla on the river Jhelum in Pakistan. This was a huge
project, the 12th largest in the world, which provides large areas of arid Pakistan with
water for irrigation. The dam complex is near the Himalayan foothills, where seismic
activity over the centuries had seriously weakened the structure of the clay beds on which
it was planned to build. Skem’s understanding of the nature and behaviour of the geology
led to the dam being redesigned.

It was Skem who set up the first Soil Mechanics courses at Imperial College, University
of London, after the Second World War, at the time when so many new beginnings were
being made. Pioneering theoretical work on the properties of clay was done there which
has informed subsequent generations of civil engineers. For example, the building of tall
office blocks in the 1960s (whatever one now thinks of them) would not have been
possible without information to predict how clay would perform under such unprec-
edented stresses. The Soil Mechanics section at Imperial College became an international
centre of excellence. In addition to teaching, he undertook consulting work across the
world. His work on the properties of the spongy soil beneath the leaning tower of Pisa led
to the successful stabilization of the lean by his successor, Professor John Burland, in 2000.



Another aspect of Skem’s work which is widely recognized is his opening up of the study
of the history of engineering. He investigated the early use of iron frames in construction,
and contributed to a new understanding of the importance of people like Telford and
Brunel. He wrote a biography of canal-builder William Jessop, which widened knowledge
of this engineer’s works, and edited a book on John Smeaton, of Eddystone Lighthouse
fame. Skem came back to Northampton in the 1960s to give a lecture on ‘The History of
Cast-iron Bridges’ as part of a joint Northamptonshire Industrial Archaeology Group and
University of Leicester course.

In recognition of the value of Skem’s research work he was made Fellow of the Royal
Society in 1961. Very few civil engineers gain that distinction, which meant more to him
than even the knighthood that came very late in his life. This is one aspect of his
personality which, I think, had its roots in his Northamptonshire childhood. You work
hard, you make the most of your talents, and you put little emphasis on status or celebrity.

Northamptonshire origins
In the 1960s Skem did a characteristically thorough piece of research into our family
history. My sister tells me that he joined the Northamptonshire Record Society at that
time. What follows are some notes from the Northamptonshire side of the family.

Skem’s great- great- great- grandfather, William Skempton came from Twywell. He was a
weaver, and spent the whole of his working life there, marrying in 1784. His brother
Francis was a ropemaker, and it was he who moved to Harpole, west of Northampton.
One of William’s sons, also called William Skempton, took up his uncle’s ropemaking
trade. This was a domestic version of what was more commonly a process involving com-
plicated machinery and immensely long rope-walks, like the one at Chatham Dockyard.
Rural ropemaking involved dressing the hemp, spinning the yarn, and making the rope, to
supply the agricultural and building needs of the surrounding villages.

This William married Ann Hughes, daughter of a Twywell shoemaker, in 1815, and they
settled in one of the houses on The Green at Harpole, which he rented from a friend of
his father’s, Samuel Marchent. Skem wrote in his Family History. ‘The older houses and
All Saints Church are in the honey-coloured ironstone characteristic of this part of the
county. There was a good village school, founded in 1778, two or three shops and a Baptist
Chapel.’ Ann, Skem’s great-great grandmother, was a staunch Baptist, and she seemed to
have had a big spiritual influence on her family, bringing up her children in the non-
conformist tradition so characteristic of 19th-century Midlands craftsmen, small farmers
and tradespeople.

When Samuel Marchent died he left William a lot of property. Not only the freehold of
the house on the Green but also five cottages, a house with two acres of land next to
School Lane, and a house with the grocer’s shop adjoining. William sold the two houses,
and new houses were built on the two acres in 1830. Later in life William and Ann moved
into Northampton; William died in 1882 in a neat terrace house in Exeter Road, then a
newly developing area east of Abington Square.

William and Ann’s son Samuel, Skem’s great grandfather, stayed on in Harpole as a
‘cordwainer’, the old term for a fully-trained shoemaker. He and his wife Jane Frost,
daughter of a Harpole farm labourer, lived first in a cottage in Larkhall Lane and then in
a house in the High Street, which was called Sundial Cottage, that still exists, with a
thatched roof and a very large square porch jutting out with a bedroom above. They lived
there between 1861 and 1872.

Harpole was one of the many Northamptonshire villages supplying the nation with boots
and shoes. In Northampton itself there were the tanneries and wholesale manufacturers in
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whose warehouses the leather was cut into shape for the uppers and soles. Out-workers in
the surrounding villages stitched the various parts of the shoe together. They each worked
for a particular wholesaler, under the direction of an agent. The finished shoes were then
returned to the warehouses in town for distribution. Samuel was an agent for Turner
Brothers, one of the best of the Northampton firms.

By the 1870s, because of increasing mechanization, the industry was becoming concen-
trated in the town, and Samuel and Jane moved to a house in Regent Street, a working-
class area close to Turners’ factory in Campbell Square. Samuel became a much-loved
Sunday school Superintendent at the College Street Baptist Chapel. His obituary notice
tells us that he was ‘of pleasant and genial nature, and never was any man happier than he,
when engaged in service for the young’. The non-conformist tradition was very strong in
Northampton.

Samuel arranged a job at Turners for his youngest child, Skem’s grandfather, another
Samuel, who soon graduated from the shop floor to the works office. He moved to a four-
bedroomed house in Holly Road. This Samuel joined the Northampton Rugby Club and
played for them regularly from about 1902. Skem had the same enthusiasm for the game
and was later to captain the Imperial College rugby team in 1936.

Samuel was an extremely able man, and in 1897 he left Turners to join the Northampton
Building Society. Under his Secretaryship the Society flourished. Samuel moved on from
the narrow terrace house in Holly Road to a much more spacious Hillside, a newly-built
house in the (then) village of Weston Favell. He was Director of the Society from 1920 to
1947. Skem writes: ‘The job suited him admirably; he had the integrity required in such
a position of trust; and as an institution conducted for the benefit of all within its ranks,
not primarily for the making of profit, but with strict adherence to sound finance, the
Society measured up to his ideals.’

Samuel’s main claim to local fame was his
involvement in the building of the Mount
Pleasant Baptist Church on Kettering Road,
where he was a Deacon for no less than 60 years
(Figure 1). In his brief speech on his retirement
he said that he had ‘received great blessing in the
work for the church’. My father thought this was
‘a remark characteristic of his modest but formal
manner’. An article in the Northampton Echo at the
time said: ‘It was evident that the name of
Skempton is one worthy of honour and one that
will live long in the history of the church.’

The Baptist church had a strong charitable arm,
the Market Street Mission, which was ‘a beacon
of light in the roughest and poorest part of the
town’. Samuel was treasurer of this for many
years, and Skem personally experienced the
intense feeling of church fellowship at his
grandfather’s funeral in 1949. He writes: ‘The
choir was there in strength, the congregation
sang the hymns as if in a concert hall, and
everyone seemed to be friends of everyone
else.’ Samuel was indeed a pillar of Northamp-
ton society.
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Figure 1: Mount Pleasant
Baptist Church, Kettering Road,
Northampton. (Judith Niechcial)



Samuel’s wife, Elizabeth, or Bessie, had met and married her husband at College Street
chapel. The young Skem was ‘usually on my best behaviour when in her company. She
expected intelligent people to have good manners and respect for others; just as she
expected and encouraged them to make the most of their talents.’ He certainly learned
these lessons from her.

Samuel and Bessie’s daughter, Skem’s Aunt Doris had an office job, also in the leather
industry, at Stimpson Bros. from 1913-1930. She looked after her elderly parents at Hillside,
then moved to a 1930s semi-detached house nearby in Meadway, Weston Favell. She never
married, and ended her days in The Ingle nursing home in Abington Park Crescent. Skem
was very fond of her, and when she died in 1985 he mourned her not only for herself,
but also because her death cut his last links with his beloved Northampton.

Skem’s father, also called Alec, was Samuel and Bessie’s elder son. He, like his son, went to
Northampton Grammar School. While he was doing the family research in Northampton
in the 1960s, Skem met a Mr. Rawlins Hawtin who had been at school with, and remained
a great friend of Alec. Like his father Samuel, Alec was a regular player at the Northampton
Rugby Club, one of the best teams in the country. He was also keen on cricket, and when
he married he chose a house in Abington Avenue, because it was close to the County
Cricket Ground (Figure 2). This is where Skem spent his childhood. Alec also worked in
the leather industry, first at John Dickens & Son, a tannery, then W. & J. Martin, and finally
with Hamisch & Co., an American firm with offices in Northampton. Alec was called up
in 1916, into the Royal Garrison Artillery, manning the guns and breathing the gas at the
horror that was Passchendaele. Although he was one of the few who survived the War, he
had only a few more years heading up Hamisch & Co. in Abington Avenue before he died
of the effects of the gas in 1926.

We have less personal information about the individuals in the Blunt, Marriott and Westley
families who are Bessie’s forebears, than we do about the Skemptons. But they were mainly
tenant farmers of the Duke of Grafton in the village of Ashton, South of Northampton.
Some of them lived in the large Manor House. Others were thatchers and shoemakers in
Roade, and, like the other side of the family, staunch members of the Baptist church.
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On his mother Beatrice’s side of the family,
Skem was descended from the Paynes, a
prosperous Quaker farming family from
Church Brampton, where they occupied the
Manor Farmhouse, which also still exists, an
impressive place near the church, which they
leased from Earl Spencer of nearby Althorp.
An unmarried maternal aunt of his, Aunt
Lucy, lived in Kingsley Road, Northampton
around 1905. Skem owed a lot to this aunt. It
was she who introduced his parents to each
other. She was a Victorian lady of impeccable
demeanour, strict, with high expectations of
good behaviour from Skem as a lad, but she
was also very warm and creative. His mother
Beatrice had a wide circle of friends in North-
ampton. She played hockey in the grounds of
Delapre Abbey. She lived on into her eighties
and is buried beside her Alec in Weston Favell
cemetery.

Skem’s youth in Northampton
The Abington Avenue house of his childhood
was like hundreds of terrace houses in
Northampton with its narrow frontage, bay
window, back garden, and attic bedroom. This
is where he kept his train set. As a toddler and

young boy during the First World War he didn’t spend much time there, because Beatrice
retreated back to her parents’ house in Warrington, Lancs, where her father Hector Payne
was by now working in a reinforced concrete business, but he paid happy visits to his other
grandparents at Weston Favell three or four times a year. In 1920 he went to Wayneflete
House preparatory school, which, he said, gave him a good classical education. The
headmaster, Dr Charlesworth, was apparently an important figure round town. Wayneflete
House is now a nursing home opposite the White Elephant pub.

Beatrice never re-married – many of her generation of men were wiped out – nor did she
work. Mother and son lived on the small capital Alec had built up at Hamisch. They
walked together from Abington Avenue up to Hillside in Weston Favell for lunch every
Sunday, right up until the time Bessie died in 1932. In 1928 young Skem moved on to the
Grammar School, by now in the new building on Billing Road.

He experienced parenting predominantly from several strong Northampton women;
Beatrice, a loving woman who directed her energy towards supporting and encouraging
her only son, the formidable Aunt Lucy, and his two grandmothers. The influence of all
this encouraging attention must have been a considerable driving force for Skem.

He had some close friends, one of whom was Nona Eggington. She went with him to
Seaby’s, a tiled dairy shop that sold delicious ice-cream. He allowed her to play the drum-
kit which replaced his train set in the attic. They watched cricket matches on the
Northamptonshire grounds from the attic window. Another friend was Tony Briggs, who
later changed his name to Jackson Stops when he took over his father-in-law’s estate
agency business, which had been established in Northampton in 1919. He and Skem
shared an interest in jazz. Dick Smeathers was another school friend, and he and Skem did
chemistry experiments together, and fancied they knew more about physics than did their
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Figure 3: Skem as a young man.
(Judith Niechcial)



teacher at the Grammar School. Skem was bone idle at school, until a Maths master told
him he must mend his ways or suffer the consequences. He did manage to pass his ‘Higher’
exams well enough to get a place at Imperial College. During his first summer vacation
as an undergraduate he came back to Northampton and worked in an architect’s office,
which started him off on his lifelong interest in the history of architecture and structures.

He was a tall, fit and handsome young man (Figure 3). Just down the road from Imperial
College was The Royal College of Art, full of creative, attractive women. Nancy Wood was
one of these art students. They married in 1940. She gave up painting once she had me
and my sister, finding the necessary inspiration hard to maintain in the face of dirty nappies
and cookery. Skem was the most undomesticated man you could imagine. She trained as
a book binder, and enjoyed repairing Skem’s and his friends’ antiquarian books in beautiful
leather with gold tooling. She was a warm and loving mother. Skem on the other hand
was a remote father, very preoccupied with his work, and I’ve often wondered to what
extent the early loss of his own father made it hard for him to imagine how to be a father
himself. But he did take a close interest in my sister’s and my academic progress.

She and I had a stable childhood in South Kensington, within walking distance of Imperial
College. Skem kept up his grandfather’s tradition of long walks, and loved the English
countryside, especially the Chilterns. He would explore the towpaths of the Grand Union
canal, perhaps thinking of its course up into Northamptonshire. He also had a great love
of music. When he was young it was jazz, but in the 1940s he discovered the music of
Bach, took up the flute and became an expert player. I have childhood memories of falling
asleep to the sound of my mother on piano and him playing flute sonatas. He enjoyed
going to concerts on the South Bank or at St John’s, Smith Square.

One striking thing about him, given all these Baptist and Quaker ancestors, is that he was,
as far as I know, completely uninterested in religion. It is one of my sorrows that I never
thought to ask him about it. But many aspects of his personality derive, I think, from his
Northamptonshire background. He described his grandmother and his various aunts as
‘kind but strict, expecting high standards of behaviour’, and this is just how he was. His
capacity for hard work was phenomenal. He had a good sense of humour, and could laugh
uproariously when something amused him, but one had a strong sense of his probity, his
level-headedness, his sense of what was right, and all those qualities that he described in
his grandfather Samuel, the pillar of the Baptist Chapel and the Building Society.

In the latter part of his career he was heaped with medals and honours, culminating in a
knighthood which the Queen bestowed on him in the Millennium year 2000. Like many
men of his generation, he had smoked a pipe, and he paid the price by developing lung
cancer. He died in August 2001. There was a marvellous event to celebrate his life at the
Institution of Civil Engineers in Great George Street, Westminster, where he had been
Vice-President in the 1970s. The College did him the enormous honour of holding an
International Soil Mechanics conference in his memory, and at the same time, naming the
Civil Engineering building, which he had been so influential in setting up, the Skempton
Building.

This article is an edited version of a talk given by Judith Niechcial, daughter of Sir Alec, to the Northamptonshire Record
Society on Saturday 14th October 2006 at St Andrew’s Hospital.

Imperial College has catalogued Skem’s archive, which is on-line at www.cv.ic.ac.uk/SkemArchive.
A Particle of Clay: The Biography of Alec Skempton, Civil Engineer, by Judith Niechcial, is published by Whittles
(2002).
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Digitized History Data: Dealing with the Digital Deluge

GRENVILLE W. HATTON

The Digital Deluge: current situation in the United Kingdom
The volume of digital data generated by research and by scientific instruments will soon
dwarf all the technical and scientific data collected in the entire history of research. This
data deluge has policy implications for how research is funded and conducted – and it
affects all academic disciplines, from engineering and science to humanities. Table 1 puts
into sobering context the rate at which this data is now accumulating.1

Table 1: Rapid growth in production of digital data
1 million characters (1 megabyte)= the text of one large novel.
1,000 megabytes (1 gigabyte) = all the information in the human genome (1,000 novels).
1,000 gigabytes (1 terabyte) = annual world literature production.
1,000 terabytes (1 petabyte) = all US academic research libraries.
1,000 petabytes (1 exabyte) just 2/3 of world annual production of digital information!

The problems that the data deluge causes are not quite the same for historians as for those
in other disciplines. This article will focus on the implications of the digital deluge for
historical data-archiving and research. A casual trawl on the Internet reveals a bewildering
mass of data sources for the genealogist, the amateur local historian and the professional
historian alike, as illustrated by the examples in Table 2 and on Figures 1 and 2 (which are
very far from exhaustive!).

Table 2: Some examples of Internet-based digital data sources for historians
Freecen (http://freecen.rootsweb.com/) and Freebmd (http://www.freebmd.org.uk/).
National Archive (PRO) initiatives (e.g. PCC wills in downloadable PDF format, online

searching of PRO/E179 taxation archives, etc.).
The A2A initiative (http://www.a2a.org.uk/): 10 million records, linking over 400 UK archives.
Heritage Lottery Fund pilot schemes such as the King’s College Cambridge estate records

(http://www.kings.cam.ac.uk/library/archives/college/hlfproject/index.html).
Histpop online (www.histpop.org), due for completion Feb 2007.
British History Online (http://www.british-history.ac.uk/).
Henry III Fine Rolls project (http://www.finerollshenry3.org.uk/).
Northamptonshire Studies (http://www.northamptonshire.gov.uk/Leisure/Libraries/Studies/

local.htm), including the HEMSoP Leics/Northants/Lincs online photo archive.

However, the Internet is an uncoordinated and largely unpoliced medium, and this is
inconsistent with the precision and rigour demanded by historical research. So … is there
a common plan or strategy behind the apparent chaos, or is it really evolving at random
with no overall rules or controls? Who is funding it? Who is driving it? What are their aims
and motives? And how do we know whether to trust the data that we may collect in this
way?

Creation of digital data policies
Three main types of digital history archive are emerging in the United Kingdom:

Those that form part of an initiative backed and funded by local and/or central government.
Those that are not government-backed but are created and maintained by recognized private
bodies such as the Family History Society (who are transcribing parish registers and census
data).
An increasing number of purely local archives, such as those created and maintained by local
village history societies.

1. Taken from an introductory paper issued by the UK Digital Archive.



It is easy to make clear statements about the government-backed initiatives, because they
have published policies and mission statements. The private history-archive groups
mentioned above are also doing excellent work, and deserve wider recognition and
support – however, it is more difficult to make statements about their aims, timescales and
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Figure 1: The search page of the A2A website.
The result for the keyword entered gave 31 catalogue references in several counties.

Figure 2: An example of one of the 31 catalogue references mentioned in Figure 1.



policies because all too often these are not made public – indeed, many of the small local
archives, by their very nature, do not even have a formal structure or policy for acquisition
and dissemination. Some specific viewpoints will now be given, in an attempt to clarify
what is currently available and indicate its overall organizational structure.

JISC Digitization Programme and pilots. Many technical challenges must be solved, to ensure
that data generated today can survive changes in storage media, devices and digital formats.
The United Kingdom’s Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) exists to provide
leadership in the use of Information and Communications technology to support education
and research. In collaboration with key partners, JISC has funded a number of important
projects and services in this area including the Digital Curation Centre, the Continuing
Access and Digital Preservation Strategy and the Digital Preservation Coalition.

The current JISC Digitization programme is an innovative e-content creation initiative,
funded through a £10 million investment by the Higher Education Funding Council for
England. Spanning centuries, disciplines and media sources, six pioneering digitization
projects are unlocking a wealth of unique, hard, or impossible-to-access material from the
18th century to the present day, for the benefit of the widest user base possible within the
United Kingdom further and higher education systems.

Histpop – The Online Historical Population Reports website.
Eighteenth-century Parliamentary Papers.
Archival Sound Recordings.
British Newspapers 1800-1900.
Medical Journals Backfiles.
Newsfilm Online.

These projects started delivering pilot services from autumn 2005, with full services
commencing from summer 2006 to spring 2007. All of these will be freely available
without subscription in the short term – though in order to sustain some of them in the
medium to long term, users will probably be charged a small sum for accessing data.

The Increasing role of online data archives. In addition to research and development of new e-
technologies via JISC, United Kingdom central government also funds ongoing services
to collect and curate digital data. Of these services, the most relevant to historians and
archaeologists is the Arts & Humanities Data Service (AHDS).

AHDS History is one of the five centres of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, set up
to collect, preserve, and promote the use of digital resources which result from or support
historical research, learning and teaching.

Services offered by AHDS History include:

Creating: advising about the creation, use and preservation of historical digital resources.
Depositing: collecting, cataloguing and preserving historical digital resources.
Collection: providing access to a wide-ranging collection of historical digital resources.
Special Collections: establishing thematic special collections, and enriching and enhancing
selected data collections.
Projects: developing online data and metadata2 delivery systems.
Guides to Good Practice: promoting standards in the creation, description, use and
preservation of historical digital resources.
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2. Automated knowledge management is needed to explore and exploit data; metadata is key to this capability.
Metadata is ‘data about data’ – everyday examples of metadata from the world of traditional paper documents
are title, author, publisher and date of publication, or collections of metadata in the form of catalogues, directories,
summaries of contents, etc. Clearly, the quality of search engines is only as good as the metadata that they reference.



AHDS currently holds about 600 historical datasets, including census and population data,
crop and cattle information, transcripts of early wills, electoral and parish boundary inform-
ation, images of early newspapers, and much more; and the archive is growing every month.

Documentary history is not the only type of material to be archived. An online archive
known as OASIS (Online AccesS to the Index of archaeological investigationS) has
delivered, for the first time, a unified record for all archaeological interventions in England
from around 1700 to 1998, with a map-based online search facility. OASIS is inter-
operable with the AHDS archive, and provides a unique method by which documentary
historians may cross-reference their work against archaeological surveys.

There are many more examples that should be mentioned, such as the ‘Access2Archives’
initiative has already linked over 400 UK archives, including all County Record Offices, with
a dedicated search-engine specifically created to handle searches for historical documents.
The National Archive has made over one million wills available via ‘documents online’.
Northants Libraries website provides a gateway to the ‘HEMSOP’ (Heritage East Midlands:
Sense of Place) site, on which collections of early photographs and postcard views are made
available – a handy source for heritage scholars, house-historians, genealogists and others.

The United Kingdom Data Archive. The UK Data Archive (UKDA) is a centre of expertise
in data acquisition, preservation, dissemination and promotion, and curator of the largest
collection of digital data in the social sciences and humanities in the UK. It is funded by
the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), the Joint Information Systems
Committee (JISC) of the Higher Education Funding Councils and the University of
Essex. Founded in 1967, it now houses several thousand datasets of interest to researchers
in all sectors and from many different disciplines.

The UKDA hosts AHDS History (already mentioned above), and the Census Registration
Service, facilitating access to the census data resources for United Kingdom higher and
further education. The UKDA’s involvement in research and design projects has made a
significant contribution to new developments in data preservation and dissemination,
metadata standards, software for web browsing, data discovery and data delivery.

Matthew Woollard, Associate Director of the UK Data Archive, gave some personal views
and insights at a recent conference at the Institute for Historical Research.3 It is not only
the archive that has to deal with this data deluge, but also the user. There are resources that
will help users find what they wish, ranging from COPAC, A2A, Intute, and even Google,
but for various reasons these are not always particularly helpful for those who wish to find
data. For instance, if you wanted to find the cost of alcohol provided to residents in Irish
workhouses in 1871 where would you start?4

The historian must learn ways in which to search productively through these materials in
order to find what he or she is looking for. The increasing quantities of historical material
available across the Internet may make many historical sources more accessible – but
accessibility does not equate to usability! How should we attempt to solve some of these
problems? Two approaches are suggested; firstly, generic data formats/models for standard
historical sources; secondly, the necessity for historians and their funders to adhere to
certain standards both for analysis and for subsequent preservation and reuse.

Dr. Woollard advocates the use of metadata and other tools for describing data as ‘possibly
one of the best ways in which to preserve information for long term use, and even
analysis’. For some large datasets, metadata is required for data storage. However, it can also
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of Historical Research.
4. The answer (culled with some effort from the Electronic Parliamentary Papers of Ireland website) is a staggering
£12,466-12s-1d!



be used for data management which includes preservation. The third function metadata can
provide (and one which will increase in the future) is part of the capacity to exploit the
data which the metadata is describing, i.e. data analysis.

A number of ongoing developments are presently moving these concepts forward. For
example both the National Archive and the National Archive of Scotland have web sites
(and shortly also the National Library of Wales) which contain indexes and images of wills
and other probate information – however, they are not cross-searchable. If, for example, all
the archival services in the country published their indices to wills and inventories to the
same standard, they could be merged or even cross-searched without any single archive
having to hand over their data to a central dissemination point. The data deluge may exist,
but the economies of scale effected by it have not yet been fully harnessed.

Northamptonshire Record Office. The Northamptonshire Record Office (NRO), is linked to
the online A2A project (Access to Archives). It is expanding the access available by getting
catalogues online, with the possibility of adding select images to it.

In order to explain the topic of electronic records to the public, the Office is developing
three main matters. The storage and curation of records that are ‘born digital.’ That is, those
that are created in electronic format and will always exist in that medium. There are many
aspects to consider in terms of appropriate technology and standards. How information
about the collections is made available in electronic format, so providing access to
catalogues using web technology and adhering to modern standards. How best to create
electronic/digital images of the archives so that they may be accessed in digital format
through copies on CD and via web technology. Again adhering to modern standards. This
resource becomes an archive in its own right. 

It is important that any data available electronically is easy to access. To enable researchers
to acquire information, the database is being developed in conjunction with a user group
and the County Council Information Technology team. Paper based catalogues are
currently being converted and loaded onto the ‘Adlib’ database – a system selected to offer
functionality, ease of use, reliability and the ability to conform to international standards
for document archiving, using guidelines produced by The National Archives, TASI
(Technical Advisory Service for Images) and DPC (Digital Preservation Coalition).

Local History Society Digital Archives. Although most local history societies still keep to a
‘traditional’ role, providing a focus of interest for those who are chiefly interested in
attending lectures/visits or pursuing genealogical or similar studies, some Northampton-
shire societies have shown considerable flair and scholarship in creating websites to
showcase their village’s heritage (as for example at Greens Norton). In addition, one or
two groups are also building local history archives with an increasing digital content
(which typically includes digital copies of early photographs, early property deeds etc., but
may also extend to digitized searchable parish registers, tax records of all kinds, school
records, parish council archives, manorial records and other data). Some of these initiatives
were featured in the recent Northamptonshire Heritage Awards programme, and the
burgeoning digital history archives at Crick and Finedon are attracting increasing interest,
both at local and county level.

The role of Northamptonshire Association of Local History as a possible ‘binding agent’
for these local archival activities is still at a very early stage, and individual societies are
largely doing their own thing, both in terms of websites and digital archives. This is not
necessarily bad in the short term, as it helps to explore a variety of different techniques –
but in the long term it would be good to see some of these initiatives adopt a convergent
strategy (for example, in terms of the quality to which images are captured and the standards
used for file-naming and addition of metadata).
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Some Topics of Concern
Accessibility of Digital Data. Some of these difficulties have already been mentioned –
notably, the problem of not knowing exactly what exists or where to find it! Other
problems are that some digital archives require password/ID access, and that some of the
large downloadable datasets require broadband Internet access as an essential prerequisite.
These are not insurmountable, however – and they are unlikely to pose problems to any
serious student.

Provenance and Validity. Establishing the validity and provenance of historical data retrieved
in digital form is a more serious issue. As a first step, we might expect public-funded sites
(such as the National Archives, JISC, AHDS, A2A, etc.) to be error-free and to include
rigorous references to original documents – and the same goes for ‘serious’ private archives
such as Oxbridge college estate archives and the like. In the main, this expectation is not
disappointed – though some hard lessons were learned from the 1901 census digitization
(which was initially awarded to an overseas sub-contractor, to whom all UK names were
‘foreign’ – the result was an unacceptable level of badly misspelled entries!); this has since
been corrected.

Where other private-initiative archives are concerned, the risks are greater. In such cases
it may be wise to adopt the view that ‘free information is worth what you pay for it’ –
however, it would be wrong to criticise all such archives in this way, for some of them are
researched with care and attention to detail. Perhaps the best approach is to use this type
of archive to carry out rapid research – and then try to obtain independent validation of
such data as you decide to use for any serious research.

A final note – just because a document is digital does not automatically mean that it is
suspect; in the same way, just because a piece of 15th-century parchment is an original
document does not automatically mean that it is telling you the truth!

Ownership and Copyright. Where digital copies of original documents are involved, issues
of copyright and ownership become more difficult to manage; and in addition, there must
also be clear rules about making digital copies of digital data (whether this latter is original
digital data or a digital copy of a physical original). This is not the place to set out such
rules in detail; suffice to state that, in principle, the copyright owner of an original
document (whether physical or digital) remains the legal owner, and any copy that is made
must receive the permission of the owner, and may not be further copied without further
permission being granted.

Enforcing such rules is a separate subject, and again this is not the place to explore such a
topic in detail. In brief, it should still be necessary to observe two main principles: firstly,
that the copyright of the original document is identified in some way in the digital copy
(for example, as part of the metadata); and secondly, that the permission for making and
holding the copy should be given in traditional paper format and retained as part of the
archive where the digital data is stored.

Northamptonshire Concerns. Some readers may still be asking themselves ‘is this really of
relevance to me?’ – so it is appropriate to note a couple of points that relate very specific-
ally to archives in Northamptonshire at the present:

Security Copies of Collections. There is concern (and rightly) that precious collections on
long-term loan to the Northamptonshire Record Office may now be in danger of being
sold out of the country. The Finch-Hatton archive was recently secured for the Office at
a cost of about £430,000 – and a rescue exercise has just been successfully completed to
retain the Cartwright of Aynho collection, with the possible need to raise funds for other
collections being a long-term gloomy prospect.
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This present danger underlines the need for duplicate copies to be made of some of the
precious research material – and the obvious method is to make digital images of the
documents, which may then be viewed via computer – though it must be added that this
is a massive task, for there are tens of thousands of documents to photograph. An obvious
corollary is, that to protect these collections from acts of God, duplicate copies in digital
form should in any case be held in other locations – without such back-up safeguards in
place, a fire or other catastrophe at the Northamptonshire Record Office would have
consequences too dreadful to contemplate.

All such options are, of course, under active consideration – the difficulties, as ever, include
shortage of funds and resources. Northamptonshire Past and Present readers can help by
making their opinions clear, and by supporting the efforts to obtain adequate funding and
resources to tackle these major issues.

Northamptonshire-related material from other archives. Quite apart from the need to secure
existing material at the Northamptonshire Record Office, there is a significant amount of
data related to Northamptonshire that currently resides in other archives throughout the
country. This typically varies from national tax records (most of which are held at the
National Archive), to estate records (the author recently ‘discovered’ a large cache of
medieval manorial records for Crick in the archive of St John the Baptist College,
Oxford), to deeds and documents contained in other County Record Offices.

There are two issues here – firstly, the advisability of making safety back-up copies of these
records, as discussed above; secondly, the value to Northamptonshire historians of having a
digital copy of this data available for research at the Record Office. The author is currently
producing a number of CDs for deposit at the Northamptonshire Record Office containing
some of the data mentioned above, thanks to the friendly co-operation of the National
Archive, the College of St John the Baptist, and of course the Record Office itself (Figure 3).

Implications of an ‘e-society’
Finally, what implications might the data deluge have for historians of the future? The
electronic resources which are being created now, and which may be of value to historians
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Figure 3: One of the many manuscripts relating to Crick held at St John’s
College, Oxford. (MUN VII.11; copyright the President and Fellows of St John’s College).
Andreas de Estleye, knight, to Richard de Greneberwe in Creck, 3 acres of arable land with
appurtenances in Creck, of which half an acre lies upon langeslade and is called a butt, and 4
roods abut in the way of Esseby and upon the headland of the smith, and 11⁄2 acres lie at
woldfurlong, divided by the way to Lilleburn, upon the lands of the customary tenants; rent
18d, silver.

Witnesses include master William de la Leye, rector of the church of Crick (c.1270-80).



in the future, are often a hybrid of conversion projects and digital-born material. Digital-
born material is clearly much more important to preserve because it does not exist (and
may never exist) in a hard-copy version.

For instance, consider vital registration. The Local Electoral Administration and Registration
Services (Scotland) Act 2006 which was passed in July 2006 already allows for vital
registration of births, marriages and deaths to be carried out in Scotland electronically. Thus
in the near future in Scotland the system of vital registration will be carried out in an
electronic manner. Meanwhile, in October 2003 the United Kingdom Office of National
Statistics published its Proposals for an Integrated Population Statistics System. With this in place,
the whole of the United Kingdom registration system will eventually become electronic.
Such projects relating to National Statistics and vital registration will create considerably
more data, which will need to be preserved adequately. And there are other government
departments which use electronic resources that may be of value to historians in the future.

Finally, consider the data deluge in terms of ‘commercial’ information – another potenti-
ally important source for historians of the future. Tesco’s database ‘Crucible’ contains
detailed information on every household in the UK, regardless of whether they shop at
Tesco at all. This is clearly a remarkable source of commercial information, which if treated
properly could be useful for historical information. There is much to be gained from
embracing the ‘digital deluge’, and used intelligently it will both simplify and enhance the
work of historians, professional and amateur alike. Moreover, if we ignore it, it will not go
away!

Conclusion
The aim of this paper has been to introduce readers of Northamptonshire Past and Present to
new sources of historical data, which may perhaps be unfamiliar to many traditional users
of county record offices and similar archives. The author, while not claiming to be an
expert on these matters, is happy to respond to any questions that this article may provoke,
and can be contacted by email at ‘ghatton@toucansurf.com’.

Inevitably, much potentially interesting material has been omitted in order to keep the
article short; the result is therefore bound to be less than complete. For example, no
mention has been made of the North Atlantic Population Project 2, which aims to
harmonise some 90 million individual records from censuses in Canada (1881), Great
Britain (1881), Iceland (1870, 1880, 1901), Norway (1865, 1900) and the United States
(1880) – and there are many other similar examples.
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BOOK REVIEWS

THE POULTONS OF DESBOROUGH
Lords of the Manor and Recusants

By J. R. Betts

Published by Randesbeck Books, Raunds, 2006
ISBN 09552521 05

Softback with glued sections, xiii + 122 pages, 16 by 24cm, illustrated
Price £9.99

Jerome Betts is an active local historian, with several well-researched publications in print.
His special interest is Northamptonshire Catholic history, and this book carries on from
his biography of Blessed Peter Wright, S. J. In The Poultons of Desborough he records the
history of a local family whose name is not perhaps as well known in the annals of
recusancy as that of the Treshams or the Vauxes of Harrowden. As his subtitle makes clear,
he seeks to record the story of the Poultons as lords of the manor of Desborough and as
unswerving adherents to the Old Faith.

For 14 generations, from about 1426 to 1725, the Poultons were lords of Desborough. Mr.
Betts recounts what he has found about their gradual acquisition of all three manors in
Desborough and their intermarriage with local families which, in part, enabled them to
do so. But the book is largely about what happened during and after Henry VIII’s
Reformation. Even then, the evidence is patchy, especially for the 16th-century part of
the story.

Perhaps the reason why the Poultons are not as well known as other recusants is because
Mr. Betts finds no evidence that they were involved in treason against Queen Elizabeth or
the Gunpowder Plot, and he has found little evidence of what part, if any, they played in
supporting the King in the Civil War. Maybe they were careful and cautious. At first they
were probably ‘Church Papists’ and they never seemed to have had an oratory or chapel
in their Desborough house. The most notable thing about them is how many of the sons
became Jesuits, and daughters nuns – 15 Poulton men became Jesuit priests, 14 of whom
were Desborough born (there were cadet branches of the family in Irthlingborough and
Sambourne, Warwickshire). Mr. Betts has traced the Catholic education of 23 boys and
young men from the three branches in the College of St Omers in Flanders, from which
(if they were intended for the priesthood) they usually went then on to the College at
Valladolid, Spain, or to the Venerable English College in Rome. Disappointingly, it has
proved hard to find out much about their subsequent careers. In addition, in the 17th and
early 18th centuries, five Poulton women became nuns in the Benedictine Abbey at
Dunkirk. One of the earliest was Jane Poulton (who died in 1644), who rose to be abbess
of a convent in Ghent.

The connection with Desborough ended in the early 18th century. By 1714 they were
bankrupt and between 1725 and 1737 Frederick, the last of the squires, was compelled to
sell the manorial rights, the land, and the advowson of Desborough parsonage. Like many
another landed family they were brought down by the fines systematically levied upon
Catholics for refusing to conform to the Elizabethan religious settlement, and also by the
cost of educating sons and daughters abroad. Few, apart from the very rich, the lucky and
the most adroit, were able to survive this relentless pressure. The last male survivor of the
Desborough Poultons, Giles, a Jesuit priest, died in 1752.

In outline, it is a familiar story, a local case study of what happened nationally. This is how,
between the reigns of Queen Elizabeth and George III, Catholicism’s officer class was
brought low. However, religions are rarely extirpated without genocide, and, even then,



cling on. English Catholicism was revived in the 19th century with extensive Irish
transfusions. Mr. Betts finds some consolation that, since 1972, mass has being celebrated
in Desborough, after an absence of 250 years, when a redundant Methodist chapel was
bought and consecrated as a Catholic church.

R. L. Greenall

CHURCH OF ST PETER, MAREFAIR, NORTHAMPTON
THE CHURCHES CONSERVATION TRUST

By Paul Woodfield (Architect and historical building consultant)

16pp, illustrated
Price £3.00

This pamphlet on what Pevsner described as ‘the most interesting Norman church in
Northamptonshire’ is an enjoyable guide to this fine church and its history. Placing the
church and earlier buildings on the site in the context of Anglo-Saxon and Norman
Northampton it goes beyond a description of its architectural features.

We learn the details of the revelation of the burial place of St Ragener, slaughtered by the
Danes in 870. So impressive were the miracles that occurred at his tomb that Edward the
Confessor ordered the building of a shrine splendidly decorated with gold, silver and
precious stones. There is a thought provoking exploration of the relationship between the
St Liz family, the Castle and the rebuilding of St Peter’s in Norman times. 

The description of the architecture of the existing Church and the impact of the various
restorations is enhanced by the excellent illustrations. It is interesting to compare the early
the 19th-century drawing of the open space of the interior looking west by J. H. Le Keux
with the photograph of a similar view today with rows of pews. A reproduction of the
engravings of some of the carved column capitals made for the historian George Baker
can be compared with the modern finely detailed photographs.

For those who would like to explore the subject further there are suggestions for further
reading. There is also a brief account of the work of The Churches Conservation Trust and
a list of nearby Trust Churches.

This pamphlet deepens an appreciation of the building and will, I hope, inspire many who
do not know it to visit this much loved church.

Jaqueline Minchinton

THE FRONT LINE OF FREEDOM
BRITISH FARMING IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR
Edited by Brian Short, Charles Watkins and John Martin

British Agricultural History Society 2006
ISBN 0-903269-04-x

Soft back, price £17.50 (including postage)
Available from the BAHS, Department of History,

University of Exeter, Amory Buildings, Rennes Drive, Exeter EX4 4RJ

The 15 contributors to this Agricultural History Review Supplement Series 4, are all
eminent historians in their own particular field. The editors have combined the dimensions
of their talents with a judicious choice of subjects and have presented us with a timely
contribution relating to the history of agriculture in the Second World War.
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It contains a pertinent range of subjects which embrace the poor state of the country’s
agriculture in 1939 and the pioneering work of Dudley Stamp; Supply and Productivity;
Rodent control; the Women’s Land Army together with the Women’s Timber Corps;
utilisation of labour and the use of Prisoners of War; and the ‘War Ag’, the abbreviated
name for the administration of the County War Agricultural Executive Committees for
the state.

Though in no way specific to any one county, it reminds us of the ‘home’ conflicts which
existed beyond the battlefield for those who tried to farm. So called in 1941, a new
Doomsday, The National Farm Survey of 1941-3, is now at Kew and here is chronicled the
wealth of information available to the researcher; be it the farmer versus the county
administration of the CWAEC or the dispossession of those who could not bring their
farms up to the required standard of production.

Another aspect covered is the military demands for training land and the annexation of
landed estates remembered in The village that died for England and The battle of Crichel Down.

Well endowed with helpful footnotes, it has an illuminating bibliography.

The iconic scene of the cover illustration ‘Sprout picking’ is from a watercolour by the
official war artist, Evelyn Dunbar, who is the subject of a recent biography, Evelyn Dunbar,
War and Country by Gill Clarke.

Rosemary Eady

SHORTER NOTICES

The first of the Record Society’s shorter volumes dedicated to the memory of Victor
Hatley, A Georgian Country Parson, edited by Christine Vialls and Kay Collins has received
a very good review in the Agricultural History Review, Vol. 53 (2005), p. 256 by NPP
contributor and agricultural historian Professor Richard Moore-Colyer, University of
Wales, Aberystwyth.
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A letter from Leslie Skelton

To the members of the Northamptonshire Record Society

I hope that by writing in the 2007 edition of Northamptonshire Past and Present, shortly
following my recent retirement, I will be able to express to members my genuine appreciation
for the many kind remarks regarding my service as secretary and also to thank those who
kindly contributed to my superb retirement gift.

I have been very proud to look after the affairs of the Society and, during the last 19 years,
we have together been able to ensure our standards remain as high as possible, probably
amongst the most prestigious in the country, thanks in no small measure to you all.

In closing I must add that I am inordinately grateful for your support, kindness and
generosity.

Sincerely ‘Thank You.’

Leslie Skelton
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Leslie Skelton at his retirement, being congratulated by Sir Hereward Wake,
19th May 2007 (Photo: David Harries)



OBITUARY NOTICE

Patrick I. King

The death of our first Chief County Archivist, Patrick King, occurred in July 2007. We
have not yet been able to obtain a formal obituary, so do not have the usual information
on early life and education. Patrick was about 82 and is survived by his wife Anne and the
children. 

Most Record Society members will have met Patrick over the years before his retirement
and benefited from his immense knowledge of the county and its archives. Former Deputy
County Archivist, Rosemary Dunhill, has kindly written the following appreciation.

�

I first met Patrick King in 1976, when he interviewed me for the post of his deputy at
Northamptonshire Record Office, the start of five years of immense importance in my
career and development as an archivist. In many ways he was a perfect boss for me at that
time, allowing me a perhaps unwarranted degree of independence, with lots of freedom
to make mistakes (at the thought of some of which I now cringe), and providing rock-like
support and encouragement when I needed them.

During these five years we celebrated the 30th anniversary of his joining the office, as its
first Chief Archivist. The office, of course, had a unique background in the earlier collecting
work of the Northamptonshire Record Society under its redoubtable Secretary, Joan Wake,
who directed the new Chief Archivist in his early years with something like a rod of iron.
(It was a great pleasure to me to have been involved in some minor correspondence with
Miss Wake in my year as an archive trainee at the Bodleian Library.) Essentially, Patrick
represented the whole history of archive work in the county. His knowledge was propor-
tionately broad, if at times quirky, and his network of useful contacts enormous.

Discussions, sometimes heated (on my part rather than his), covered a wide range of (more
or less) work-related topics. A recurring topic was punctuation and the use of capital
letters – of which he was very fond. When challenged for a justification for giving capital
letters to the Boot and Shoe Trade, he replied triumphantly that it was very important to
the county, his memorable eyebrows dancing as he said it!

I have kept in touch with Patrick and Anne, largely through Christmas letters and notes,
in the years since I left Northamptonshire, but it is a matter of great regret to me that we
have met rarely in these years. I remember him with huge affection and respect. He both
laid and built on the foundations of the fine archive service which the county now enjoys,
was devoted to the Society, and loved the documents. All who knew him must feel his loss.

Rosemary Dunhill
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